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Ben Tyrer
Games editor
Ben became teary-eyed 
reviewing Last Day Of June 
(p89), but remember Ben, 
for every level of sadness 
there’s a tier of joy.  

game of The monTh
FIFA 18
fave Beard
Garibaldi

miriam mcdonald
operations editor
In the most bizarre games 
injury yet, Mim knackered 
her back playing Dragon 
Quest Heroes 2. She now 
fears binge gaming. 

game of The monTh
Strange Brigade
fave Beard
Imperial 

david meikleham
Guest writer
Writer David is a VERY 
ANGRY MAN. Maybe it’s 
because he replayed every 
God Of War game for our 
retrospective (p64). 

game of The monTh
Destiny 2
fave Beard
Bandholz

milford Coppock
manaGinG art editor
Disgust. The default emotion 
of all good art editors. 
Disgust at obtuse headers, 
low-res art, and bad puns. 
[We must try harder - ed]. 

game of The monTh
Superhot VR
fave Beard
Short stubble 

welcome

t h i s  m o n t h ’ s  k r a t o s - l i k e  e m o t i o n a l  w r e c k s

game of The monTh
Uncharted: The Lost Legacy
fave Beard
Friendly mutton chops

“FIND OUT  
HOW TIME 
SpENT WITH 
MAD MAx’S 
GEORGE MILLER 
AFFEcTED GOD 
OF WAR’S GAME 
DIREcTOR.”
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speaking with God Of War’s cory 
Barlog this month was revelatory. 
He’s channelled a career of Kratos 

creation and film work into the forthcoming 
return of the series on playStation 4, 
meaning this God Of War will be more 
cinematic, contextual, and emotionally 
rewarding than any that have gone before. 
Find out how time spent with Mad Max’s 
George Miller affected God Of War’s game 
director on p56.  

Speaking of film influences, call Of Duty’s 
Nazi Zombies is coming back and has been 
given a Hollywood makeover. The voice cast 
looks fantastic, and includes ex-Doctor Who 
David Tennant, and Ving Rhames. Discover 
who else makes the cut on p16.

There’s more cinematic gaming this issue 
too. On p52 you can read my verdict on 
Uncharted: The Lost Legacy; Toy Story turns 
up in Kingdom Hearts III on p38; and Ben 
delivers his review of Hellblade on p82. 
Movie buffs talk about the Golden Age of 
cinema – are we in the Golden Age of games?

Ian dean
editor
opm@futurenet.com
@iandean4

secure  
opm #141  
+ massive  
a1 poster

Subscribe on p78 by 
06 September
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The Big 10
STorieS everyone’S Talking aBouT

The supersTars of 
yesTeryear, now called  
icons, are coming To ps4.

Ronaldinho is looking good 
enough here to win the 
coveted Ballon d’Phowar. 
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01
after years 
of making 
green-eyed 
glares at 
lucky Xbox 
players, we 
can abandon 
any feelings 

of envy. This year, fifa ultimate 
Team legends are coming to ps4. 
except the superstars from 
yesteryear are now called icons, will 
have three different versions to 
represent the best years of their 
careers, and have unique in-game 
character models to match their 
looks at the time. what’s more, 
they’re just a small part of the huge 
changes to this year’s kickabout.

Before we go into the other new 
modes, let’s give you a bit more info 
on icon stories, the buzzword ea 
is using to describe the footballing 
icons (get it?) who will have three 
special cards of themselves in 
ultimate Team. 

Take ronaldinho on the left 
there. his first version covers his 
breakout season at psg in 2002 
(complete with white sweatband 

on the pitch), where his stats make 
him a nippy dribbler, with 91 pace 
and 92 dribbling and an overall 
rating of 91. his second version 
represents the 2010 ‘dinho at ac 
milan, which has a slightly lower 
overall rating of 89 (and a black 
sweatband too). hopefully, though, 
that rating will make this card  
more attainable. 

finally, the best version – officially 
known as the prime card – reflects 
ronaldinho’s time at Barcelona 
in 2004, where he was named 
the fifa world player of the year, 
and, as you would expect, boasts 
the highest stats out of all. more 
importantly, this time his avatar has 
no sweatband. at all. 

Prime Time
ronaldinho’s not the only icon 
story you can expect either. some 
of the titans who’ll be appearing 
include the rapid roberto carlos, 
with his prime version coming in at 
91 overall rating; imposing danish 
keeper peter schmeichel, who 
will be a must for any united fans 
with a 90 overall prime card, and, 

ultimate Team 
gets an overhaul, 
and superstars

fifa 18 brings icons to ps4, and we go 
through the face-capturing process

10 Junk to Hunk
nfs’s customisable collectibles. 

16 ReicH teRRoRs
cod’s nazi Zombies shuffles into view. 

18 Angling FoR VictoRy
all you need to know about wwe 2K18.
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our personal favourite, cult wizard 
Jay-Jay okocha, who will bring silky 
skills and outrageous piledrivers to 
matches with a 90 rating as well.

while two of the three cards 
will be available from the moment 
ultimate Team launches on 29 
september, prime versions of 
players will only be out in the wild 
for a limited time. individual prime 
cards will launch on “Throwback 
Thursdays”, when you’ll be able to 
find them in packs or complete a 
squad Building challenge to earn 
them. which means that, yes, 
squad Building challenges are 
back. The mode that tasks you with 
assembling a squad and trading 
them in for cards returns after its 
successful introduction to ultimate 
Team last year. 

in fifa 18, there is a new quirk to 
sBcs with Brick slots. now, some 
positions in the squad you’re trying 
to put together will have more 
specific requirements, such as the 
player being from a certain team 
or being a certain nationality. while 
it makes completing sBcs extra 
rewarding, we’re already sweating 
buckets over the potential value 
inflation of players who will fit into 
those tricky-looking Brick slots.

HearTbreaker CreaTor
if you think of ultimate Team as a 
purely online experience, the good 
news is ea is addressing that with 

squad Battles. an entirely new 
single-player mode for fuT, this 
allows you to take on teams crafted 
by other players, but instead of 
playing the real-life creator, the ai 
takes over their team. 

plus, you’ll be able to tweak 
the difficulty, which will allow new 
players to get a feel for the flow 
of fuT games, and every match 
you win will earn you points that 
will unlock prizes at the end of the 
weekly cycle.

moreover, a weekly featured 
squad will offer you the chance 
to take on the ai team of special 
fuT players. it could be a real-life 
footballer, celebrity or even famous 
content creators from the fifa 
community. personally, we’re  
hoping to see what team danny 
dyer puts together. 

finally, there are objectives. 
These are expanding on manager 
Tasks, which acted as tutorials in 
previous instalments by giving you 
small goals to complete every day 
and week, earning rewards for 
doing so. They’re a pretty blatant 
way of encouraging you to return 

every day to fuT, but if we get 
some free ultimate Team packs out 
of it? sign us up. 

PerfeCT Header
despite the talk of icons, it’s not just 
the big boys who’ll make up the 
ranks this year. To celebrate forest 
green rovers making their debut in 
a fifa game, we visit their home at 
The new lawn, where ea is bringing 
the portable face-scanning rig that 
captures players’ likenesses. But it’s 
not just players going through the 
process. opm gets a chance to see 
what it’s like to have our photo taken 
by equipment worth $150,000 (left). 

how do the shots become a 3d 
model in the game? Jack hoyle, a 3d 
scanning technician for The capture 
lab tells us: “once we’ve taken the 
images, i organise the data and it 
goes back to Vancouver, where the 
images are stitched together.” after 
this, Jack explains, an artist will 
touch up the model by perfecting 
the hair, beard, and skin tone. 

whether it’s losing more time 
(and almost certainly money) in 
an expanded ultimate Team or 
dragging forest green to the 
premiership in career mode, the 
battle for the playstation golden 
boot with pes is going to be fiercer 
than ever this year.

Find PRime cARds in 
PAcks oR FinisH A squAd 
Building cHAllenge to 
eARn tHem.

■ nothing says “tension” like men 
glowering before a grudge match.

■ icon stories will also have different 
positions. Henry has lW and st versions.

■ Ben’s youthful face 
was scanned by eA, but 
will he make it into FiFA 
18? [no, he won’t – ed].

 FiFA 18 is due for release on 29 
september. We’ll have more next issue.

Style Icon
Pre-ordering the icon edition will net 
you a few bonuses such as a Ronaldo 
loan card for ultimate team, but 
we’re most excited for the special kits 
designed by soundtrack artists. (okay, 
basically the Bloc Party one.)

there’ll be some very big 
icons, but we’re most 
excited to see Ronaldo 
nazario and that haircut.
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■ Forest green Rovers striker christian doidge gets the chance to go through the face-capturing scanning process at the club’s ground.
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the new squad Building 
challenge screen, with 
a few Brick slots to fill. 
Best get saving.

Real madrid’s home at 
the santiago Bernabéu 
stadium returns, with 
impressive lighting.
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Creative director Will Ho 
says there will be limited 
microtransactions  
in the game.

02
The forthcoming 
Need For Speed: 
Payback promises 
to take classic car 
customisation in a 
totally new, original 

direction. Rather than offering a 
garage of reasonably priced cars to 
tune into urban growlers, Ghost 
Games’ latest will give us scrap. Yes, 
we get to track down 
and discover rusty 
old bangers and turn 
them into enviable 
race winners.

“Need For Speed 
has always fostered 
a personal 
relationship between car lovers and 
the cars they love. Everyone has a 
history with their rides. What if the 
way a car looks told you a whole 
history the moment you saw it?” 
poses creative director Will Ho.

“Derelicts tell incredible stories. 
They are iconic oldies crafted into 
one-of-a-kind works of art. Builders 
choose what wear-and-tear they 
want to maintain and what they want 
to restore. The result is a car’s 
history told through dents and rust, 
or a mint-condition car that’s history 
in the making – or both.”

A case in point: the latest car 
added to Payback’s 
roster is the Nissan 
Fairlady 240ZG. A 
1971 compact, it’s 
hardly a supercar. 
But you will be able to 
rebuild it from 
scratch, adding 

engines, brakes, gears, and more, all 
with varying levels and attributes to 
suit your specific style of driving.

Ho explains: “You’ll discover that 
building up a derelict is much freer 
than doing so with an exotic or tuner. 

There are almost no rules limiting 
how crazy you make them. One 
example is the Chevy Bel Air,  
which we’ve put on the cover as  
an Off-Road Build. It’s unlike any  
Bel Air I’ve seen.” 

The developer has a mantra, says 
Ho: “scrap to stock to supercar.” For 
years we’ve been able to take iconic 
cars and build them into perfect 
supercars, but now Ghost Games 
has expanded the spectrum to “the 
beautifully imperfect scrap”. The end 
result, says Ho, “is a massive 
expansion in how personally you can 
express yourself through your car”.

Derelict to Derelicte 
Finding abandoned classics in the 
game’s world will also encourage 
exploration. This Need For Speed is 
open world, so when you’re not 
breaking the law and getting 
‘payback’ on The House – the game’s 

Payback puts the 
focus on scrap

express 
yourself 
tHrougH 
your Car.

team talk
“Car tuning has 
become very dry in 
recent years, so the 
inclusion of an open-
world treasure hunt 
for scraps to turn 
into race-day winners 
sounds like a brilliant 
idea. I particularly 
love the way you can 
create patchwork, 
Mad Max-esque 
monsters that feature 
rust and chrome in 
equal measure.”

Ian Dean
editor

Bask in the beauty of Need For Speed’s scrapyard revivals  
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villains – you can scour the desert 
for hidden gems in the offline 
single-player mode.

There are five classes in the game 
– Race, Drift, Drag, Off-Road, and 
Runner – and each has different 
visual motifs as well as unique tuning 
sliders to finely adjust the car’s 
performance. All of that power is 
available at the tap of a button too, 
as Payback ditches menus for a 
more dynamic approach. “Just press 
down on the D-pad and you’ll get 
sliders that affect your handling 
instantaneously,” says Ho. 

The upshot to all this will be cars 
we truly care about, tailored to our 
unique styles of play, that tell a story 
other than how many seconds they 
can shave off a lap or how quickly 
they squeal past a police roadblock. 

 for more Need for speed: payback 
news visit ghostgames.com.

Sinner: Sacrifice For Redemption levels down

Sacrificial stats  
to the slaughter 

It’s a Dark souls-alike 
with a difference: the 
game forces you to 
level down, not up.

03
Games that turn 
the tables and 
crush our 
preconceptions will 
always find 
themselves 

scribbled on our ‘most wanted’ lists, 
and if they come with a pedigree 
that includes former Blizzard, 
Ubisoft, and Konami devs, well then, 
that’s just made 
our month.

Dark Star Game 
Studios’ Sinner: 
Sacrifice For 
Redemption is, on 
first appearance, 
another Souls-
alike. Dark fantasy 
art direction – 
tick; duellist melee combat – yep; 
gameplay so hard it’s opened a 
DualShock graveyard – absolutely. 
The difference, however, is rather 
than demand you grind the game to 
level your character to beat the next 
boss, you’re regularly told to 
downgrade your stats before the 
next big battle. 

That’s right, already-deceased 
protagonist Adam, who’s on a quest 

to defeat the Seven Deadly Sins and 
escape his afterlife imprisonment, 
must choose one stat to level down 
before each grand confrontation. It 
may sound like an artificial way to 
ensure each fight is tougher than 
the last, but it also adds a counter-
intuitive tactical edge to the combat. 

“Sinner is not another game 
where the player grows stronger to 

fight the final boss 
on equal footing,” 
says Iain Garner, 
director of 
developer 
relations at 
publisher Another 
Indie. “Adam will 
struggle with his 
physical prowess 

as well as his internal need for 
atonement, and his ultimate test will 
be his most challenging.”

The stats you choose to level 
down, and how you fight the bosses, 
will also affect the game’s story. 
Crazy stat ‘down-levelling’ and 
multiple endings? Take Ben’s money.

CHoose oNe 
stat to level 
DoWN before 
eaCH graND 
CoNfroNtatIoN.

 sinner: sacrifice for redemption is out 
2018. see: anotherindie.comgame.sinner

memory mash
after you defeat a boss adam 
will recover fragments of his 
memories. the choices you 
make will determine what he 

remembers and eventually 
how the game will end.
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witty  
one-liners 
punctuate his 
punches.
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are you 
ready for 
some hot 
tag-team 
tussling? 
with less 
than a month 
to go before 

the characters of capcom wage war 
with their Marvel counterparts, 
more characters are getting ready 
to join the impending battle royal, 
and they’re no c-tier chumps either. 
spider-Man, Ghost rider, and 
Gamora are the new Marvel heroes; 
haggar from Final Fight, Dead 
rising’s Frank west, and nemesis 
from resident evil 3 make up the 
capcom contingent.

mind the stamp
Gamora was used to showcase the 
new Mind infinity stone. this gem 
enables fighters to perform grapple 
attacks that leave opponents dazed. 
its ‘infinity storm’ means your hype 
gauge will continuously fill during the 
bout for more special moves.  

spidey is an agile fighter whose 
special attack webs up opponents 

spidey swings into 
crossover fighter

new fighters for Marvel Vs. capcom: infinite

 Marvel Vs. Capcom: Infinite will fling its 
way onto PS4 on 19 September.

■ Spins a web, smacks some guys. 
Squashes dweebs, just like flies.

■  Gamora is joining the crew. Will she 
side with her estranged daddy, Thanos?

before he swings them over his head 
and into the floor. he wouldn’t be the 
wall crawler without witty one-liners 
punctuating his punches, and this 
version doesn’t disappoint. 

Frank west is a more malleable 
fighter who’ll level up during fights. 
he might start with lower damage 
and reach, but taking pictures 
throughout the round helps him 
increase his power. 

then come the big boys. haggar  
is on the slower side, but his 
long-range attacks help address 
that weakness, and his piledriver 
super looks like it’s a one-way ticket 
to headache central for the unlucky 
fool on the receiving end of it.  

Finally, there’s resident evil 3’s 
terrifying nemesis to round out the 
new additions. he’s the slowest 
character in the roster, but he 
makes up for that with powerful 
attacks and, you know, a bazooka. 

all these new additions leave us 
salivating like a Marvel fan trapped in 
a lift with stan lee.

Plastic surgery
Producer Yoshinori Ono has 

said the development team is 
tweaking the game’s models. 

This comes after negative fan 
feedback on Chun-Li’s initial 

‘pouting’ facial design. 
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05
Crikey, we’ve 
come a long way 
from Ridge 
Racer. Just 
before sim 
racing sequel 

Project Cars 2 releases on 22 
September, let’s take a moment 
to observe the beauty and detail it 
brings to every race.

In addition to a driving physics 
model overhaul which will make 
cars more responsive to 
mid-corner weight shifts (and 
thus near-spin saves) there’s a 
lot of newfound fidelity to ogle at. 

Making use of PS4 Pro’s extra 
grunt and the bamboozling 
powers of PS VR (depending on 
your setup), Project Cars 2 would 
probably still look decent if you 
used an old school projector to 
cast it onto a dustbin lid. All 160 
cars are accurate to the 
manufacturer’s CAAD designs, 
and real tracks were laser-
scanned in order to recreate 
them. The end result is like being 
poked in the eye by pretty.

Project Cars 2 
will turn heads
We’re Slightly Mad for it

 Will it be the best racer on PS4? Let 
us know your thoughts @OPM_UK. 

the big shot
eagle-eyed analysis 

Seven real-world race 
drivers worked as handling 
consultants on the game, 
ensuring peak realism.

The AI has been tweaked 
since the first Project 
Cars, which means less 
suicidal opponents.
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Characters in Tekken 7 after the 
Geese Howard DLC arrives this winter.

15

number game
we do the maths 

5,000,000

80,000,000

05
Separate classes to choose from in 
Call Of Duty: WWII’s multiplayer.

GTA V’s sales, which Take-Two boss 
Strauss Zelnick says RDR2 won’t equal.

2018
When we’ll get Telltale’s The Walking 
Dead: The Final Season.

Gigabytes the Destiny 2 beta occupied 
on our hard drives. *sniff*

1085.70
The size of August’s PS Plus freebie 
Just Cause 3, in km squared.

Total number of PlayStation 4 units 
sold in Japan to date.

The game’s Livetrack 3.0 
tech mirrors real life. If it’s 
raining at Brands Hatch it 
will rain in the game.

Not only is every cockpit 
dial accurate to reality, 
but even headlamp beam 
shades are correct.

In PS VR, the cars look 
terrifyingly big and, well… 
real. Overtaking requires 
real chutzpah.
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Sledgehammer 
Games is doing 
more than just 
taking Call Of Duty 
‘back to its roots’ 
with its World 

War II setting. At this year’s San 
Diego Comic-Con, the developer set 
forth its ambitions to make this 
iteration of the  
famous Zombies 
mode the scariest 
yet, with a unique 
storyline and a 
new take on what 
Zombies can do.

Sledgehammer 
has toned down 
the ridiculous B-movie settings of 
the past few games, instead opting 
for a more survival horror-like 
experience. This version of Zombies 
will see you and three friends 
embark on a tense and uncertain 

journey through a wintry Bavarian 
village, through snowy streets into 
the blood-drenched sewers and, 
ultimately, into secret laboratories 
excavated out of the bedrock.

MonuMental Men
During World War 2, it’s well 
documented that the Axis powers 

managed to steal 
artwork from 
local towns and 
villages around 
the warzone. 
In COD: WWII’s 
Zombies mode 
it’s your job to 
retrieve some 

of these pilfered portraits from 
an outlying German village called 
Mittelburg. You play as a team sent 
from the Monuments, Fine Arts, 
And Archives Section of the Allied 
Forces – the same team that’s 

already been fictionalised in movie 
The Monuments Men.

The thing is, all is not as it seems 
in Mittelburg, and while your mission 
to retrieve stolen art might at first 
seem like your most important task, 
you’ll soon find yourself in the middle 
of a sinister plot to unleash an army 
of Nazi undead on the unsuspecting 
world. Put that paintbrush away 
and grab an M1 Garand. 

Grave situation
It’s certainly a lot more serious and 
involved than Zombies’ last few 
iterations, and looks like it’ll fit in 
particularly well with Call Of Duty: 
World War II’s main campaign 
offering, too. There’s still an element 
of the supernatural to the whole 
thing, of course – this is Zombies. 
This time the game’s main big bad is 
Doktor Peter ‘Glucksbringer’ Straub, 
played by Grindhouse’s Udo Kier – he 

you’ll soon 
find yourself 
in the middle 
of a sinister 
undead plot.

Reich of the 
living dead

Call Of Duty: World War II’s Zombies are going all survival horror

Will sledgehammer’s 
return to a more gritty 
Zombies experience 
satisfy the Cod fanbase?

team talk
“Considering 
sledgehammer’s 
pedigree when it 
comes to horror – a 
lot of the team worked 
on dead space – i’m 
nervously excited to 
see how a terrifying 
nazi Zombies will play. 
at the very least, 
the inspired casting 
should make this a 
riveting story that’ll 
be fun to unravel.”

Ben tyrer
Games editor
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starred in the segment called 
Werewolf Women Of The SS.

Doktor Straub, a crazed Nazi 
scientist, believes he’s seen the end 
of the ‘old world’ and has made plans 
to return the dead to life and bring 
about a new world order. To that 
end, he’s not only figured out how 
to animate the dead, he’s also 
created hulking undead behemoths 
that are single-mindedly designed 
to destroy. From what Activision 
has shown so far, you can expect 
quite a few different enemy types, 
from your standard shambling 
hordes to flaming carcasses, 
specialised units and boss-type 
enemies that are inevitably going 
to soak up a good amount of your 
ammo on the way back to the grave.

So it’s up to you and your team of 
ragtag allies to stop Doktor Straub 
in his tracks. The protagonists are 
headed up by Drostan Hynd (Tenth 

Doctor David Tennant) and 
supported by Marie Fischer 
(Katheryn Winnick of Vikings), Olivia 
Durant (Daredevil’s Elodie Yung), and 
Jefferson Potts (Ving Rhames, of the 
Mission Impossible films). 

Plus, if Sledgehammer’s work on 
Advanced Warfare is anything to go 
by, it’s going to be remarkably well 
motion-captured and likely highly 
cinematic in nature. The voice talent 
has had a habit of getting lost in 
previous iterations of Zombies, so 
hopefully this time the developer is 
going to give the actors in question 
a real chance to shine.

For the last few years, Activision 
and the various developers have 
played the Zombies portion of the 
game for laughs, but Sledgehammer 
is diverting its course back to the 
horror genre that birthed the 
side-game in the first place. It’s 
an interesting approach to take, 
especially when the main part of 
COD: WWII is deviating so largely 
from what series fans are used to… 
but Sledgehammer has more than 
proved itself with the franchise so 
far, and from what we’ve seen of 
World War II’s Zombies to date, it’s 
in safe hands.

 Call of duty: World War ii is due to 
launch on ps4 on 3 november.

■ doktor straub’s undead horde looks 
like it’s going to be plenty challenging.

■ mittelburg may look like wintry fun but 
the undead are around every corner.

info patches
update your brain  

Witch colour Works?
the Witcher series is getting an adult 
colouring book, giving you a chance to 
bring your own artistic vision to Geralt’s 
adventures (and bathtub). you’ll be able 
to snag a copy from 14 november, with  
pre-orders already live on amazon if you 
want an early idea for a Christmas present.

creepy, craWly
middle-earth: shadow of War is getting a 
(semi) recognisable villain, as the spider 
shelob is joining the story. except, in footage 
we see, the monster takes human form to 
show talion a vision of what could happen to 
middle-earth, even if Celebrimbor doesn’t look 
too pleased about enlisting her help.

ps plus a little More
the price of ps plus is going up in the uK on 
31 august. a yearly subscription will now cost 
£49.99, a quarterly one comes in at £19.99, 
and a monthly one is now £6.99. While we 
never like spending more money, it’s fair to 
say the service still offers tremendous value 
thanks to the instant Game Collection.

Beta Believe it!
Call of duty: World War ii’s 

beta is now live on ps4,  
and will grant you access to 

an early taste of the game’s 
multiplayer. so what are 

you waiting for?
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There aren’t many 
features you’d 
want 2K Games to 
excavate from 
WWE Smackdown 
Vs RAW 2007 

when building a new grappling game 
– but wrestlers of yesteryear are a 
different story. That mid-tier outing 
was the last time bona-fide Olympic 
gold medallist Kurt Angle appeared 
in the long-running smash-mouth 
series, but 11 years later he’s back 
in both the real-world WWE and its 
digital offshoot.

Inevitably, there’s a small catch: 
Angle is initially only available as 
a pre-order bonus, although we 
expect him to be released as 
DLC for a couple of quid before 

Christmas. Also making the roster, 
this time without any small print, 
is cover star Seth Rollins, with 
legends Ultimate Warrior, Andre 
The Giant and Ric Flair all hinted at 
in an initial teaser trailer. So long 
as equal attention is paid to up-
and-coming stars yet to feature, 
such as Ember Moon and Tyler 
Bate, that’s all good news.

Super-8
It’s the in-ring action upon which 
the game’s championship hopes 
rest, and initial features revealed 
centre on fan service – always 
a smart move. The number of 
wrestlers who can be in the ring 
at once increases from six to 
eight, which should mean brilliantly 
chaotic four-on-four bouts, while 
elimination methods for battle 
royals and Royal Rumbles have 
been revamped, and an entirely 
new carry system added.

“We’re focussing on realism, 
graphics, silky-smooth gameplay, 
improvements to MyCareer, and a 

creation suite that will allow you 
to ‘be like no one’,” says creative 
director Lynell Jinks. Nothing 
revelatory to speak of yet, then, 
but for now it certainly sounds 
more triple-A than Triple H.

New game delivers eight-way matches 
and boasts the return of Kurt Angle

WWE 2K18 gets an 
Olympian comeback

ULTIMATE 
WARRIOR, ANDRE 
THE GIANT AND RIC 
FLAIR ARE ALL 
TEASED FOR THE 
ROSTER.

 For a first look at Seth Rollins’ in-game 
likeness, see 2k.com/games/wwe-2k18.
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PlayStation 
voices
the month in 
mouthing off

 Echo is released on 19 September, so 
you can expect a full review next issue.

08
The old saying  
‘you are your own 
worst enemy’ has 
been gamified and 
piped through the 
inventive minds of 

Io Interactive’s former staffers, now 
at their own studio, Ultra Ultra. The 
ex-Hitman devs have taken the 
phrase to heart and devised a game 
that mimics how you play.

In Echo, you’ll be pitted against 
yourself, or more precisely, Echoes 

of yourself. The more you use 
stealth, the stealthier the mimics will 
become; if you go in full John Wick 
the game’s enemies will think you’ve 
killed their dog. It’s a unique premise 
that could smash the glass ceiling 
of our gaming preconceptions – we 
often learn how to play a game, but 
never how not to.

The reason why these Echoes are 
hot on your heels is distinctive too. 
You play as the enigmatic En, who’s 
ventured into the depths of space 
to find The Palace, an ancient marvel 
that, legend says, can resurrect the 
dead. But The Palace refuses to give 
up its secrets easily.

We are promised respite from 
the relentless Echo-attacks, as at 
regular intervals The Palace must 
‘Blackout’ (recharge). This will give 
you an opportunity to rethink your 
tactics before venturing back on 
your quest to raise the dead.

■ We’re promised ‘a character-driven 
story of introspection and discovery’.

You are what 
you shoot in Echo

Imitation can be flattering – and deadly

blind Panic
Blackouts – the moment The 
Palace reboots – will set the 
rhythm for the game. In these 
moments The Palace can’t see or 
learn from you, so if you want to 
play gung-ho, do it in the dark. 

Ultra Ultra’s debut is a 
distinctive shooter that 
asks the question: can 
you defeat yourself?

“It takes six 
months to 
create a single 
car. It’s over-
specced for PS4 
Pro.” Kazunori 
Yamauchi on 
GT Sport’s 
elaborately  
detailed racing.

“My producing 
philosophy is 
‘a masterpiece 
comes from the 
details’.” Ace 
Combat 7 series 

producer 
Kazutoki 
Kono 
reveals 

tricks 
of the 
trade.

“Today I was 
able to see a 
good result. I 

think I will have 
a good sleep.” 

Hideo 
Kojima 
relaxes 

after 
testing 
Death 

Stranding.
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 What crazy antics will you get up to in 
The Sims 4? Write in and let us know.

■ The Build mode enables you snap 
together a home and decorate it.

09
If you’ve yearned to 
‘test life’s limits in a 
world without 
rules’, and failed 
the auditions for 
Big Brother, then 

news of The Sims heading back to 
PlayStation after an eight-year 
hiatus will make your summer.

Originally released on PC, the 
PlayStation 4 edition will feature all 
the things we’ve come to love about 
the god game: designing Sims,  
giving them families and careers, 
and patting them 
out the door of a 
house built by our 
button taps.

Executive 
producer Lyndsay 
Pearson says, “The 

game delivers a beautiful The Sims 
experience on console and comes 
packed with tons of the fan-favourite 
content, so players can look forward 
to the unique gameplay, self-
expression, and fun that have come 
to be tentpoles of The Sims brand. 
The possibilities to play with life are 
as endless as the players’ creativity.”

So what’s changed in eight years? 
The Sims-verse has got more 
detailed. You can now customise 
everything from your Sims’ hair 
colour and styles to their life 

aspirations. The 
snap-it-together 
house-building tool 
means erecting a 
home for your little 
people to live in is 
even easier too.

If you pre-order 
The Sims 4 you’ll get the The Sims 4 
Perfect Patio Stuff pack for free – 
just the thing if you like hot tubs. Go 
a step further and order the The 
Deluxe Party Edition and you’ll 
receive even more rewards, 
including a Flaming Tiki Bar (the 
place to be seen) and animal hats.

If you want to be rewarded for 
ruining someone’s life, start here. 

Your Sims will live  
out their lives for 
your pleasure, and 
will even marry.

Building a 
place for Your 
people To live 
in iS eaSier.

The Sims 4 finds 
a new home

Your dream home is their living nightmare

instant 
opinion
strong vs 
wrong

thaw, it’s coming
Horizon: Zero Dawn’s 
Frozen Wilds DLC gets a 
release date. Mark 
down 7 November in 
your diary as the day 
you’ll see Aloy again.

hello old friend 
No Man’s Sky’s Atlas 
Rises, an origin story 
update, gave us a 
reason to launch back 
into its candy-coloured 
universe. You see, devs 
do listen. 

mim’s the word
Our Mim’s been giddy 
with excitement as 
news of Dragon Quest 
Builders 2’s co-op broke 
her internet. Paragliding? 
Underwater exploring? 
Larger-looking 
environments? That 
does sound exciting. 

fog and awe
Hideo Kojima demoed  
15 seconds of Death 
Stranding’s fog tech. 
There was a time when 
we moaned about fog in 
games – not now. We 
want more. Please? 

Breaking Bad
Lawbreakers missed 
the target. The highly 
anticipated release hit  
a hurdle as ‘hitching 
issues’ made the online 
shooter a tough game 
to enjoy on day one. 

death defying
Hellblade’s permadeath 
rumours sent us into a 
spin. Good or bad, it’s a 
shame the internet 
didn’t allow us all to 
experience the 
implications of the  
idea for ourselves.
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Which mythological monster 
would you take on in a fight?

you need to be 
cruel to be kind 
When it comes to 
fighting mermaids.

part fish and part 
woman, just what are 
mermaids? if you are a 
handsome prince looking 
for a good time you could 
choose a drier date – 
though i guess they’re 
cheap; a handful of 
whitebait and a shiny 
pebble would be fine. 
taken one-versus-one 
mermaids are a pushover 
– ariel can be defeated by 
telling her some bad 
news (i prepped for battle 
with a binge of disney 
movies). “eric cheated 
with ursula,” should do it. 
however, like a friday-
night hen party in cardiff, 
when mermaids get 
together they can cause 
large ‘scale’ havoc. i’d 
need to up my game. 
“daryl hannah was 
better!” that’s a win. n

as opm’s premier 
mischief maker, i 
Want a shoWdoWn 
With loki.

first, i’m well aware that 
my chosen opponent is a 
god, which might make 
him a little challenging. 
but, real talk, he’s also a 
massive pain thanks to 
being a shapeshifter.  
so, that’s his monster 
credentials established. 
What about mine, though? 
not a day goes by at opm 
towers without the rest 
of the team describing 
me as a terror, whether 
it’s milf demanding words 
to stick pictures round, 
mim praying for quiet, or 
ian rolling his eyes at my 
puns. i think i’m due a 
shot at the title of “god of 
mischief”, and that means 
taking a pop at the 
current king. the only 
problem is, i just need  
to figure out what form 
he’s taken… n

i’m challenging 
globe-toting titan 
atlas to an epic 
Weightlifting 
competition.

the rest of team opm 
might think i’m wasting 
my time pumping iron in 
the gym when i could be 
on the playstation. they’ll 
change their tune when i 
challenge the biggest 
weightlifter of them all, 
atlas, a titan so mighty 
he literally has the world 
on his shoulders, to a test 
of strength. it’ll be like all 
your World’s strongest 
man christmases at once. 
i’ll never match him, you 
say? that’s the cunning 
part of my plan: he’s 
already weighed down 
and has his hands full, so 
i’ve got an advantage 
there. and even if i can’t 
beat him, i might well 
scare the three herberts 
in the office into shutting 
up for a bit. n

i’m sick of sparkly 
nonsense – so 
unicorns, prepare 
to die.

there are bigger, badder 
beasts to pick from, so 
the unicorn might look like 
an odd choice here. i’ve 
got nothing against the 
idea of horses with horns 
per se. the old medieval 
variant was pretty 
kickass, actually, it was  
a ferocious, almost 
untameable beast. the 
modern version, on the 
other hand, floating 
against pink clouds, 
wrapped in rainbows and 
plastered with glitter… 
that’s just nauseating. 
you don’t see medusa on 
pencil cases, or twee 
pastel posters featuring 
a cyclops and the slogan 
‘believe in yourself’, do 
you? poor old unicorns. 
i’d be doing them a favour 
putting them out of their 
bespangled misery. n

just one more question…
the team debate this month’s burning issue

God of more  
In an interview with the *cough* 
Daily Star, Cory Barlog said: “I 
know I’ve got a couple more of 
these [games] in me.” We’re up 
for that. Turn to p56 to see  
what Barlog had to say to us.









@escoblades
I am biased, but this  
@OPM_UK cover is pretty!

@lordcyberius2
Struggling to eat as 
always but buying mag 
today!!!!!!!!
[Mate, buy food! – ed]

@the_lightning
My uncle still has Rock 
Band Beatles and it’s only 
been used once

@joerobinson1977
I definitely can’t wait for 
the new Assassin’s Creed 
game Black Flag was my 
last one.

@introndepot
Light bar stickers are 
cool but sadly suck if you 
use VR :(

@loaf112
3 free gifts in this month’s 
magazine..?  That is a 
pleasant surprise

@Melidodas_D
guys... nobody reads 
magazine’s, the info that’s 
in there will be online in a 
few days

@lorddidymuss
All I’ll ever wish for is 
another Valkyrie Profile

@solm67
Best mag ever, well since 
@ONM ceased to exist

@furyAc3
none of them are a patch 
on GamesMaster )

[*cries* – ed]
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can I get a Rt?
The most pleasing tweetings 
from the @OPM_UK timeline 

rePlies
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#139 Bayek’s our cover 
star; Wolfenstein and Far 
Cry 5 have our attention.

Shmup shortage 
Why are there so few 
really good third-person 
shooters in this 
generation of consoles? 
Max Payne 3 was brilliant, 
but that was on PS3 and 
we’ve had nothing to 
match it on PS4. Surely a 
developer should have 
come up with one by now. 
How about one using PS4 
Pro to the max?
carl Vaizey via email

Ooops, you’ve just 
triggered one of 
the team’s regular 
arguments: Ian reckons 
ghost Recon Wildlands 
is one of the best 
games he’s played in 
ages, though Ben’s 
not convinced. So, Ian 

says, give ghost Recon 
Wildlands a go. If you 
like it, the expansions 
will keep you going for 
quite some time after 
you’ve completed the 
main game.

Keepin’ it cazh 
My friends keep calling me 
a casual gamer cos I’d 
rather play FIFA than 
something like Horizon: 
Zero Dawn, but I play 
games way more than 
them. And sports games 
take just as much skill as 

SPORTS GAMeS TAKe jUST 
AS MUCh SKILL AS ShOOTeRS 
ANd AdVeNTURe GAMeS – 
ThAT’S why eSPORTS exIST.

shooters and adventure 
games – that’s why 
eSports exist. What do 
you think makes someone 
a casual gamer?
evan green via email

anyone who plays games 
is a gamer in our book, 
and terms like ‘casual 
gamer’ are often thrown 
around to make other 
people feel bad about 
themselves. In the long 
run, it hurts us all, 
because it puts people 
off gaming, so they’re 
not supporting the 
hobby we all love. If you 
like FIFa, keep on playing 
it, and don’t worry about 
stupid labels. (though  
do give Horizon: Zero 
Dawn another chance – 
it’s brilliant.)

Not crate 
I’m getting really fed up  
of games that have 
lootboxes. At first it was a 
bit of fun – pay a little bit 
of money, get something 
silly – but some games 
(*cough* Overwatch 
*cough*) are bringing out 

too many to keep up with, 
and now Shadow Of War 
is getting lootboxes too. 
Isn’t the £40 we pay up 
front enough?
Shane McDonnell via email

It’s a tricky subject – 
some gamers just love 
their lootboxes, and 
seasonal ones can stop 
a game feeling samey 
all year round. We 
don’t mind if the boxes 
contain cosmetic items, 
but no-one should have 
to pay again to keep 
playing a game they’ve 
already bought.

 Star letter eh-lite?
Your review of Elite Dangerous is most puzzling to me. 
It seems that the reviewer didn’t understand what 
Elite is about. I believe you are meant to feel small 
and insignificant, that’s the whole point! You start as 
nothing and work hard to make a name for yourself. 
No mention of exploration, assassination missions, 
engineers, community missions, etc. make it seem like 
the game has little to do. Obviously all reviews are a 
matter of opinion, but saying No Man’s Sky is better  
is ludicrous.
Matty Smith via email

elite seems to be a love-it-or-hate-it game – people 
either give up quickly, or can’t stop playing it. What 
do you think? Readers who’ve played both elite and 
nMS, write in and tell us which one you prefer!



exIt 
pOll
Our Facebook 
fans answer a 
final question

next 
MOntH
We love GTA – but 
which radio station 
has been your 
favourite?

22% wanted to  
see Kratos getting 
slap-happy with 
Thor’s hammer.

16% kept things 
simple, and 
thought he should 
just use his fists.

2% said fidget 
spinner. We don’t 
think you’re taking 
this seriously.

21% chose sickle 
or scythe. Gotta  
love those blades!

25%
said something 
rude. You utter 

smutbags.

What weapon 
should Kratos 
wield after his 

Norse axe?
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1 the last Of Us part II 
joel and ellie have been through 
a lot – loss, betrayal, only 
making the number 4 slot last 
issue – but now at least they 
have your affections.
FORMat Ps4
eta TBC

2 Days gone 
A high entry for the 
‘Uncharted meets The 
Last Of Us by way of 
The Sons Of Anarchy’ 
zombie romp. But that 
description does make 
it sound unmissable. 
FORMat Ps4
eta TBC

3 Red Dead Redemption 2 
It’s not out till next year – will the 
wild west epic mosey around your 
Most wanted list until then? y’all 
better believe it, pardners.
FORMat Ps4
eta sPriNG 2018

4 Spider-Man 
dramatic falls are Spidey’s 
bread-and-butter, and he’s 
slipped from No. 2 last 
month. God Of war, on the 
other hand, dropped off 
the list completely. Get 
webbing, Kratos.
FORMat Ps4
eta 2018

5  anthem 
Oooh, a newcomer to the 
Most wanted list! eA’s 
epic open-world shooter 
has a great pedigree, and 
from what we’ve seen to 
date this could be 2018’s 
biggest surprise.
FORMat Ps4
eta AuTumN 2018

ReaDeRS’ MOSt WanteD
Which games are bleeping loudest on your radar?

VOte  
nOW!

Tell us the five games 
you can’t wait to play at  

opm@futurenet.com

“it’s about time for Kojima to make a 
comeback and kick Konami’s ass. Hurry  
up and release a game already.”
We get the feeling tango ng’s eager to play Death Stranding

best comments from facebook.com/officialplaystationmagazine

“seriously… stop 
dumbing it down  
for people.”
Denny Feighan on turbine-gate

14% picked a 
katana. mmmm, 
Kratos in Japan – 
there’s a thought.
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OpiniOn

Ed Smith

Absolute freedom is not absolute fun

 EvEn in a big opEn 
world, i want thE sEnsE of 

somEbody bEing thErE, 
orchEstrating my actions 
towards a conclusion.

W
henever I sit down 
in front of Netflix 
or Amazon Prime I 
find myself adrift. 
The amount of 
choice there is 

paralysing. It’s as if the station 
bosses have become so fed up  
trying to hold my attention they’ve 
sarcastically handed over all control. 
As I sit there, scrolling past one 
award-winning film after another, I 
wish someone would come back and 
tell me what to watch. 

I feel the same about open-world 
games. There is so much to do – so 
many gadgets, side-missions and 
customisation options – that I feel, 
rather than enthused or like I’m 
having fun, just lost. It might not 
seem it, but absolute freedom in 
videogames is a curse. After you’ve 
detonated, effortlessly, your 15th 
petrol station in Just Cause 3, how 
can you not feel a bit listless? 
When faced with the 
enormous world map of 
Fallout 4, and all its 
blinking, demanding 
icons, who wouldn’t 
be overwhelmed? 

Story missions are 
supposed to guide 
us through all this 
“content.” By 
explaining and 
letting us try out 
new mechanics and 
modes, they act as a 
sort of curator, 
putting all the open 
world’s disparate 
elements into context. 
But in games like Ghost 

Recon Wildlands and Nier: 
Automata, where you can 
either complete the main 
missions in any order you want 

or your objective is vague, 
sometimes outright hidden, it 
seems as though we players are 

being increasingly left to 
construe open worlds for 
ourselves, and that to me is 
acutely distressing. 

Any spectacle, repeated 
whenever I want and without 
at least some narrative basis, 
becomes boring, and it 
doesn’t matter if it’s 
bloody murder, 
explosions, or a gun 
that fires dubstep. And 
although they claim 
otherwise, by giving 
me dozens of options, 

avenues and possibilities, 

these games don’t actually care what 
I’m doing. When they insist “play 
however you want,” it’s as if the 
author, or game’s creator, or whoever, 
is walking away and abandoning me, 
and doesn’t have any interest in 
whether or not I’m entertained. Even 
in a big open world, I want the sense 
of somebody being there, orchestrating 
my actions towards a conclusion. 

WE WANT MORE
Mafia 3 is excellent at leading the 
player. It’s a huge, dynamic sandbox, 
wherein you kill, and kill, and kill, but 
the cutscenes, dialogue, and even your 
character’s facial expressions remind 
you why you’re doing it – you never 
lose sight of the overarching revenge 
mission nor the big, bad antagonist 
waiting at the end. The same goes for 
Dark Souls. You can go on side-quests 
and customise yourself for hours, but 
there’s always a sense of progress and 
drawing inexorably to a climax. It’s the 
difference between kicking a ball 
around and playing a game of five-a-
side: absolute freedom can be fun, but 
playing is much more enjoyable when 
it’s combined with some mechanical 
boundaries and narrative borders. 

I don’t think we, as videogame 
players in 2017, are only or even best 
fulfilled by sheer escapism. I think we 
like stories. We’ve matured enough 
that we can still feel like we’re getting 
our money’s worth out of games, even 
if they aren’t always giving us exactly 
our own way. And I believe open 
worlds, done well, can meet these 
contemporary tastes; I think faced 
today by a more discerning audience, 
telling us to do whatever we want is 
probably just a cop out.

WRiTER biO
Ed Smith prefers short, well-written games, 
but has nevertheless sunk 200 hours into 
Fallout 3 and completed Red Dead Redemption 
twice. He thinks escapism is more dangerous 
than it seems. He maintains his own virtual 
world on Twitter @mostsincerelyed.
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Simon Bramble Chris Scullion

E
pisodic Hitman games 
are no more, after 
developer IO decided 
to revert to a 

traditional all-in-one release 
for future instalments. I 
think it’s the wrong move.

Hideo Kojima, whose 
cut-scenes should come with 
an intermission (in Metal 
Gear Solid 4: Guns of the 
Patriots, one clocked in at 27 
minutes), told one interviewer 
that “massive, long games will 
be a thing of the past”. And 
while I don’t think single-
release games with the scope 
of Horizon: Zero Dawn or 
Mass Effect: Andromeda are 
going anywhere soon, Kojima 
is onto something.

Take those taut Hitman 
episodes. With each outing a 
self-contained labyrinth of 
possibilities, piecemeal 
releases gave Agent 47 time to 
flex his fibre wire. Knowing 
that the next level wouldn’t 
be released for a couple of 
months encouraged me to 
pace myself, to take the time 
to listen out for telltale leads 
and to devise elaborate 
deathtraps that wouldn’t have 
looked out of place in the Saw 
movies. Had I played Hitman: 
The Complete First Season as 
a traditional boxed release, I 
would have missed out on 

that creativity and nuance by 
settling on the most obvious 
assassination method before 
blundering on to the next 
mission on my to-do list.

LiFE iN PiECES
One of 2016’s standout games 
was Life Is Strange, the 
time-travelling teen drama. 
An enticing mix of Twin 
Peaks and Persona 5, it played 
as a more involving TV show, 
drawing you into young 
photographer Max’s world and 
giving the choices you made 
real weight in later episodes. 
Best of all, it kept track of 
those decisions and let you 
compare them with other 
players’. What would have 
happened if you hadn’t 
stopped to take a photo of the 
security guard roughing 
someone up? How would 
Victoria have reacted if you 
hadn’t made fun of her?

The problem with episodic 
games comes when they feel 
like they’ve been chopped into 
bits for greater profit. Games 
only work as episodes when 
they’re designed to take 
advantage of the format. If 
they aren’t, yet a publisher is 
hellbent on drip-releasing, at 
least give us the choice of 
playing chapter by chapter, or 
binge-playing the lot.

B efore PlayStation VR 
launched, I got a  
little impatient and 
bought a Samsung 

Gear VR. Because it was 
designed to be powered by a 
mobile phone – albeit a 
powerful one – and didn’t 
come with a controller as 
standard, it tended to offer 
‘experiences’ and other 
interesting apps instead of 
loads of games. Most of 
these were fantastic despite 
the Gear VR’s limitations.

Now that PlayStation VR is 
with us, it’s interesting to 
note that the opposite seems 
to be the case. If it’s games 
you’re looking for there’s a 
healthy selection to choose 
from, but if you fancy 
something different, things 
are still looking a little barren.

Don’t get me wrong: what’s 
there is great. Watching 
360-degree videos on 
YouTube is fun, and the free 
short story Allumette is still 
easily one of my favourite PS 
VR experiences to date, acting 
out an entire beautifully 
animated play right in front of 
your eyes.

But with the headset’s first 
anniversary approaching, there 
could be so much more on 
there. Other VR systems have 
a special Netflix app that lets 

you watch films on a big TV 
in a virtual log cabin, or an 
app that sits you in a proper 
cinema while you watch your 
saved video files: I’d kill to 
have that on PS4 too rather 
than just the big floating 
screen you get when you view 
non-VR content.

bECAuSE i’M APPy
How about a painting app 
where you use the PlayStation 
Move controllers to paint 
things in front of your eyes? 
Or a tourism app that lets you 
wander around foreign 
landmarks without having to 
leave your house? Google 
Earth VR is available on both 
major PC virtual reality 
headsets, so what’s the 
hold-up on PS4?

Obviously, since PS4 is a 
games console first and 
foremost it makes sense that 
the focus for PS VR’s first 
year has been on making a lot 
of great games. But I still find 
myself digging out my trusty 
Gear VR every now and then 
to walk around inside a Van 
Gogh painting or visit a neon 
sign museum in Las Vegas, 
and these are things I really 
wish I was doing on Sony’s 
headset instead. The core 
technology is there. Get on  
it, developers!

Episodic gamEs should 
bE writtEn to takE 

advantagE of thE format, 
not our wallEts.

it’s timE for ps vr to 
offEr us morE than just 
grEat gamEs – bring us 

ExpEriEncEs too.

WRiTER biO
Disclosure: former games journo Simon Bramble is still battling the effects of 
reviewing Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns Of The Patriots for four days straight. He 
cannot now concentrate on anything for more than 27 minutes at a time.

WRiTER biO
Chris Scullion gets motion sick when he plays Driveclub VR, which is why he’d 
rather spend his time wandering around a virtual Louvre instead. At least that 
way when he feels ill it’s because he’s balking at how expensive Paris is. 

There’s a place for games released in chapters, 
as long as we can play on our terms

A year into its life, Sony’s headset should  
have more non-game apps by now

OpiniOn
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castles

Castles
A peek through the keyholes of 
PlayStation’s most imposing fortresses

1 AssAssin’s Creed
Central to the labyrinthine 
AssCreed lore, Maysaf 
Castle has had more 
assassins come through its 
doors than a dinner party 
held by Mr and Mrs Smith. 
Make yourself at home, Ezio. 
Root around in the library 
like you own the place. The 
prawn cocktails will be 
coming out in just a minute.

2 CAstlevAniA: 
lords of shAdow
Look, Dracula was living in 
chilly, cobweb-filled stone 
constructions before it was 
cool: fact. It goes without 
saying that his humble abode 
in C:LOS, aptly named 
Dracula’s Castle, should 
make an appearance among 
PlayStation’s best and 
brightest. We simply couldn’t 
deny passage to a game that 
calls itself Castlevania, for 
crying out loud.

3 UnChArted 3: 
drAke’s deCeption
After wandering the desert 
for… ooh, as long as five 
in-game minutes, Nathan 
Drake stumbles upon the 
majestic Rub’al Khali. Like 
many structures in this list it 
does genuinely exist – TE 
Lawrence (of Arabia fame) 
wrote about his time there. 
Punched far fewer locals 
than Drake, apparently.

4 dArk soUls
Anor Londo: come for the 
quaint European rooftops 
and sunset views, stay for 
the absolutely agonising, 
controller-shredding boss 
fight against Ornstein and 
Smough. Arguably the 
series’ two toughest 
adversaries lurk within the 
walls of this impressive 
keep, so there’s sadly not 
much opportunity to 
appreciate the architecture.

5 personA 3
They say school days are the 
happiest days of your life, 
but that’s probably only true 
if a huge, menacing tower 
doesn’t appear outside your 
high school every evening. 
Tartarus, the time tower, is 
264 floors high, full of 
menacing Shadows, and a 
real buzzkill for Gekkoukan 
High’s student body.

6 prinCe of persiA: 
the two thrones
Ah, the Tower Of Babel. Built 
so high into the sky that man 
might commune with God, 
some say. Built full of 
convenient walkways and 
ledges that gamers might 
complete the game, say 
others. Whatever the case, 
it’s a must-see tourist trap 
if you’re ever in ancient 
Persia. And you’re an 
Olympic-level gymnast.

7 CAstle of 
illUsion stArring 
MiCkey MoUse
Here’s a pro tip: if a witch 
invites you to her lugubrious 
hilltop castle, she’s probably 
up to something. The 
entirety of Mickey’s jaunt 
through the titular illusory 
abode could all have been 
avoided if Minnie had heeded 
that advice. Just saying.

8 the elder 
sCrolls v: skyriM
Casting an imposing shadow 
over Whiterun Hold, 
Dragonsreach is the closest 
thing the people of Skyrim 
have to a skyscraper. It’s also 
a one-stop shop for forging 
weapons, honing combat 
skills in the training rooms, 
and having conversations 
with dour Nords about their 
various dead ancestors.

8 wolfenstein:  
the new order
Hitler’s right up there with 
Dracula when it comes to 
famous castle-dwellers, at 
least in Id Software’s 
revisionist history. It’s 
certainly on BJ Blazkowicz’s 
mind: he drifts off to sleep 
midway through The New 
Order and finds himself in 
the halls of Wolfenstein-3D. 
That first escape from the 
castle really left some 
mental scars, eh, BJ?

H o n o u r a b l e  m e n t i o n s

Did we miss your favourite castle? Got a brilliant In The Mood For idea? Show and tell at twitter.com/opm_uk.

Minecraft
None of the above roomy 
enough? Show them all up by 
building your own Game Of 
Thrones-inspired, stone abode.

shadow of the Colossus
The Desert Fortress plays host 
to your fight against Argus, the 
15th Colossus in Team Ico’s 
celebrated giant-slaying sim.

ico
Kiri No Shiro is built atop four 
rocky islands, and teeming with 
shadowy minions. Tough sell 
for an estate agent.

1

2

3
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Voting opens  
September 2017

HaVe your say at tHe  
35tH anniVersary of  

the Golden JoyStick AwArdS

facebook.com/goldenjoysticks

Visit www.gamesradar.com to cast your vote

@GoldenJoysticks

The only  
gaming awards  

voTed for by  
gamers
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c o n t e n t s

Kingdom hearts iii 38 | moons of madness 40 | dissidia: final fantasy nt 41 
biomutant 42 | the evil within 2 44 | rico 45 | the crew 2 46 | strange brigade 48 
the swords of ditto 50 | Qube 2 51 | hob 51 | lost sphere 51 | descenders 51

34 gran  
turismo sport 
the series looks set to reclaim the title 
of ‘most realistic racer’ from its rivals.
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Preview
At the PlayStation experience 
in Malaysia, Kazunori Yamauchi 
stated microtransactions 
would not be part of the  
game. Hooray!
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Veteran PlayStation racers will 
remember that as the tagline on 
billboards, placed near motorways 
throughout the country, to 
advertise the first Gran Turismo. It 
might have been a bit far-fetched 

to suggest the PS1 game was indistinguishable 
from reality, but it did chime with the game’s 
central appeal: it was closer to driving a car than 
we’d ever gone before in games.

But in 2017, competitors across the industry have 
long since beaten Kazunori Yamauchi’s studio at its 
own game. Assetto Corsa handles more believably. 
Sunlight dances across bonnets more convincingly 
in Driveclub. Project Cars does all that while doing a 
handstand. The imminent Gran Turismo Sport, then, 
has it all to do on 18 October. 

That date is more or less a full year after its 
original release date, true to the series’ form for 
glacial development schedules. Despite that extra 
year, in which beta phases have been conducted 
globally, GT Sport still has a considerable element 
of mystery remaining. Will it feel like a complete 
game, with all the encyclopaedic content and esoteric 
twists we’ve come to expect from numbers one to 
six? Or is this one of the Prelude variety, designed to 
sate our appetites until Gran Turismo 7?

We know this much: 177 cars and 27 layouts of 
19 tracks are heading to Polyphony’s first PS4 title. 

Gran Turismo 
sporT
Warning: you are not playing  
Gran Turismo… yet

  FormaT PS4, PS VR / ETa 18 Oct  
pub SOny / DEv POlyPhOny Digital

“the fiRSt line  
Of thiS new 
chaPteR iS abOut 
Online Racing.”
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Left The game will launch 
with 19 different racing 
locations (for a total of 27 
racing configurations).

right The tuning options are 
incredible. we’re particularly 
loving the paint options that 
let us ‘unwrap’ the texture.

1Scapes features over 1,000 
locations worldwide, so you 
can ‘pose’ your car in stunning 

HDr landscapes settings. where to 
take our mechanical model?

3You’re free to position your 
car (including headlights and 
steering angle), and a new 

feature even enables you to add a 
sense of motion too.

2Paris! Sony’s camera team 
actually captured all the 
lights in a location, so you’re 

certain of getting the most realistic 
highlights in your shot.

4You can adjust ‘camera’ 
settings like aperture (which 
affects DOF) and shutter 

speed, and apply filters such as Film 
Grain and vignette.

picture perfect
Scapes is Gran Turismo’s new photo mode, and it’s been tuned to perfection

The Le Mans 24 Hour-
winning Chevrolet 
Corvette C7 returns  
from GT6. 
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Some way short of Gran Turismo 5 and its 1,088 
vehicles, but enough to challenge your skills across 
several disciplines, from off-road to GT cars to that 
most quintessential of Gran Turismo experiences: 
driving dangerously upgraded hatchbacks around 
Autumn Ring Mini (at least, we assume that 
venerable locale will be making a return). But are 
those numbers enough for this to be considered the 
next true sequel, even without a ‘7’ in the title?

Polyphony co-founder Yamauchi characterises GT 
Sport’s nomenclature differently. Everything up to 
Gran Turismo 6 is the first generation of the series. 
This new game, he says, represents a generational 
shift. A new chapter. And the first line of that new 
chapter is about online racing. GT Sport enlists none 
other than the FIA itself to lend some official clout 
to the Gran Turismo Online Championship, in which 
national and constructors’ championships will be 
contested, live, eSports-friendly finals will be hosted, 
and, perhaps most bafflingly, the top gamers will end 
up with actual FIA racing licenses. 

riDinG DirTy
It’s not just the pros who’ll feel this renewed 
attention to racing etiquette: GT Sport has its sights 
set on bringing gentlemanly conduct to every online 
race. Stopping just short of having Charlie Whiting 

watch your every overtake, the game 
implements a harsh but – hopefully – fair 
line on racing incidents. Succinctly, every 
contact between drivers in an online race is 
deemed both parties’ fault. That might seem 
unjust the first time someone T-bones you 
going round a hairpin, but over time your 
assailant will be punished more than you if 
you race cleanly and they don’t.

What if you’re not into racing other 
humans, though? This is where GT 
Sport’s generational shift is most keenly 
felt. Although there are three solo modes 
(campaign, sports, and arcade) it doesn’t 
appear that the old car-collecting structure 
has survived the jump from PS3. In its 
place is a long road of training mini-

games, broadly similar to the licenses in prior titles, 
designed to hone your skills ready for – you guessed 
it – online racing. It’s a sign of the times, really. Sim 
racing is all about human opposition, and GT Sport 
is looking like the most serious sim racing title the 
series has ever produced. What’s more, no one racing 
series has truly sealed up the eSports market in the 
genre, and a franchise as big as Gran Turismo could 
hardly be expected to stay clear of the feeding frenzy.

But look, don’t fret. It’s still recognisably Gran 
Turismo under that online-friendly sheen. There’s 
a ridiculously detailed photo mode, expanded even 
from the aperture-tweaking fetishism of GT6. 
There’s still an incongruous but somehow delightful 
piano soundtrack. And there’s still an atmosphere 
of utter devotion to its subject material everywhere 
you look in GT Sport. Yamauchi recently said that 
each of the 200 staff members at Polyphony working 
on the game are “doing something only they can do,” 
and that really sums up the studio’s wilfully unique 
attitude to development. There’s no questioning 
the studio’s passion or expertise, then, or the 
fundamental quality of the driving. But with such 
tight competition in the genre now comparable to 
1997 when it debuted, one question remains: what 
will be written on the billboards this time? 

F a c T r i c k

Swiss watchmaker  
tag heuer is the “official 
timing partner.” So that’s 

good news, then.

1 .  T i c k  T o c k

PS VR is supported, but  
its application is limited to  

a one-on-one arcade  
race mode. bah.

2 .  v r o o m  s c a L E

gran turismo Sport makes 
full use of PS4 Pro’s 

graphical clout, outputting 
at a seductive 4K.

3 .  p h w o a r  k

above New tracks seen so far include the fictional Kyoto Driving Park, Colorado 
Springs (an off-road course), and Fisherman’s ranch (a dirt track).

above As for real-world tracks, one with green, yellow, and 
white rumble strips suggests we’ll be driving at interlagos.

above The interiors are recreated in loving detail. it makes  
us hope more PS vr support will be added over time. 

“the RiDiculOuSly 
DetaileD PhOtO mODe 
exPanDS eVen the 
aPeRtuRe-tweaKing 
fetiShiSm Of gt6.”
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“Pixar requested 
a brand-new 
storyline for  
the game.”

 Disney worlds new and old are promised. So… Could we visit the world of Finding Nemo? Star Wars?! And if Frozen isn’t in there, we doubt fans will Let It Go.

Right “You are a TOY!” As with previous games, 
Sora and the gang’s physical appearance changes 
to match the world around them. Posable arms!

With PS4 Lightyears 
(yeah?) ahead of KH1/2, 
this really is like playing 
Toy Story itself.
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Toy Story is in Kingdom Hearts 
III. The dream is real. But since 11 
years have passed since Kingdom 
Hearts II, perhaps an explanation 
of what you’re looking at is in 
order. Kingdom Hearts is a Square 

Enix action RPG set in Disney-themed worlds, 
and you get to fight alongside Goofy and Donald 
freakin’ Duck. ‘Shut up and take our money’, yes?

The production quality has always been superb, 
recreating the sights and sounds of famous Disney 
films in colourful, semi-open worlds you can explore 
at your leisure. But if the sight of Bambi rendered 
in full 3D was amazing in 2002, PS4’s graphics 
are nothing short of miraculous. The most recent 
version of the game shows Sora – the main hero 
who wields the Keyblade and has massive shoes – 
and his companions turned into toys, and stepping 

into Andy’s bedroom from Toy Story. 
Everything looks perfect, from the Buzz 
Lightyear bedsheets to the noticeboard 
covered with hand-drawn Woody pictures. 

But if the environment looks good, the 
characters look incredible. Woody, Buzz, 
Rex, Hamm, the green aliens… they’re all 
here in authentic detail, looking just like 
their big-screen incarnations. Well… not 
quite all the gang are present. Some toys 
have gone missing, ever since the shady 
Organisation XIII showed up, and a load of 
Heartless minions with it. Of course you 
have to investigate, which means jumping 
out of the bedroom window (Barrel Of 
Monkeys so far unconfirmed), fighting 
Heartless on Andy’s perfectly-recreated 

front yard, and then heading to Galaxy Toys – a toy 
shop in town, where you get to shoot laser cannons 
at your foes while piloting mechs (called Gigas), 
scattering piles of stock and basically running riot 
through various themed floors of the toy store. 

DonalD Ruck
Doesn’t sound familiar? That’s because unlike most 
Kingdom Hearts sub-plots, you won’t be directly 
following the events of any Toy Story film. Instead, 
according to the game’s director, Tetsuya Nomura, 
Pixar requested a brand-new storyline be written 
for the game. The resulting scenario is set after the 

events of Toy Story 2, and Nomura 
says that, thanks to its official approval 
from Pixar, it could be considered a 
“sequel of some sort”. That’s awesome. 

Sora’s moveset looks vast in the 
trailer, with huge, screen-filling special 
moves, air dashes, burrow attacks, and 
drop smashes, as well as the ability 
to produce massive ice crystals out 
of thin air, and then to grind along 
their edges. But even better than 
the enhanced repertoire of standard 
attacks, some special moves are 
designed around famous Disney theme 
park rides, like Big Magic Mountain 
and Pirate Ship. Dubbed ‘Attraction 
Flow’, these summons can be used 
during boss fights. Nomura-san has 
said that the team want to showcase 
the specs of the current generation 
hardware, which is allowing it to add 
new gameplay mechanics that were 
previously impossible. It really shows. 
Pleasantly, that also appears to mean 
you’re no longer limited to an active 
team of three characters, as Woody 
and Buzz join Sora, Goofy, and Donald 
to fight on the lawn.

ink-ReDible jouRney
Clearly, Toy Story is the big news, 
but it’s not the only animated world 
that’s been confirmed. The full list 
has yet to be revealed, but already 
includes Big Hero 6’s San Fransokyo, 
Hercules’ Mount Olympus, and 
Tangled’s Kingdom Of Corona, as well 
as familiar recurring locations like the 
Mysterious Tower and Traverse Town. 

Kingdom Hearts III is due in 2018, 
which gives us time to ponder the 
unanswered questions, like ‘Will Tom 
Hanks be reprising his role as Woody?’, 
‘When will we hear Utada Hikaru’s 
inevitable new theme song?’ and ‘Will 
Donald actually heal us when we need 
him this time?”

Expect great things from Kingdom 
Hearts III. And the Gummi ship. 

kingDom HeaRts iii
All-new Toy Story adventure with Woody and Buzz awaits

  FoRmat Ps4 / eta 2018 / Pub square enix / Dev square enix

F a c t R i c k

this will be the last title  
in the ‘dark seeker saga’, 
but not the last Kingdom 

hearts game. Phew.

1 .  l a s t  o n e ?

development switched to 
unreal engine 4 two years 
ago. a quick turnaround 
plainly isn’t the priority.

2 .  u n R e a l ly  g o o D

big hero 6 is the ‘last’ 
disney film to be chosen,  

so nothing later than 2014 
will feature in Kh3.

3 .  s o F t  F i n i s H
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“this is accurate 
sci-fi meets hP 
Lovecraft.”

Moons of Madness
The final frontier of horror?

 What if Matt Damon hadn’t been alone 
when he was stranded on Mars growing  
poo-tatoes from his own excreta? Or 
rather, what if he’d thought he wasn’t 

alone, going paranoid between veg picking? That’s 
the premise of this hard sci-fi psychological 
horror that places you on a realistically created 
Mars, and then messes with your mind.

Set 40 years in the near future and played in first 
person, Moons Of Madness places you in the snug 
booties of astronaut Shane Newehart as he attempts 
to make sense of the supernatural spookiness that’s 
plaguing the research station Trailblazer Alpha, the 
first scientific outpost on Mars. 

Weaving puzzle solving and survival into a 
narrative that aims to offer an authentic take on life 
on the red planet, this is accurate-sci-fi-meets-HP 
Lovecraft. The balance between being true to the 
science and tapping into our terror of the unknown 
will permeate the game. It means puzzles won’t be 
abstract or at odds with the atmosphere. Discovering 
a pattern scrawled on a wall will help unlock a door 
– so far, so Resident Evil – but why was it there in 
the first place? What’s the deeper context?

red-faced
As the narrative ramps up, so does the tension, 
which will send Newehart into ‘Zone Outs’, 
psychological fits where he can see the past and 
the future simultaneously… or can he? Acting like 
psychotic puzzle pieces, you’ll need to separate the 
real from the hallucinatory as Newehart hears voices 
and experiences changes in the environment.

Many horror games have spun out 
shocking daymares before and featured 
protagonists with mental illness, but 
Moons Of Madness aims to cover the 
subject in a responsible way. There 
are no ‘insane scientists’ or ‘cannibal 
killers’ on this Martian base, and the 
subject isn’t being used to crowbar 
ravaging monsters into Newehart’s 
mind’s eye. What’s refreshing here is 
mental health is being used to trigger 
psychological horror, and promises 
more than a simple setup to battle 
your inner demons.

It’s an approach reflected in the 
game’s visual design. Every narrative 
spike is being artfully designed to 
make us feel tense, fearful, sad, or 
relaxed, and will be crucial to driving 
the story, puzzles and surprises. 

The double whammy of hard sci-fi 
and Lovecraftian horror has us itching 
to get on the first rocket to Mars. 

  forMat Ps4 / eta 2018 / Pub rock Pocket games / dev rock Pocket games

blue reflection
The Gender Pay Gap Wars 
have raged for decades, 
and two warriors have had 
enough – fight for your 
right for equal pay in co-op 
or solo in this epic anime 
struggle to get what’s owed 
to you. Features a unique 
QTE lawsuit mini-game.
forMat Ps4 eta 29 seP

elex
Stave off the encroaching 
black and white panels that 
threaten the world of Elex 
and bring colour to the 
land. Grab your big gun and 
sword and go toe-to-toe 
with design demons who 
think two-tone is classy.
forMat Ps4 eta 17 oct

road rage
In Maidenhead no one can 
hear you scream… The 
rush hour ride to work 
gets serious in this open 
world vehicular combat 
game in which you rise the 
corporate ladder by taking 
names – and heads.
forMat Ps4 eta 19 seP

on 
the  
box
judged only by  
their covers

above All the tech in the game is being 
designed to be scientifically accurate.
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“DissiDia is a melee 
fighting game with 
a Difference.”

1From Cloud to Squall 
to Lightning and even a 
rumoured appearance 

from XV’s Noctis, this 
presents all your favourites 
in lovely PS4-o-vision.

2You can summon the 
series’ most famous 
creatures to provide 

an edge in battle. They 
appear with an intro and 
obliterate your enemies.

3New CG cutscenes 
have been created for 
the PS4 version, with 

a story designed to explain 
why these characters are all 
hanging out together.

The PSP games played 
somewhere between a 
standard fighting game 
and Kingdom Hearts.

Heroes and villains
What the Final Fantasy elements of Dissidia bring to the party

Above Dissidia on PS4 is 3v3 to replicate the feeling of having a party in a Final Fantasy game.

The Dissidia games on PSP were among 
the best of Final Fantasy’s mixed bag 
of spin-offs. This one-on-one fighter 
brought all of the RPGs’ main heroes 

and villains together for a series of brawls, with 
an RPG-like story element linking them. Now this 
cult curio returns on PS4 in a far shinier form.

Dissidia is a melee fighting game with a difference. 
Players have two health meters – a bravery bar and 
a HP bar. The first part of the fight is spent trying 
to bring the former down to zero, while the second 
part is spent trying to eliminate the latter. The 
bravery bar will then recharge after a short time, 
meaning you have to get that HP bar down quickly 
to finish the fight. It means Dissidia has an odd pace 
compared to the Street Fighters of this world.

In this gorgeous PS4 revival, based on a Japanese 
arcade release, all of that remains the same. The 
difference is, it’s now a 3v3 fighting game, with a 
heavy online element. The scraps are very hectic, not 
helped by the busiest HUD seen in gaming since the 
’90s, and it’s hard to see Dissidia catching fire with 
mainstream gamers like superhero-packed Injustice 
2 or Street Fighter V, which is backed by years of 
popularity. As Final Fantasy fan service goes, though, 
it’s basically off its head on materia. 

DissiDiA: FinAl 
FAntAsy nt
The search for a subtitle came up NT

 FormAt Ps4 / EtA early 2018
Pub square enix / DEv team ninja
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Think post-apocalypse, and your 
mind undoubtedly conjures up 
images of bleak, barren wastelands 
in every shade of grey and 
brown. With BioMutant, Swedish 
developer Experiment 101 is 

combating the stereotype that a prerequisite for 
a world gone to ruin is an abundance of bleak 
visuals and sombre tones. But its rich and vibrant 
colour palette isn’t the only thing that sets this 
open-world action RPG apart from the crowd.

As we step into the adorable paws of a furry 
creature that could be Ratchet’s distant relative, 
we’re instantly impressed with the level of freedom 
on offer. Detailed customisation options allow you 
to tailor your character’s physical appearance. The 
choices you make also affect your base stats – for 
instance, a smaller mammal may have less health but 

will be faster on his (or her) feet.
Beginning in a lush green forest, a 

diverging path instantly presents us with 
a choice. This is more significant than 
merely deciding a route through the foliage, 
however: the yin-yang symbol indicates it’s 
a karma opportunity. The left option is the 
path of darkness (the dialogue highlighted 
by a red background, in case we were in any 
doubt), while the right (blue) path offers 
us a chance to build up some good karma. 
We’re told that dialogue choices will have 
an effect on relationships with the world’s 
oddball inhabitants, and key decisions will 
result in different endings. 

CUTE TO KILL
Exiting the area, we’re confronted with our first 
enemy. He’s surprisingly large and menacing for an 
initial encounter, and we quickly learn the value of 
the dodge button (e). Battles are a satisfying mix 
of shooting (w) and hefty melee attacks (r). More 
devastating blows can be triggered by holding down 
o. When using guns, this causes our character to 
toss his weapons like deadly boomerangs. Adopting 
a mix of bullets and sword strikes, we whittle down 
the hulking beast’s health. A mid-air melee attack is 
enough to sever his wooden weapon, but he quickly 
regains the advantage, coming back for round two 
with a mighty flail. We’re warned that this encounter 

is beyond our means, so we make 
a hasty getaway through a hole in a 
nearby structure.

Scattered throughout the 
environment are boxes containing 
useful items like electric bullets, and 
what appears to be junk. Later, when 
we stumble upon a crafting bench, the 
reason why we’re carrying a virtual 
junkyard around becomes clear. The 
various components we’ve found can 
be used to craft new weapons, with 
customisation options ranging in the 
thousands. Using our collected parts, 
we construct an electrified melee 
weapon, sticking rusty nails on the 
end for maximum devastation. Both 
firearms and melee weapons can be of 
the one-handed or two-handed variety, 
the crafting options reinforcing the 
sense of player-created freedom that 
emanates from every aspect.

sCI-fanTasy
One of BioMutant’s most intriguing 
facets is the mutation system. This 
grants you new abilities that aid in 
combat. The first we acquire enables 
us to unleash a group of moths at our 
unsuspecting enemies, whipping them 
into a frenzy. Telekinesis adds some 
strategy to proceedings; when faced 
with a towering, shield-bearing foe, 
we best him by tossing some nearby 
barrels and using our guns to make 
them go boom. Mutations can also be 
helpful for traversing the environment. 
Utilising the Fungai ability, we deploy 
mushrooms to allow us to reach higher 
ledges and hidden areas.

With proficient combat and 
intriguing mutations, Experiment 101 
is already onto a winning formula. 
Then there’s the promise of a 
freedom-filled open world, and crazy 
vehicles – like a mechanical severed 
hand that shoots out its fingers – 
with which to explore it. Colour us 
very excited. 

BIOMUTanT
It’s the end of the (post-apocalyptic) world as we know it

  fOrMaT PS4 / ETa 2018 / PUB THQ Nordic / DEv ExPErimENT 101

f a C T r I C K

Experiment 101 was co-
founded by ex-Avalanche 

dev Stefan Ljungqvist, who 
worked on mad max.

1 .  s n O w  M O r E

The studio works without 
producers, meaning 

everyone has a similar 
influence and responsibility.

2 .  L E v E L  P E g g I n g

Biomutant looked more like 
diablo, sporting a top-down 

perspective, before the 
team voted to turn it 3d.

3 .  v I E w  f I n D E r
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“WE uNLEASH 
moTHS, WHiPPiNg 
our ENEmiES 
iNTo A frENzy.”

 How this narrative is presented is as unconventional as the rest of BioMutant. The narrator is the only comprehensible speaker; everyone else spouts gibberish.

above You’re on a quest to restore the Tree Of 
Life and eradicate the troublesome creatures 
gnawing at its roots. Expect some epic battles.

Acquiring mutations  
gives you new abilities. 
Some also change your 
physical appearance.
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The Evil Within, the horror brainchild 
of Resident Evil’s Shinji Mikami, tested 
our patience as much as our nerves. We 
endured its poor visuals and confused 

narrative, and stayed for the tense combat and 
creative weapons. This sequel knows what worked 
(and what didn’t), and is doubling down on the 
good stuff – survival is key in this horror.   

Once again you’ll be in the gumshoes of detective 
Sebastian Castellanos as he returns to the STEM 
world three years after the original game’s events, to 
find his believed-to-be-dead daughter, Lily. Doing 
so means stealthily working your way through 
the decaying alter-world of Union by using the 
environment to your advantage – in one scene 
Sebastian ignites a pool of oil to catch his monstrous 
pursuers off guard. 

The Swiss Army Knife-like Agony Crossbow, 
which can fire bolts to freeze, electrocute, blind, and 
explode enemies, returns too. It’s been upgraded to 
suit the stealthy approach, with a tripwire feature 
(see boxout) and more being promised. As before, 
collecting gear dropped by enemies enables you to 
craft new ammo types, upgrades, and traps.

However, it’s the greater focus on outwitting 
enemies, striking from shadows, and weaponising the 
world that has us hoping there’s a better game than 
the original lurking within this sequel. 

“strike from 
the shadows 
and weaponise 
the world.”

1Tools such as this 
booby trap emphasise 
stealth in The Evil 

Within 2. Start by lining  
up the first point on the car 
and fire the mine.

2On landing it 
automatically sends 
out a line to an 

adjacent point, in this case a 
parked car across the road. 
The explosive trap is set.

3 A lurking zombie spots 
Sebastian and, thinking 
he’s an easy meal, 

comes running… straight 
into the mine’s hidden 
tripwire. Job done. 

The evil wiThin 2
Will you survive Ruvik’s puzzle world? 

line of fire
Setting traps will be more important this time around 

 FormaT ps4 / eTa 13 oct 
Pub Bethesda / Dev tango gameworks

above The emphasis on stealth should paper over some of the original’s control flaws. 
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RICO
Want a cel-shaded Siege? You got it…

 There’s one room left in the building 
we’re clearing out. In it are five or six 
heavily armed goons in thick armour. 
Our partner is waiting for us to give 

the signal to breach. We do it in the coolest way 
possible, knee-sliding through the door, ready to 
pump lead into our enemies.

Slight problem. OPM accidentally goes too late 
and our teammate, director James Parker, is already 
bursting through a door on the other side of the 
room. This triggers the slo-mo effect that gives us 
a few precious seconds to get the drop on the crims 
waiting for us. For James anyway. We slide in with 
four of the five bad dudes recoiling through the 
air. Still, at least we manage to blast one with the 
shotgun just as time returns to normality. 

FaIR COp
While this may sound disappointing for us, it’s also 
what makes Rico so promising. A cel-shaded shooter 
where levels are randomly generated, your aim is to 
clear out every room in the building you’re in, either 
on your own or with a partner. There’s a choice 
between dipping into short quick play sessions or 
tackling Case Mode, where you and a partner have 

24 (in-game) hours to track down and 
defeat a criminal mastermind. 

It’s clearly designed for two people, 
mind, (hence there’ll be both online 
and offline co-op) as rooms have 
multiple entry points which allow 
for quick planning with your partner. 
Do you both go through the same 
door, with guns blazing but making 
yourselves easy targets? Or do you 
take different entrances, allowing you 
to flank the enemy but increasing the 
risk of friendly fire? These tactical 
decisions give depth to the action, but 
importantly, pulling the trigger is just 
as much fun. 

Of the weapons we try, our favourite 
is the shotgun with its aggressive 
kick, although the Uzi offers a much 
faster rate of fire that’s handier when 
clearing out rooms with more wrong 
’uns. No matter the firepower, the mix 
between fluid, fast aiming and tangible 
power makes for satisfying shoot-outs. 
If that pleasure can be sustained, this 
will be an arresting shooter. 

  FORmat PS4 / Eta 2018 / pub Ground Shatter / DEv Ground Shatter

above Play Case Mode to 
unlock Traits, which give you 
advantages like increasing 
your rate of fire or reducing 
damage when sliding.

Masks will reduce the 
impact of headshots, so 
keep pumping lead even 
if you see one fly off.

“your aim iS to 
clear out every 
room in the 
buildinG, alone or 
with a Partner.”
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This sort of caption which 
sits on the image doesn’t 
have the little coloured 
box at the start. 4 lines.

The Crew 2
Land, sea, or air… it’s a racing triple threat

the original game, the motor racing 
is obviously a solid and satisfying 
experience. We tried some night-
time street events, full of screaming 
sideways skids around corners 
(scattering pedestrians and litter 
everywhere), and a chaotic, tree-filled 
off-roader. Both feel different, with 
high-speed straights and precise turns 
for the former, and bouncing anarchy 
for the latter. The boat races we tried 
similarly offered some very different 
challenges: basic river races involve 
using waves and dodging wakes to take 
the lead, while Jet Sprints are suicidal 
high-speed events in tiny, super-fast 
boats that can turn on a penny. 

Good air day
That only leaves the flying to prove 
itself. We’ve so far played one event – 
a simple city race that involves hitting 
checkpoints among the skyscrapers. 
It’s fun, but until we see more it’s 
hard to see how this area will change 
things up. However, even if that’s all 
the variety it can offer it’ll be worth 
it, because flying is the action glue 
that binds The Crew 2 together. As 
ridiculous as all the vehicle hopping 
is, there’s such a thrill to switching 
between everything, especially when 
playing with friends as you all jump 
between the road, water, and sky. 

  FormaT PS4 / eTa 2018 / Pub UbiSoft / dev ivory tower

F a C T r i C k

the original Crew sold  
two million copies and  
had five million players  

at its peak.

1 .  P a C k  l e a d e r

Adding planes meant Ubisoft 
had to rework the game 
engine to improve draw 

distances and cloud effects.

2 .  P l a n e  S a i l i n G

the original game’s version 
of USA took an hour and a 

half to drive across. expect 
a similar scale this time.

3 .  r o a d  T r i P

above Jet sprints involve 
tiny boats tearing through 
swamps and caves, 
requiring quick reactions 
and preferably a low sense 
of self-preservation.

“bored of the 
roAd? PoP! yoU’re A 
PlAne. then… PoP! 
yoU’re A boAt.”

The Crew 2’s street 
discipline is urban 
road racing in 
tricked-out cars.

 
You know what would spice racing 
games up a bit? Planes. And throw 
some boats in there too. Actually, 
while you’re at it, let’s make it 
so you can magically transform 
between any of them as it takes 

your fancy. Bored of the road? POP! You’re a plane 
soaring above it all. Then… POP! You’re a boat, 
dropping out of the sky to hit the water and race 
off, spray flying out behind you.

None of this vehicle changing makes sense. 
Especially when you add the Inception-style world-

warping transitions where the ground folds 
like a sheet of paper. But, there comes a 
time where you have to look reason in the 
eye and say ‘not today.’ Given that The  
Crew 2 features motoring, flying, and boat 
racing across numerous disciplines, just 
magically swapping between everything 
makes sense. Forget menus, just hold a 
button down, choose your ride, and you’re 
off to tackle an event. There’s no shortage 
of those, either – the motorsports side of 
things alone includes street and pro racing, 
off-road, and freestyle disciplines. There’s 
a similar width of offerings for the other 
vehicles, all across the United States of 
America. Coast to coast, you can travel an 
entire, seamless open world.

So, get past the magic transform-o-vehicles and 
this has got just about every possible variation 
on vehicle racing covered, in a way that keeps 
that variety fast and uninterrupted. Building on 
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1The idea at the heart of The 
Crew 2 is that you can flip 
between cars, planes, and 

boats. Bored of your ride? Hit a 
button and choose a new option…

3 The game also uses world-
bending, Inception-style 
transitions to enter events. 

Don’t question it, there’s no reason: 
even Ubisoft admits it just looks cool.

2… and boom! Instead of 
roaring along in a car, you’re 
a plane flying above the road. 

Finding the best places to transition 
is half the fun.

4Because it’s online, it means 
you and your friends racing 
everything and anything, 

swapping as the mood takes you. 
And mountains hang from the sky.

racing reality
How The Crew 2 ditches convention

Of all the events we’ve 
seen, the air racing feels 
the lightest. But we’re keen 
to try more stunt racing.

left The best moments are 
when you and your friends 
hop between vehicles on the 
same route.

above Off-road races are 
chaos as you battle bouncy 
suspension while trying not 
to hit trees. So. Many. Trees.
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“there’s more 
to strange 
Brigade than  
a ripping yarn.”

 Levels have secret treasure rooms that only certain characters have the abilities to unlock, and once opened it’s a race to see who can grab the loot. 

Above The environments are large and hide many 
secrets, such as hidden totems you need to snipe 
to unlock secret routes or treasure rooms.

These are mummies, 
y’hear? So no one 
mention zombies. This 
isn’t a zombie army.
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Just as we’re ransacking our demo 
level’s titular Stone Temple for 
all the gold and jewels we can 
lay our mitts on, so Rebellion is 
plundering the myths and legends 
of the world, piped through the 

high adventure of a Saturday matinee. We’re in the 
pulpy grip of escapist fun, its Heart Of Darkness 
beating to the steps of a mummified horde. 

A horde shooter dressed in end-of-empire comic-
book visuals, our first playthrough of Strange Brigade 
matches our preconceptions. Choosing the brilliantly 
named Professor Archimedes de Quincey for his 
Kingsley Special sub-machine gun, we start taking 
apart the crowds of embalmed warriors lumbering 
our way. When cornered we hit u to roll from 
danger or hurl a sticky grenade with o. We get 
cornered, a lot. In fact, we’re making a mess of our 

time in North Africa. 
Rebellion producer Zoltan Fejes coughs 

and raises an eyebrow in our peripheral 
vision. He’s trying to help us, and we need 
it. We’ve overlooked the stone pillars jutting 
from the dirt. Shooting the orbs above 
them activates one of many devastating 
traps hidden in the environment, from 
spinning blades to torrents of flames and 
spiked floors. Activating a trap decapitates 
our pursuers. The odds are evened, and 
Strange Brigade is surprising us.

On replay we begin to experiment with 
the game’s systems. An Amulet meter is 
filled with every uninterrupted kill, and 
once it’s glowing q unleashes a special 
attack to push back the shambling masses. 

Each character’s is unique – de Quincey uses Beetle 
Blitz to throw mummy-seeking projectiles. 

beAten to A pulp
There’s more to the characters than differing ways to 
dispatch the army of the dead. Every map has hidden 
routes and treasure rooms to unlock and explore, and 
some can only be accessed with specific heroes. On 
a solo run this means you’ll replay levels time and 
again with each character, but in four-player co-op 
it results in some teamwork-testing tactical choices. 
Taking a secret route means you could get the jump 
on the mummified mob, or perhaps you’ll leave your 

friends to struggle against the pack 
while you break for a loot room. Our 
preconceptions are smashed.

The need to replay ties neatly into 
Strange Brigade’s narrative. There’s 
more to the game than loot-chasing 
and horde survival. In the final game, 
a map screen will enable us to pick 
and choose missions, each success 
unlocking new routes through the 
story. We’ve played in the mountains 
of North Africa, but we’re told there’s 
scope to take this show global, to a 
forgotten Roman city, a pyramid lost 
to the jungle, and even the tease of a 
ghostly pirate ship.

heroes for hire
There’s a reason the Brigade is 
together, too. Formed by the enigmatic 
Lady Webster, director of the 
Department Of Antiquities, the team 
is here to save the world from the 
comfort of its airship HQ. Webster has 
Charlied her Angels to defeat a rising 
evil that threatens to engulf the world; 
and if we manage to snag some shiny 
loot along the way, all the better. 

We’ll be needing the gold too. In the 
final game the airship will offer the 
chance to spend it on unlocking new 
weapons, Amulets, and gear to affect 
both loadouts and the broader game 
(we anticipate modifiers for online 
matches as well as character upgrades).

Fejes teases what’s to come from 
the game, qualifying there’s more to 
Strange Brigade than a ripping yarn 
and a undead duck hunt. “There are 
areas where it’s a lot more open and 
there’s more exploration. There’s areas 
with no enemies and you just need to 
find your way through,” he says. 

It’s a tease that suggests Strange 
Brigade will be more than a horde 
shooter wrapped in a ‘Doc Savage 
ransacks The Temple Of Doom to 
prove he’s The Man Who Would Be 
King’ coat. We can’t wait to explore. 

strAnge brigAde
Expect some Weird Tales and Amazing Stories

  formAt ps4 / etA tBc / pub reBellion / dev reBellion

f A c t r i c k

the idea for the game came 
from an old poster depicting 

a tiger riding a Bugatti 
motorbike in the jungle.

1 .  t y g e r  t y g e r

enemies will attack in many 
different ways, and later in 
the game you’ll even face a 
regimented undead army.

2 .  d e A d  l e g i o n

there may be more than the 
four characters we’ve seen 
to date. We want an amelia 

earhart-inspired hero.

3 .  h i g h  f ly e r
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“detailed diminutive 
characters roll 
and stab with all 
the gusto of a 
hardened souls 
survivor.”

Above Dungeons are a mix of random maps and hand-crafted puzzles. Above Characters are plucked from the in-game population.

 What’s better than a 30-hour action 
RPG? How about a 30-hour action 
RPG split into easily digested chunks 
of loveliness? Every so often a hero (or 

two in co-op) is plucked from obscurity to save 
the island of Ditto from the evil Mormo. If they’re 
successful their actions are written into legend, 
affect the island, and set up the next saga, because 
like all good villains, Mormo will return.    

After multiple plays, as your short stories layer upon 
one another, a grander overarching narrative builds. 
And consider this: your actions affect the story 
even if you fail to defeat Mormo, your cute heroes 
entering into infamy as failures. (You can hunt out 
your past selves and loot them.)

Your heroes are cute too. The Adventure Time-
esque visuals offer style and substance; your detailed 
diminutive characters – a mix of robots, rangers, 
and horn-hatted warriors – roll and stab with all 
the gusto of a hardened Souls survivor; their little 
scrunched faces a joy to watch. Successful fights 
yield loot, which includes ‘stickers’ that offer unique 
ability upgrades when slapped on your heroes.

At every turn Ditto wants to mess with the action 
RPG genre. Are you fed up with the usual sparkly 
magic attacks? Well, how about channelling your 
inner angry hipster to hurl a vinyl record into the 
fray? Its ability to bounce off walls means it’s also 
an attack that helps you solve dungeon puzzles. In 
Ditto, everything has many layers. 

Look at that cute 
little face. He 
wouldn’t hurt 
you… would he?  

A big fat kitty… The 
Swords Of Ditto 
likes to surprise.

Above The overworld may be beautiful, but it can be destroyed with special 
attacks launched from the D-pad. A small forest gets burned down.

The swords of diTTo
You better check yourself before you…  
erm… imitate yourself

 formAT Ps4 / eTA early 2018
Pub devolver digital / dev onebitbeyond 
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We have a mix of 
puzzle, platforming 
and racing treats for 
you this issue. Hob 
gets a release date, 
there’s old-school 
JRPGing with Lost 
Sphere, and colourful 
platform adventure 
A Hat In Time proves 
a perfect fit

preview  
round-up

QuBe 2
 Format PS VR  

eta 2018 / puB Toxic GameS 
dev Toxic GameS

it’s a case of The Witness 
meets Portal in Toxic 
Games’ puzzle sequel, and 
if that’s not enough to 
get your left brain firing 
then you need a medical 
checkup. Playing as British 
archaeologist amelia cross, 
you’re stranded on a 
mysterious alien world and 
need to find a way home… 
by solving ever-more 
perplexing environmental 
puzzles to escape the 
QUBe. We’re promised a 
richer, choice-laden story 
this time around, as well 
as brain-teasers that mix 
physics-based challenges, 
3D jigsaws, and platforming 
– all of which can be solved 
in a variety of ways. You’d 
be a square to miss this.  

Lost sphere
 Format PS4 / eta 23 Jan 

2018 / puB SQUaRe enix 
dev TokYo RPG FacToRY

Developer Tokyo RPG 
Factory has made a name 
for itself when it comes 
to retro-infused JRPGs, 
and Lost Sphere isn’t 
going to put a dent in that 
reputation. This winsome, 
watercolour-washed 
isometric turn-based 
roleplayer has you leading 
a party of adventurers 
on a quest to defeat the 
perplexing ‘Lost’ that’s 
threatening the world, using 
the power of ‘memory’. erm, 
quite. Did we mention this 
was a retro-inspired JRPG? 
Despite the idiosyncratic 
setup, the revelation that 
we’ll get to play in tiny mech 
armour and cause havoc in 
this illustrated world has 
piqued our interest.  

descenders
 Format PS4 / eta TBc  

puB no moRe RoBoTS  
dev RaGeSQUiD

There’s a unique choice 
right at the start of this 
downhill bike racer, even 
before a pedal is pushed. 
You’re asked to choose a 
team – enemy, arboreal, or 
kinetic. Doing so means all 
your points will be allocated 
to your clan, and at the end 
of the month one team will 
be crowned the champion. 
it’s an interesting idea that 
places Descenders into a 
league of its own. add in 
procedurally generated 
tracks, so every race is 
a fresh challenge, as well 
as a knuckle-whitening 
turn of speed, and new 
indie publisher no more 
Robots could have a hit on 
its hands. our tight biker 
shorts are ready.  

a hat in time
 Format PS4 / eta aUTUmn 

puB HUmBLe BUnDLe  
dev GeaRS FoR BReakFaST

if you have a Yooka-Laylee-
shaped hole in your life that 
needs filling, then this 3D 
platformer could squish into 
that gap. Playing as Hat kid, 
you need to jump, fight, and 
barter your way across 35 
colourful worlds collecting 
the ‘time fuel’ to power your 
hat and return home. new 
headwear can be unlocked 
and each one offers a 
unique ability – the Witch 
Hat enables you to brew 
harmful potions, while the 
Fox Hat lets you jump into 
an alternate dimension like 
foxes can. Um. Badges add 
even more game-affecting 
powers. There’s co-op play 
too, and a hair-obsessed 
villian called mustache Girl. 
So, erm, she’s cute.  

hoB
 Format PS4 / eta 26 SeP  

puB RUnic GameS / dev RUnic GameS

The world of Hob is one giant, elegant 
puzzle and you’re a literal cog in its 
ecosystem, tasked with activating the 

ancient machines that will bring life to the 
place. Hob is a game that oozes platforming, 
puzzles, and personality in equal measure. 
With animals and plants all busy with their 
own Darwinian race for survival, you can 
help them on their journey by clicking parts 
of the environment into place. it’s a game 
like no other, so news of a 26 September 
release has us excited for Runic’s elegant 
evolutionary adventure.
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“It looks fantastIc, 
and the story gets 
off to a terrIfIc 
start, but the new 
weapon categorIes 
and longer 
recharge tImes 
mean fIghts can 
feel samey.”

Destiny 2
Dave Meikleham gets knee-deep blasting away in the beta

Pre-release verdicts

Confession time: I’m a 
total Destiny noob. 
I’ve only played 450 
hours of the first 
game. Truly shameful 
numbers, I know. Well, 

they are when you have a friend 
– who happens to be an ex-editor 
of this very mag – who’s pumped 
some 2,500 hours into Bungie’s 
original MMO shooter. I feel like I 
have some serious catching up to 
do as I fire up the sequel’s beta. 

In many ways, this is resolutely the 
same game that first launched back 
in September 2014. Shooting still 
sings with the most impactful of 
ballistic choruses, and the action 
continues to run like a buttered 
seal being pushed down a slide. Yet 
Destiny 2 is also a rather different 
beast than its predecessor, perhaps 
not in broad-brush gameplay terms, 
but certainly when it comes to the 
finer details of gun management. 
Many of the tweaks lie in the 
Director menus, with a host of 
naming changes conspiring to 
disorientate returning Guardians. 
For one thing, you can kiss goodbye 
to primary, secondary, and heavy 
weapons. Now you’re dealing with 
kinetic, energy, and power guns. 

It’s more than a subtle name 
tweak, too. While you’ll still find 
Auto/Plasma/Scout rifles in the 
primary/kinetic weapon slots, 
shotguns and sniper rifles are now 
considered luxury power guns. In 
the original Destiny, you would save 
heavy weapons and ammo for the 
likes of Strike bosses – why waste 
Gjallarhorn’s rockets on a garden-
variety Harpy? – but secondary 
shotties and snipers would be your 
shooty bread-and-butter in many 
scenarios. In Destiny 2’s beta, thanks 
to the paltry amount of power 
ammo, you’re lucky if you fire that 

shotgun twice every six minutes. It 
means 90% of combat encounters 
fall back on Auto and Scout rifles, 
leading to wonderful, yet undeniably 
samey, firefights. 

The restructuring of gun types 
isn’t the only questionable change. 
Recharge rates for your Guardian’s 
grenades and Super abilities also feel 
off. During the beta’s lone, opening 
story mission, it feels like your 
explosives and paranormal powers 
take a millennium to recharge. It 
may sound like a minor gripe, but 
falling back on grenades and Supers 
kept the first Destiny deliciously 
varied. Here, the stingy charge times 
mean combat once again devolves 
back into one big Auto Rifle party a 
little too often. 

graphic violence
At least Destiny 2 looks glorious. 
The original was very pretty, but 
the sequel takes things to the next 
level. While 60 frames-per-second 
gunplay is off the table, both base 
PS4 and PS4 Pro achieve 30fps with 
spot-on frame-pacing to deliver a 
supremely solid experience. Lighting, 
particle effects and character models 
have all come on substantially since 
2014, too. Lucky enough to have 
a Pro? The game looks incredibly 
sharp running in its 4K mode. Even 
at a ‘mere’ 1080p on the original 
PS4, Destiny 2 is easily one of the 
best looking games on the system. 

There’s perhaps one feature of the 
beta that’s even more impressive 
than the shooting and visuals, 
though: proper context. The opening 
story mission does a terrific job of 
introducing you to the overarching 
story. Within ten minutes you 
have a clearer idea of the narrative 
Destiny 2 is trying to spin than you 
ever got with its predecessor. The 
Warhammer Space Marine-esque 
Cabal are the bad guys; Domnius 

Ghaul (their Bane-style leader) is a 
pleasingly focused, chatty presence; 
while briefly fighting alongside 
Vanguard leaders Cayde-6, Ikora 
Rey, and Zavala as the Tower burns 
around you kicks all the ass. Destiny 
2 shows more effective storytelling 
chops in 15 minutes than the 
original managed in 15 hours. 

The beta’s tweaks to the PvP 
Crucible mode are also encouraging. 
While matches of base-stealing 
Control on the Endless Vale map 
are predictably addictive, the new 
bomb-detonating Countdown is a 
cute new addition. As two four-
player teams compete to protect/
blow up explosive sites, tactical 
gunplay springs to the fore as you 
try to work out which outpost the 
opposition will try to target. 

Many questions remain, of course. 
Can the new Raids capture the 
magic of the original’s Vault Of 
Glass? Will Bungie stop nerfing the 
guns you love? Can the studio tell 
a decent story this time? Hugely 
rewarding gunplay and sumptuous 
visual spectacle are guaranteed. 
Yet it’ll likely take dozens of hours 
with the final Destiny 2 to discover 
if Bungie has improved on the 
excellent, but uneven, original. 

 we’ll have our full review of destiny 2 in 
our next issue, out 26 september 2017.

VIEWPOINT

Format PS4 eta 6 SeP 2017  
pub ActiviSion Dev bungie

we only review finished games, so in Viewpoint we go hands-on with near-final code of a game that has just missed our review deadline.  
dave meikleham gets stuck in to destiny 2’s beta to prepare himself for the game’s full launch and review next issue.
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1 each guardian class has new and useful 
sub-abilities, like the hunter’s defensive 
dodge, or the warlock’s shield buffer.
2 countdown is a great, pleasingly tactical 

addition to destiny’s crucible pvp. 3 the 
beta’s Inverted spire isn’t quite a vintage 
strike. cool jumping bits aside, the pacing 
falls flat. 4 the new slightly rundown social 
hub farm area has a football mini-game!

1

2

3

4
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1

1 The jeep can take a real hammering. 
Frazer will never get a good price for this, 
even if it does have one lady owner.
2 Puzzles have a familiar pattern to them 

for seasoned Uncharters. Will there be 
enough new ideas to keep you hooked?
3 Uncharted 4’s hook and rope returns and 

is vital to uncovering the harder to reach 
corners of the Ghats’ map. 4 Behind every 
waterfall lies a hidden cave, or at least that’s 
what our gaming instincts and years of 
playing Uncharted have taught us. 5 The 
Western Ghats section offers the kind of 
open world gameplay we associate with Far 
Cry, but tied to Uncharted’s wonderful 
scripting and characterisation.

2

4

5

3
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“NaUGhTy DoG 
hasN’T losT iTselF 
iN This exPaNse. 
The losT leGaCy 
is sTill aBoUT 
PlaCiNG BelievaBle 
CharaCTers 
iN exCePTioNal 
CirCUmsTaNCes.”

Uncharted: 
The Lost Legacy
Ian Dean enjoys Uncharted’s open world

Returning to the 
Uncharted-verse is 
like welcoming back 
an old friend, only 
there’s a Nate-shaped 
hole in the world. But 

I don’t care, because the new 
partnership of Chloe Frazer and 
Nadine Ross is as engaging as 
anything Naughty Dog has created 
in the past. It’s the dynamic 
between the two leads that holds 
everything together: Frazer is 
self-centred and mischievous, a 
survivor used to putting herself 
first; Ross a pragmatic soldier 
driven by a need to save face. 

The game needs them, too, as 
Uncharted: The Lost Legacy 
is taking risks with the series’ 
rollercoaster formula that, without 
a sharp script, could come off the 
rails. The big change comes as the 
pair enter India’s Western Ghats, 
a vast map filled with loot, secret 
locations, enemy encounters, and 
puzzle towers. There’s no clear path, 
which means I’m free to explore 
and tackle the ‘story’ sections in 
any order. This is Uncharted 4’s 
Madagascar map freed from its 
tunnel vision safety net. While 
Nate’s 4x4 jeep excursion funnelled 
you from one encounter to the next, 
here I decide how and when to 
follow the narrative. 

Ghats entertainment
Swiping on the Touch Pad opens 
Frazer’s map. It’s big, roughly four 
times the size of Madagascar, 
making up around four hours of the 
game’s eight-hour playtime. The 
map is essential in this vast expanse 
of tumbling waterfalls, ancient 

undiscovered tombs, and underwater 
caverns. As sites are discovered 
they’re scribbled down, and there’s 
plenty to uncover.

The main focus is to find and 
conquer three ‘towers’ that relate 
to an ancient relic found earlier in 
the game. Each location is teeming 
with Asav’s private militia. So this 
is my first conundrum: do I go in 
heavy and rely on Ross’ skills, or 
play to Frazer’s strengths and take 
a stealthier approach? Before I dive 
in, I spy a hidden ammo crate. After 
picking the lock I’m rewarded with 
a silenced pistol. My mind has been 
made up for me – I’m are going in 
quietly. The first guards are taken 
out from cover, then Ross whispers 
“shotgun ahead”. As my foe rounds a 
corner he’s taken down. 

It feels Far Cry-lite, but thankfully 
there are some classic Uncharted 
moments to offset these encounters, 
as once cleared of enemies there’s a 
puzzle-party to enjoy. A door with 
an ancient lock has Frazer pushing 
and pulling levers in frustration (the 
spirit of Nate lives on!) before Ross 
slaps a carving at the lock’s centre 
and the door slides open. “It looked 
like a button”, she quips. I smile; this 
odd couple is working out nicely.

Lost and found
In addition to the main events, there 
are treasures to find. Hoysala Empire 
tokens are buried, stuck behind 
walls or deep in hard-to-reach 
caverns. There are beauty spots 
and points of interest to be tracked 
down, or more often stumbled upon, 
and snapped on Frazer’s mobile 
phone, which acts as a surrogate for 
Nate’s journal. Passing a shrine, I 
can’t resist hopping from the jeep 

to explore. Seeing a hook point 
high up a cliff sparks the same 
need to investigate. The open world 
structure is perfect for Uncharted.

It works because Naughty 
Dog hasn’t lost itself in this 
explorable expanse. The heart of 
The Lost Legacy is still placing 
believable characters in exceptional 
circumstances and watching them 
sink or swim. After spending ten 
minutes hunting down a Hoysala 
token, Frazer’s archaeological 
instincts shine. She’s pleased with 
her discovery, Ross meanwhile 
questions whether going off-piste 
in search of the trinket was a waste 
of time. The pair bicker, and the 
dialogue changes with each map 
secret I stumble upon. 

Offering greater freedom is a 
brave step forward for the series, but 
ultimately The Lost Legacy is built 
on the pillars the series is famous 
for: believable characters, exotic 
puzzles, and dramatic encounters. 
But will it be more than a test-
bed for Naughty Dog’s next grand 
adventure? Possibly. 

 We’ll have our review of Uncharted: The 
lost legacy next issue, out 26 september.

VIEWPOINT

format PS4 eta 22 AUg  
Pub Sony dev nAUghty Dog

We only review finished games, so in viewpoint we go hands-on with near-final code of a game that has just missed our review deadline.  
ian Dean is an Uncharted fan, he’s followed Nathan Drake around the world, and this is his conclusive pre-release verdict.

vieWPoiNT
Pre-release verdicts
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ew people have 
stayed with 
God Of War for 
as long as Cory 
Barlog, writer 
and director of 
Kratos’ return 
on PS4. After 
taking up the 
mantle of lead 
animator on the 

first game, he returned as director 
on its sequel before leaving early 
into the threequel’s development 
to work with Mad Max’s George 
Miller, and juggle God Of War on 
Sony’s PSP handheld. So why 
come back for PS4’s soft reboot?

“I think it’s rewarding, that’s the 
whole point of it,” he says as we sit 
down to chat. “These things take so 
long and so much of our lives that I 
felt like it had to mean something to 
me. I had to feel like I was digging a 
little deeper into this character and 
this world.

“For this one, it’s more like 
instead of babysitting it’s my 
own kid – meaning when 
I go home from work my 
worry never stops… at all. 
I am constantly thinking 
about this, because I think 
it’s such a big place for this 
franchise, this idea of 
saying, ‘Let’s take a really 
bold move.’ Right from the 
beginning I kind of had this 
direction I wanted to go in but 
trying to realise that I think every 
day the scale of it grows larger and 
larger to the point where you just 
can’t get your head or your hands 
around it.”

It’s certainly a larger game, in both 
ambition and team size. But Barlog 
is a different man from the one who 
hunkered down to make a Lethal 
Weapon/Gladiator mashup work 
back on PS2. In the time between 
God Of War releases Barlog has 

dabbled in film VFX and even spent 
time working with his idol George 
Miller on the Mad Max universe. It’s 
all fed back into how he approaches 
creating this new God Of War on 
PlayStation 4.

“I went to work with George 
Miller on game stuff, but to also 
learn every possible thing I could 
from somebody I admire so much. 
He was really very open and 
generous, and kind of invited me in 
on a lot of the steps on a lot of the 
projects he was working on at the 
time,” says Barlog.

At the time, Miller was working 

on the Happy Feet movies, but he 
was also working with Weta artists 
on the Avatar mocap stage. “He let 
me hang out and talk to them about 
their process,” says Barlog. “I got to 
work with Weta and got to dig in 
and learn how they approach 
problems. You know there was a 
little bit of the technical that I was 
able to absorb but mostly, for me, 
what I walked away with was this 
understanding of character 
development and drama that I did 
not have before working with him. 

“We spent about two years in a 
conference room, we’d go out there 
for weeks at a time and we would 
just hang out in the conference 
room all day writing and attacking 
different problems and trying to 
work out this overall plan for the 
videogame that would eventually tie 
in with other properties that he was 
working on. 

“That was instrumental, as it was 
a childhood dream to be creating 
characters in the Mad Max universe 
with the guy who created Mad Max. 
But he surrounds himself with really 
smart people, with some incredibly 
gifted storytellers, and it honestly 
opened my eyes to how little I truly 
understood characterisation. I still 
feel like I’m still scratching the 
surface, but it definitely put me on a 
path to endeavouring to learn a lot 
more, and everything I did learn I 
try to bring back.”

ChanGinG direCtiOn
There’s no better character to dig 
into than Kratos, and bringing this 

somewhat one-dimensional 
ball of balding rage up to 
date, to fit a culture now 
used to the introspection 
of The Last Of Us, 
demands all of Barlog’s 
learned Miller-isms.

“Kratos is kind of this 
interesting, I hope, sign of 

the times,” injects Barlog. “When we 
first came out with the games he 
was the antihero when there weren’t 
a lot of antiheroes around. It was 
kind of like that unbridled rage. 
Every time we did a playtest we 
always got this interesting feedback 
from people that had said, ‘You 
know, I’ve just had a bad day, I got 
in a fight with my boss or I just got 
a parking ticket, but I came to this 
playtest and it felt good to let it all 
out and dice up monsters with these 
really cool blades’. 

“So that at the time he was this 
conduit for people to let out this 
rage, and it was fresh and it was 
new, like they didn’t say they were 
angry characters out of the game 
world but this one was definitely, 
unflinchingly angry. He just sort of 
dove into it, and leaned into it with 
all of his might. And through the 
iterations I think we failed to grow 
with the audience and the world, 
because Kratos was known.”

Barlog describes a development 
spiral where the more an audience 
wants something, the more the 
creative minds behind the game go 
out of their way to deliver it. As the 
budgets get bigger and the games 

The new setting’s colder climate has not 
led to Kratos wrapping up warmly.F

turn baCk time
Animating gaming’s angriest man

T urning back the clocks 
to the beginning, the 

very beginning, Barlog reflects 
on his first days on the payroll 
at Santa Monica Studio 
creating the original God Of 
War, which back then was 
called Dark Odyssey. 

It was the challenge of a 
blank slate that caught his eye 
when it came to Kratos. “They 
just told me he was [Lethal 
Weapon’s] Martin Riggs meets 

Maximus from Gladiator, and 
I thought that was awesome.” 
Here was a game where 
“anything was possible” 
and that was addictive. 

“They’d been working on 
the game for two years 
but, animation-wise, 
they were still 
struggling and 
figuring out 
what does 
it feel like 

to play this game, and I think 
after about two weeks I had 
animated all of the r button 
moves, the w button moves, 

and then the o plus 
r special, those were 
some of the first out 
of the gate moves 
that set the tone for 
everything, and I think 
that also set the tone 
for me not going home 
any time soon.”

“IT OPened My eyeS 
TO hOW lITTle I 

Truly underSTOOd 
ChArACTerISATIOn.”
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Barlog sees PS4’s God 
Of War as a chance to 
finally give Kratos a 
rounded personality.

become more ambitious, being able 
to double down on ideas that work 
is the easy route to take. 

“Eventually you get to a point 
where I think people are ready for a 
change, they just don’t know how 
that change is going to manifest,” 
says Barlog, as he brings us up to 
date with PS4’s God Of War. “I 
think Kratos’ change, his evolution, 
is not a wholehearted, ‘Oh this isn’t 
Kratos any more’, a lot of people’s 
reactions are, ‘This is not my Kratos, 
this is not Kratos, he’s totally 
different’, but I guess I challenge 
that with the idea most of these 
people are not the same as they 
were when they were 15 or 16 years 
old. Think about the views you had 
of the world when you were that 
age, and think about how those 
views have changed through time, 
and magnify that by a thousand to 
have Kratos’ journey as a god who’s 
never going to die.

“He’s a guy who’s done some 
horrible things in his past and he’s 
had an infinite amount of time to 
cope with that, and for me he is 
kind of in recovery, if you will, he’s 
accepting this rage he has is never 
going to go away so he has to figure 
out how to control it. And that 
external source, that motivation of, 
‘I want to make tomorrow better 
because I want to show this kid that 
there is a better way’, that doesn’t 
mean he’s going to go out and ride 
the horse and valiantly save the 
kingdom or anything like that, it 
just means that every day is a 
struggle and a war with tiny 
victories that to the outside 
observer may not mean anything, 
but to the person struggling with 
the problem it means a great deal.

“I think his evolution is, to me, 
the most interesting part of all this. 
Instead of just starting fresh with a 
new character I have this character 
who has eight games of backstory 
and you get to see how he will 
evolve and change, and as ridiculous 
as it sounds it’s almost hopeful to 
people that change is possible, but it 
takes so much work and perhaps it 
doesn’t look as if you’ve made a 
course correction, but when charted 
over time a tiny correction can 
manifest as a massive downturn.”

SOn Of War
We now know that big change was 
to give Kratos a son, and make 
their relationship and the theme of 
divided families a pivot on which 
to balance the new game. The idea 
grew from a short story Barlog had 
written. It was simple and effective: 
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Kratos and his son go hunting. But 
teaming them up has meant marked 
changes to how we’ll play God Of 
War. For starters, there are no more 
Quick Time Events (QTEs). 

“Without the son I would still 
want to move away from QTEs. I 
think some people are nostalgic for 
that, but for me I feel like there’s 
just so much more we can do, so 
many other ways we can endear. But 
definitely Atreus is a way for us to 
create a connection to a character 
that is always present,” says Barlog. 

In game this means the pair can 
combine to devastating effect. Press 
the face buttons, such as r, and 
Atreus will perform an attack, such 
as firing an arrow or leaping onto an 
enemy’s back, while Kratos lands 
an axe hit. We get the emotional 
connection of a QTE but with 
greater freedom.

Barlog explains: “I think the thing 
that is always so fascinating about 
games is this idea that you kind of 
hand over this tremendous amount 
of power and tools to a player and 
kind of let them do what they want, 
that instead of saying you have to 
hit this button and then this button 
and that button to achieve what 
we’re trying to show you, we’re sort 
of just saying, ‘Here’s 20 different 
things you can do, and you can mix 
and match them in any order you 
want,’ so that each time you 
approach a situation you’re kind of 
creating the outcome, or at least the 
flow towards the outcome.” 

SOCCer hOOliGan
Barlog goes on to compare the 
combat to FIFA. “It’s the same 
game every time you play but it’s 
extremely sort of non-deterministic. 
Every game is different, despite 
every game being the same; there’s 
this drama that exists in every 
single match, even when you’re 
playing the same teams. There’s a 
magic to videogames encapsulated in 
the idea that I don’t ever want to 
lose even if I am making something 
that’s trying to tell a story, and we 
develop these characters to allow 
you to feel like there’s freedom here, 
and that is the joy of games.”

When it comes to how we’ll relate 
to the pair, Barlog points to cinema’s 
ability to imbue gestures with 
meaning – how a subtle glance can 
reveal a missed opportunity. Barlog 
sees Atreus in a similar vein; he’ll 
react to your behaviour, and how 
you treat him in return can affect 
the game in real ways.

“As you move through the game 
you make choices about what you, 
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or Kratos, wants for Atreus, about 
how you’re going to develop each 
of these characters,” says Barlog, 
explaining: “When you really 
extrapolate, it’s like this is about 
sort of putting outfits and loadouts 
on characters, but when you divorce 
it from that, and you’re in the 
moment, you start to realise it’s very 
similar to that moment in Mad Max 
when he’s got the can of dog food 
and he’s determining whether he’s 
going to eat all of it and get the 
energy, or if he’s going to give some 
of it to the dog, and he’s going to do 
that because he wants to be 
able to sleep, and if he has 
the dog and he’s well fed 
he can sleep and the dog 
will warn him if danger 
approaches. It’s kind of like, 
you know, it’s sort of, 
again, like parenting. This 
idea of making choices for 
yourself and making choices for 
your kid, how you’re going to sort 
of load balance.”  

CraftWOrk
Barlog also reveals Atreus won’t 
be the only regular character to 
influence how you play the game, 
and how Kratos behaves. The 
dwarven duo Brokk and Sindri are 
along for the ride and play a crucial 
role in the game.

In Norse myth, Brokk and Sindri 
forged both Thor’s hammer and a 
gold ring that replicates itself, and 
they are the ones who made the 
Leviathan axe and the shield Kratos 
wields in combat.

“They are interesting because we 
wanted to introduce a new way of 
developing the character [Kratos], 
and the whole idea of the orbs and 
just going into the menu any time 
you wanted for an upgrade path was 
something we wanted to leave 
behind,” explains Barlog. “So we 
looked at a way to contextualise it 
more in the world. A challenge I 
thought would be fun would be to 
have these two characters, who also 
actually have their own story arc, 
who are there to help you upgrade as 

well as develop your combat 
perspective [new moves and 
specials] for the two main 
characters, but then also that they 
themselves tie into the overarching 
theme. That these two characters 
basically are in a feud, a family feud, 
that neither of them has talked to 
each other in 50 years and they just 
complain about each other and 
blame each other for the loss of 
their ‘talent’ and their abilities. 

“As you go through the game, as 
you interact with them, you will 
discover more of the story and more 

of the different layers, and through 
the interactions between them you 
are able to fully understand and 
actually help change the arc for each 
of these characters. 

a Cut abOve
The use of the dwarves as an 
upgrade tool, and the introduction 
of Atreus as a moral compass and 
combo string, point to a game in 
which context is king. Barlog wants 
us to be immersed in these Nordic 
realms, where the act of upgrading 

an axe is done contextually inside 
the game world and not in a menu 
system. To an extent, the idea was 
inspired by something very simple: 
the old God Of War menu screens.

“The thing I really liked about the 
early God Of War games was the 
idea that from the menu screen it 
felt like you went right into the 
game,” explains Barlog. “You’d hit 
Start and the camera would zoom 
out and it was like you were already 
in the game, and I wanted to take 
that as far as we possibly could – 
this idea that once you hit Start on 

the menu screen you never 
look away, you’re constantly 
with Kratos, you are on 
this journey that you have 
a more personal stake in 
than ever before.”

It’s meant we get the 
new, close-in camera 
system and a sparse UI. 

But it wasn’t easy getting to this 
point. The closer, third-person 
camera introduced new 
problems, but also some 
unique benefits, which was 
a steep learning curve. 

“Even now we just 
got through a 
playtest that taught 
us a tremendous 
amount about the 
player’s awareness 
in the world, 
about how they 

Context is everything in God Of War. Loadouts look to be handled by ‘giving’ Atreus weapons – such as a dagger in this shot.

What tO Cut
Learning from the past to make the present

I  don’t think anyone would 
describe me as someone 

who has an idea of what can be 
done in the time frame,” jokes 
Cory Barlog. “I definitely 
maintain that comfortable 
ignorance of ‘whatever we 
can, get it in’.”

This approach has come 
from experience. Having 
worked on multiple God Of 
War games, Barlog still has 
qualms about decisions he 

made. “There was some stuff 
that I put into GOW2, like 
Gaia the narrator, because 
we didn’t really introduce 
him early enough. I’m always 
checking against that to really 
make sure that the idea itself 
isn’t driving the game, but the 
execution and the relevance to 
the overarching experience is 
always thought of.”

Barlog says he doesn’t 
spend time dwelling on things 

he got right: “I’m haunted by 
all the things I did wrong, I 
measure decisions I’m making 
now by things I got wrong.”

Content cut from God Of 
War 2 appeared in Ghost Of 
Sparta. “But it’s the mistakes,” 
says Barlog, “it’s the ‘Argh, 
what was I thinking?’ moments” 
that give him sleepless nights. 
“As I move forward, I chalk it 
up to a learning experience 
and do better next time.”

“OnCe yOu hIT  
STArT On The  

Menu SCreen yOu 
never lOOK AWAy.”
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orientate themselves, how they 
are actually navigating and 
determining where they want to 
go and where they are. I think 
that’s something that, no matter 
how many games you make, you 
are constantly adjusting because 
it is very, very nuanced.”

Cut free
It naturally affects how the designers 
create the game’s levels, and in fact 
God Of War has gone through many 
iterations, including one version 
that avoided cutscenes altogether. 
“Many years ago we had what 
we called our first playable, and 
we had the aspirations of making 
everything completely freeform,” 
remembers Barlog. “I had started out 
with this idea of no camera cuts, 
that was something I was going to 
stand pretty firm on, but I started 
thinking I want to tell a story in a 
non-stopping method, so you would 
always be in motion, you would 
always have total control, so a little 
bit like what Half-Life had done, 
where they would lock 
you in a room but you still 
have total control. But as 
we developed further on 
that one we decided we 
still wanted to direct them 
[the player] a little bit. 

“We want to create this 
single seamless experience, 
but we don’t want to have so much 
freedom that they end up missing 
the point. It had all of these great 
little details and secrets in it, and if 
they are paying attention they’ll find 
those, and they helped us to home 
in a little bit closer.”

Barlog also drew on his knowledge 
of past God Of War games, 
combining camera systems, pointing 
players to key areas of the level and 
guiding their hand. But these didn’t 
always work, as the power of PS4 
meant the new, highly detailed levels 
confused players during testing… 
because there was more to look at.

“At any given moment the player 
could look wherever they wanted, 
and we knew we needed to account 
for that and speak to them as to 

what is important, what is fun to 
look at, and what is not important 
but guiding you towards the main 
goal. That was a very interesting 
ride, because we wanted to keep that 
balance of the investigation and 
discovery of the world along with 
the puzzling cerebral elements, and 
the combat, and the story. It’s very 
fun and very difficult.”

You’ll notice Barlog dropped the 
p-word there, and puzzles are back 
in PS4’s God Of War. But like much 
of the game they’re being treated 
contextually. There will be a reason 
for puzzles, and uniquely Atreus 

– and how you treat him – will 
affect how puzzles are solved.

“Any game makers really struggle 
with context, because context works 
to a certain degree before you kind 
of look at it and go, ‘Okay, ancient 
civilisations, why did they create all 
of these challenges?’ unless you say, 
‘everything is all about challenges’. 
But I think the context of the world 
and grounding it all in a sense of 
reality is always important, and I 
think with this game reading the old 
Norse language is quite important. 

“Atreus is the only one who 
can read the local language, and 
throughout the game he learns 
to read in many of the realm’s 
languages. He’s kind of the conduit 
for Kratos and the player into this 

world, so he is sometimes the one 
who has a little bit more power in 
some situations [those puzzles] and 
a bit more knowledge about what 
other characters are saying.”

Barlog acknowledges that past 
games in the series had puzzles that 
felt pad-crushingly hard, sudden 
difficulty spikes that sent many 
DualShocks to their doom. 

brainS Over braWn
“For some people these two puzzles 
are hard, and for another these 
other puzzles are hard; so I think 
it’s this balancing act of like, ‘We 
want to give people the right sort 
of guidance’, and occasionally we 
want some people to be stumped, 
but very rarely do we want them 
to get frustrated to the point 
where they’re going to throw the 
controller down – you never want 
them to get to that point. There’s 
a sense of accomplishment [to 
puzzles], because I think if you 
were just always hitting things 
you’d sort of get bored – I thought 

the cool mixture of God 
Of War was the idea that 
you were thinking as 
much as tense and sweaty 
palms, you were trying to 
win the fight. 

“Puzzles are always a 
difficult thing, I don’t 
think I’ve played any 

games where the puzzles are 
perfectly contextualised, unless 
the entire game is a puzzle game 
built upon that concept.”

With so much change happening 
to a familiar and beloved series, it’s 
no surprise to learn that Barlog has 
had to fight for the right to make 
God Of War his way. He does so 
from a position of experience, 
confident his version of Kratos is 
the right fit for what we expect 
from PlayStation 4 – subtle, real, 
and reflective.

“There’s still always that sense 
that at the end of the day you have 
to make the decision whether you’re 
right or wrong,” admits a stoic 
Barlog, who says he had people 
pulling him aside at E3 2016 saying: 
“This is not God Of War, this is 
going to fall flat, this is really bad”. 
They had doubts over the tone, 
many didn’t like Atreus shooting 
Kratos with an arrow, others felt it 
should have ended on a giant boss. 
“Just a lot of people were very 
doubtful of what we were going to 
do,” he reflects.

Barlog admits he doubted himself 
in 2016 as people lined up to 
criticise, but he used the moment 

Kratos’ axe, the Leviathan, returns to his 
hand and can take on magical properties.

This season in Scandinavia, beards are very much in. Armour models’ own.

“I ThInK If yOu 
Were AlWAyS 

hITTInG ThInGS 
yOu’d GeT BOred.”
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bruSh StrOke Of GeniuS
A painting speaks a thousand words

f  or many of the 
Santa Monica Studio 

team, breaking away 
from the character 
everyone understands 
Kratos to be was a hard 
sell. Divorcing the 
god-killer from his 
anger issues and the 
grand images of him 
slaughtering legions of 
monsters didn’t come 
easily. The team needed 
an image to focus on.

Barlog turned to 
artist Jose Peña, who’s 
more used to painting 
historical scenes and 
Game Of Thrones than 
game art. After a Skype 
call that Barlog felt went 
badly (“I didn’t think he 

understood what I was 
trying to say,”) it was a 
tense wait. 

“Two weeks later the 
emails came in with two 
images, and one [above] 
was this image that was 
right from the start 
what we wanted,” says 
Barlog. “That image just 
spoke so many different 
emotions, it kind of was 
not just an image of 
Kratos in a pose fighting 
some creatures, it really 
kind of brought together 
this concept that the 
world is very unfriendly, 
the world is very real, 
and the perspective is 
very much in close to 
where Kratos is at, but 

he has other things he 
has to contend with now. 

“The idea that his son 
is behind him with his 
knife drawn and ready, 
and it’s like Kratos is 
trying to put his arm 
in between the danger 
and his son. Y’know, it’s 
kind of wrestling with 
that idea the kid’s got 
to be ready but I’m not 
sure I’m ready. Even 
the style, the treatment 
of colour at that time 
was a reference point 
for us for when we 
started looking at how 
we wanted the final 
image of the game 
to look. It served so 
many purposes.”

The concept art by Jose Peña was constantly referred back to by the team.

to steer people towards his vision, 
saying to his detractors: “Look, I 
believe in this and if it falls flat, it 
falls flat, I’m just going to be fully 
leaping off the cliff”.

demOliCiOuS
Of course, in hindsight Barlog was 
proved right. The 2016 demo was a 
success, everyone clamoured for this 
new, mature Kratos. “It’s not like I 
begrudge them for having that fear 
because they are very worried that 
no-one’s going to get this and 
everyone is going to think that this 
was just ill-advised,” considers 
Barlog. “But I think that [2016 
demo] bolstered everybody and 
ignited their spirit and enthusiasm.”

Healthy criticism is a good thing, 
and, in fact, Barlog has drafted in 
people he trusts who worked on the 
original God Of War to advise, and 
when needed, chastise him. “I just 
needed people to give me the 
straight information, but even then 
they’ll say, ‘You’re dumb, why are 
you doing this?’ I ignore them 
because perhaps I am dumb, because 
you’ve got to go with your gut.”

To an extent it all comes full 
circle for Barlog, hiring old hands 
to steer the good ship Kratos, and 
even tapping into memories of 
George Miller for support in the 
hard times for guidance. 

“If something evokes a strong 
emotional reaction in me, I need to 
push myself in that direction,” says 
Barlog, adding: “I learned a lot of 
that from George, and I feel like 
there are a lot of situations he was 
probably in, that I even witnessed 
while I was there, that somebody 
was like ‘what are you doing?’ and he 
was like, ‘Trust me, I believe in this’. 

“In the end, I think, more often 
than not it pays off, but that doesn’t 
mean you succeed every time.”

But Barlog is a man who can’t 
help himself. To all those critics 
who felt the 2016 demo needed to 
end on a bang with a boss fight, 
Barlog delivered for them earlier 
this summer. The 2017 E3 demo 
came to a jaw-dropping climax 
as the massive World Serpent 
broke the surface. 

“I watched some reaction videos 
and a lot of people had the reaction 
I was hoping for, which was like: ‘Oh 
my god, that’s such an amazing boss 
and… oh wait, that guy’s going to 
help you… what?’ What I find 
fascinating about all of this is really 
not just playing to what’s expected, 
but to always give everybody 
something to think about while 
they’re walking away.” 
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Kratos is a horrible, 
horrible person. All 
right, technically 
he’s somewhere 
between ‘person’ 
and ‘indestructible, 
fallen deity’. 

Regardless of his level of mortality, 
the Ghost Of Sparta is one of 
the most unpleasant videogame 
characters ever created. Conversely, 
his games form one of the most 
enduring, celebrated series in 
PlayStation history. Go figure.

Be under no illusion: Kratos doesn’t 
make God Of War, the brutally balletic 
action-adventure makes him. David 
Jaffe isn’t just the sweariest developer 
ever, at one time he was also a hugely 
canny game director, something he 
ably shows in this seminal Ancient 
Greek revenge quest. The original 
GOW is a supremely polished hack ‘n’ 
slasher – it whipped up technical 
miracles on PlayStation long before 

Nathan Drake’s gloriously rendered 
cheekbones ever knocked you 
senseless. Even 12 years on, it remains 
one of the most wryly paced, elegant 
bloodbaths you’ll ever play.

Shortly after God Of War launched 
in the spring of 2005, Jaffe spoke to 
Eurogamer about his inspirations, and 
in doing so, heaped much of the credit 
for the game on a mighty Austrian 
Oak. “Things have become so 
politically correct that I was really 
jazzed about doing what was more a 

 FOrmat PS2 
released 2005 
Pub Sony 
dev Sony

“GOW’S fiGhtinG 
SyStem meRGeS 
mASS-mARKet 

ACCeSSibility With 
exquiSite CRAft.”

one of God of War’s 
coolest features centres 
around much of the game 
taking place on a living 
creature: Cronos the 
Titan. In his quest to 
obtain Pandora’s Box, 
Kratos crosses the 
Desert of Lost Souls, 
eventually scaling his 
gargantuan grandad, as 

Cronos is forced to carry 
the Temple of Pandora. 

Considering GoW 
launched months before 
Shadow of The Colossus, 
Kratos actually beat Team 
Ico’s classic game to the 
punch when it came to 
creating a moving 
platform level built on a 
(literally) titanic foe. 

ClimbinG CrOnOs
The burdened Titan puts the ‘grand’ in grandad.

The Titans predated the 
more famous Greek gods.

God of War
Prepare for a Spartan smackdown, as 
PlayStation gets its most murderous mascot

A throne room decorated with skins and 
statues of Kratos’ foes. How cosy!
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tOP tHree mOments
Hydra hijinks and deathly detours

KillinG tHe Hydra
Who said opening levels had to be dull 

affairs? GoW kicks off in breathless style, 
as Kratos hops between storm-swept 
ships, the mythic multi-headed serpent 

constantly attacking. 

underWOrld WOes
At one point, Kratos is killed by the original 
God of War, Ares – death isn’t that big a 

deal in this series. An epic escape from the 
Underworld follows, ghoulish hands 

clawing at Kratos every inch of his climb. 

COlOssal KratOs
After opening Pandora’s Box – the only 

item on Earth that harbours the power to 
kill a god – Kratos grows enormous, 

evening the odds on his scrap with Ares.  
A titanic sword battle ensues.
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throwback to that more animalistic, 
kind of brutal Conan The Barbarian 
kind of vibe,” he told the website. Yet 
Arnie isn’t the main cinematic 
influence on Kratos’ franchise. That 
honour belongs to the late special 
effects genius, Ray Harryhausen.

Jaffe and his team at the then-Sony 
Santa Monica (now SCE Santa Monica 
Studio) tapped into the same childlike 
wonder the stop-motion maestro’s 
best pictures revelled in. To witness 
Kratos cut down the Hydra as the 
untamed waters of the Aegean Sea 
threaten to tear the sociopathic 
slaphead’s ship apart is to bask in the 
sort of electrifying spectacle that lit 
up the screen when Harry Hamlin’s 
Perseus took the head of 
Harryhausen’s greatest creation, the 
bewitching, incredibly animated 
Medusa. Jaffe initially said GOW was 
inspired by Devil May Cry’s combat 
and Ico’s puzzles, but it owes its sense 
of theatre to the Hollywood artist’s 
timeless clay creations. 

slasH OF tHe titans
Whether you’re hitching a ride 
on the back of the colossal Titan 
Cronos (who, weirdly, turns out to be 
Kratos’ grandad) or battling a mech 
Minotaur in the pits of Pandora’s 
Temple, one thing glues 
all these set-pieces 
together: truly terrific 
combat. Though it often 

gets taken for granted, GOW’s fighting 
system deserves to be celebrated for 
merging mass-market accessibility 
with exquisite craft. 

While Kratos’ combat never matches 
Dante’s swordplay for pure precision, 
Capcom’s demon slayer never spawned 
a move quite as iconic as Big K’s 
Plume Of Prometheus. With a simple 
three-button combo (r, r, w), 
Kratos could seamlessly throw any foe 
off their game with a swift one-two 
prod from his Blades Of Chaos, 
followed by a devastating two-armed 
strike. Be it disorientating a cyclops or 
showing a Cerberus he’s a very bad 
(very dead) boy, Kratos’ simple 
moveset blends co-ordination and 
carnage into a beautifully barbaric, 
somehow elegant package. 

Later games would outdo the 
original, both in puzzle complexity and 
boss size, but none of its sequels were 
quite as important. Alongside GTA, 
this is arguably the most influential 
Western (pre-Uncharted) franchise to 

hit PlayStation. In an era dominated 
by Japanese icons like Final 

Fantasy and Gran Turismo, 
GOW showed US and UK 
developers could still define 

console cool. Gory, gripping, 
and grotesquely satisfying, God 

Of War is essentially Clash 
Of The Titans: The Game. 

Mr Harryhausen would  
be proud.  

1

2

3

WHO KratOs Killed
Serpents, a Gorgon, and Ares all make Kratos’ first hit list

Hydra KinG 
The biggest of the Hydra’s 
heads can heal its smaller 
chums. Good thing Kratos 

decapitates it.

sinGinG sirens 
Found in the Desert of The 

Lost Souls, Kratos slays 
these banshees while 
searching for Cronos. 

medusa 
Kratos slays the most 

famous plasticine movie 
monster of all time in 

underwhelming fashion. Boo! 

PandOra’s 
Guardian 

Theseus would be screwed if 
he saw this bionic bull. Kratos 

barely blinks while killing it.

ares
This god tricked K-squared 
into killing his family. Kratos 
stabs him with a 300-foot 
sword as payback. ouch. 

The bigger they are, the harder they fall. So 
best to be on top of the really big ones.

All the enemies are straight out of Greek 
myth, a real mix of gods and monsters.
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bigger. badder. 
balder? Okay, so 
Kratos is exactly as 
short in the scalp 
department in this 
epic sequel as he 
was in his original 

Greek tale. forget the Spartan’s 
lacking locks, though. When you  
can deliver an epic action-adventure  
that’s this effortlessly thrilling, 
wonderfully paced, and memorably 
murderous, no-one cares if you make 
homer Simpson look like a fun 
house-era Pat Sharp. 

That God Of War II is still so fondly 
remembered speaks volumes for its 
ability to conjure incredible set-piece 
spectacle quite unlike anything else on 
PS2. It’s even more impressive when 
you consider Sony Santa Monica’s 
sequel hit shelves on 13 March 2007, a 
mere ten days before PlayStation 3 
arrived in Europe. Thanks to those 
early PS3 launch models offering 

backwards compatibility, gamers who 
bought Sony’s expensive baby on day 
one had one hell of a killer quest to 
make up for the £425 their tattered 
wallets had just dropped. 

God Of War II isn’t just one of the 
most ambitious games ever to hit PS2, 
it easily outclassed every PS3 launch 
title when it came to sheer scale. 
Kratos’ quest to slay the Sisters Of 
Fate feels far more sweeping than the 
revenge-obsessed original. The vast 
variety of continually evolving 

 FOrmat PS2 
released 2007 
Pub Sony
dev Sony

The angriest man – well, demigod – in gaming 
returns, with only one thing on his mind.

“yOu’Re thROWn 
intO the ChAOS Of 
SieGe WARfARe AS 
RhOdeS buRnS All 

AROund yOu.”

God of War II is the only 
mainline entry that lets 
Kratos get acquainted with 
a certain mythical, 
stupendous stallion. The 
early Pegasus flight 
sections are superbly 
directed, full of dramatic 
camera cuts, mid-air 
murder, and kickass duels. 
Whether Kratos is dodging 

projectiles or leaping onto 
enemies’ griffins then 
garotting their riders, the 
Pegasus set-piece never 
lets up. 

Flying up God of War III’s 
Chain of Balance with the 
Icarus wings is fun, but it’s 
not a patch on its 
predecessor’s heroic 
airborne horsey bits. 

breaK a PeG
Dogfight, schmogfight. This is a horse-versus-griffin air battle

God of War II

Pegasus’ fate is unknown. 
Will we ride him again?

Kratos takes his furious fate into 
his own hands in one of PS2’s 
greatest sequels
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environments helps sell an almost 
peerless sense of distance travelled and 
time elapsed. 

Kratos’ first sequel remains the most 
satisfyingly paced entry in the series 
precisely because it’s always on the 
move. As he chases down the Sisters 
in an effort to rewind time to a point 
before Zeus’ early, chilling betrayal, the 
slaughtering Spartan takes in all 
manner of eclectic Greek sights. Being 
thrown into the chaos of siege warfare 
as Rhodes burns all around you in an 
electrifying opener; riding the 
legendary Pegasus through snow-
smothered caverns as the mighty Titan 
Typhon blows you around like an 
annoyed mayfly; braving the Bog Of 
The Forgotten; and slaying Euryale (a 
super-sized Gorgon) in a battle 
that shames the first game’s 
Medusa smackdown – God Of 
War II simply never lets up. 

COlOssal ClasHes
The bosses are spectacular, 
too. While the first 
GOW impressed with its 
herculean Hydra fight, there 
are really only three proper 
boss battles in the game. In 
contrast, the sequel has 11 epic 
encounters. Whether shredding 
the tentacles of the Kraken, 
stoving the Barbarian King’s 
beardy mug in with a massive 
hammer, or eviscerating the 

often-invisible Perseus, GOW II’s 
bosses showcase some fabulously 
fatal throwdowns. And that’s without 
mentioning the opening fight against 
the Colossus Of Rhodes. Both a 
tremendous tutorial and a sly tip of 
the cap to Jason And The Argonauts 
and its amazing Harryhausen-
animated Talos scene, the Colossus 
fight remains one of PlayStation’s 
greatest-ever boss battles. 

It’s not just the enemies that are 
epic; God Of War II is obsessed with 
outsizing its predecessor wherever you 
look. Be it using the Steeds Of Time 
(four preposterously-sized ponies) to 
pull an actual island, or revelling in a 
10 minute-long, oh-so-exhilarating 

aerial dogfight against an armada of 
griffins, GOW II plays out on such 

a scale, it makes the original 
look downright small-time  
in comparison. 

All of this extraordinary 
action is especially 
encouraging for the 
forthcoming God Of War 
on PS4. After all, this was 
the first time Cory Barlog 

oversaw an entry in the 
series, and the game director is 
back at the helm once again for 
Kratos’ Nordic quest. If the 
upcoming reboot recreates the 

same magical spectacle of 
GOW II, Dad Of War is 
gonna kick all the ass.  

These soldiers are easy to kill, and Kratos 
doesn’t feel the need to keep their peepers.

Take out a Cyclops Berserker’s knee, then go 
for the eye. Kratos collects their eyes.

tOP tHree mOments
Statue smackdowns ahoy

rHOde WarriOr
The scrap against the Colossus of Rhodes 
is a stellar, extended set-piece. For much 
of the opening level, the statue smashes 
things in the distance, and then he and 

Kratos get intimate in a huge, brass brawl. 

enCOunterinG iCarus 
Poor Icarus. In Greek mythology, he flies 

too close to the sun, singes his homemade 
wings, then plummets to his death. In GoW 
II, Kratos rips his wings off… after punching 

him 180 times. Killer set-piece, mind. 

KraKen CraCKdOWn
Unleash the Krake… oh, Kratos has already 
impaled the aquatic sod on an extendable, 

super-sharp bridge. The mythic sea 
beastie is a big deal in Clash of The Titans, 
and it stars in a cracking GoW battle, too. 

1

2

3

WHO KratOs Killed
Old foes and Olympian allies fall, as Kratos ups the kill count 

PrOmetHeus
This is actually a mercy 

killing. Kratos frees the Titan 
from Zeus’ torture… by 

dropping him in lava. 

barbarian KinG
The brutal baldy made his 

pact with Ares to defeat this 
warrior. In GoW II, he kills  

him all over again. 

euryale
Medusa’s big sis is cranky  
at Kratos for taking her 

sibling’s head. Spoiler: the  
Big K also takes hers.

Perseus
Kratos impales one of Zeus’ 
many children on a hook. A 

fitting fate for GoW II’s 
cheapest boss. 

atHena
In fairness, this one’s an 

accident. K-man stabs his 
one godly ally by mistake 

while fighting Zeus. 
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every God Of War 
entry seems to be 
made with one clear 
mission statement: 
make its predecessor 

look bad. take the second game’s 
incredible Colossus Of Rhodes battle. 
Pretty impressive, huh? not next to 
some of the seismic scraps Kratos 
gets into in his PS3 debut. Compared 
to the titans the Spartan tackles in 
his quest to scale mount Olympus, 
that brassed-off statue is little more 
than an irked garden gnome. 

Size really does matter when it comes 
to God Of War III. Hell, it’s everything. 
Scaling the largest mountain in the 
world in order to reach (and horribly 
murder) Zeus. Fighting your gargantuan 
grandad, who just happens to be a 
Titan so incomprehensibly large, 
grandpappy’s fingernail is bigger than 
every single boss from the previous 
game… combined. Oh yeah, and helping 
rain down a very literal apocalypse on 
the whole of Ancient Greece, all in 
service of PlayStation’s musclebound 
mascot getting revenge on his pop. 
Seems reasonable. 

Suffice to say, Kratos’ threequel 
doesn’t do small moments of quiet 
character introspection. With 2013’s 
Ascension acting as a prequel, it’s left 
to GOW III to close the book on the 
Ghost Of Sparta’s original trilogy. And 
hoo-boy if that paperback doesn’t get 
shut… then burned to cinders in the 
Underworld’s bubbling lakes of lava. 

God of 
War III
The terrific trilogy-
capper scales new 
heights, as Kratos 
pulverises his pop

 FOrmat PS3 
released 2010 
Pub Sony 
dev Sony

“the entiRe GAme iS 
eSSentiAlly One 
PROlOnGed PieCe  

Of muRdeRy 
mOuntAineeRinG.”

Throughout God of War III, 
several Titans essentially 
act as giant, moving 
platform levels. As the 
game opens, Kratos 
clambers about earth 
goddess Gaia, slashing at 
skeletal warriors, and 
using the leafy behemoth’s 
mighty heft to get the 
better of the demonic 

Hippocampi. Later, the 
battle against Cronos sees 
Kratos evading his 
grandfather’s gaze by 
climbing all over his 
gigantic arms, shoulders, 
and neck. Throughout 
these sequences, the 
Spartan is little more than 
a barely visible speck of 
fury on their skins. 

taminG titans
Satisfyingly large targets for Kratos’ wrath

Cronos is still carrying a 
temple around on his back.

Perses the Titan is watching us fight. Thanks 
a lot, you big lump of uselessness!
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While the finale opens the door for 
Kratos to live on – you wouldn’t be 
eagerly anticipating the upcoming PS4 
entry if it hadn’t – God Of War III 
definitively ends the ashen-skinned 
killer’s connection to Ancient Greece.

aPOCalyPse GOW
Why? Because Kratos tears the world 
apart in his quest for vengeance 
against the Olympians. Cities are 
washed away by the tsunamis brought 
about from Poseidon’s death – the 
Spartan squishes the lord of the 
sea’s eyeballs like godly grapes. 
The sun is extinguished when 
he rips Helios’ head off, in a 
scene that serves up both a 
hugely gruesome death, and 
a chance for Sony Santa 
Monica to show off the 
game’s disgusting ‘Zipper 
Tech’, as the god of light’s 
neck muscles are torn to 
sinewy pieces. And if all 
that flooded, sunless misery 
wasn’t enough, Kratos even 
releases every one of the 
Underworld’s damned souls 
upon murdering the hell out of 
Hades. What. A. Jerk. 

Admit it, though: he’s your 
jerk. It’s kinda tough to stay 
mad at Kratos, partly because 
his combat reaches supreme, 
sociopathic highs in God Of 
War III. Fights shift across the 

screen with such an persuasively 
punchy flow, you can’t look away from 
even the most horrific acts of violence. 
Gutting a centaur and seeing its 
intestines spool out over the floor may 
be visually repugnant, but damn does 
it ever look badass.

Kratos’ increased armoury takes 
combat encounters to new heights. By 
the end of the game, you’ve acquired 
four unique weapons – the Blades Of 
Exile, Claws Of Hades, Nemean Cestus, 
and Nemesis Whip – and each one is 
a delight in the right circumstances. 
Hooking the ground and dragging 

Kratos’ bulky frame around to evade 
attacks with Hades’ claws feel great, 
but nothing quite matches the 
pugilist pleasures of the Nemean 
Cestus: GOW III’s lion-headed 
answer to modern-day boxing 
gloves. And as Hercules’ horribly 
caved-in face will attest, the angry 

Spartan certainly doesn’t pull  
his punches. 

The technical heights 
Sony Santa Monica took 
PS3 to still staggers. 
Gorgeous in motion, 

hugely satisfying to 
control, and bolstered by a 

tremendous sense of urgency 
– the entire game is essentially one 
prolonged piece of murdery 
mountaineering – GOW III’s 
brilliantly paced powers haven’t 

dimmed. A true PlayStation titan.  

tOP tHree mOments
Arachnid action and flight fun

baldy balanCe
Throughout his quest, Kratos uses the 

wings he ripped from Icarus to fly through 
the heart of Mount olympus, sticking close 

to the colossal Chain of Balance as he 
dodges all sorts of deadly debris mid-flight. 

labyrintH lOst 
Built by the master craftsman Daedalus, 

GoW III’s Labyrinth is a complex structure 
made from enormous rotating cubes. As 

he manipulates the maze into shape, 
Kratos meets (and murders) its creator. 

buG OFF
Skorpius, as the name suggests, is a 

big-ass scorpion, and one of the more 
satisfying boss fights. Kratos battles the 

beast as he’s navigating the Labyrinth, and 
quickly puts the pincered pest in its place. 

1

2

3

WHO KratOs Killed
Gods and demigods alike are no match for the Ghost Of Sparta 

POseidOn
Kratos opens GoW III by 

killing the God of The Sea, 
and his hostile Hippocampi. 

Water way to go. 

HerCules
The Spartan faces his 
half-brother in a epic 

face-off… which ends with 
Kratos taking Herc’s face off. 

CrOnOs
This Titan wanders the Pits 

of Tartarus… well, he did, until 
Kratos jammed a spike 

through his face.

Gaia
The Titan and Kratos’ alliance 
ends on a brutal note when 
the Spartan destroys her 

heart. Literally. 

Zeus
The chrome-dome killer’s 
hateful revenge tale ends 
with him punching his dad 

into oblivion. 

You’ll find Harryhausen-esque Cursed 
Remains on Cronos and in the Pit Of Tartarus. 

Your first boss battle is with Poseidon. Where 
do you go from killing the God Of The Sea?
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All herds have a 
black sheep. in God 
Of War’s case, 
Ascension is very 
much the forlorn 

misbehaving mutton-in-waiting. it’s 
not that Kratos’ final PS3 adventure 
is a bad game, far from it. yet in a 
series that has continually pushed 
the eviscerating envelope forward, 
both in terms of tech and spectacle, 
it’s hard not to feel this prequel is 
painting by (super bloody) numbers. 

Looking back on Ascension four years 
after its release, there’s little question 
this is the least memorable full-fat 
console release to come out of the 
franchise. After wringing out almost 
every major deity, beast, and hero from 
Greek mythology, this slightly 
underwhelming entry feels like it’s 
dealing with a losing deck. In essence, 
God Of War III tapped up the 
remaining Who’s Who of Greek legend 
and left Ascension with the 
disappointing dregs. 

Seeing Kratos be genuinely 
vulnerable while both physically and 
mentally tortured by the sinister Furies 

is a refreshing table-turning change of 
pace. But after you’ve punched Zeus’ 
face to pieces, fighting this game’s 
forgettable cast of baddies – like a set 
of pious, perverse conjoined twins – is 
quite the comedown. 

At least combat lost none of its 
lacerating lustre. Indeed, Ascension 
offers the most polished, varied fights 

God of War: 
ascensIon
The Spartan (just about) rises to the 
occasion in this patchy prequel

 FOrmat PS3 
released 2013 
Pub Sony 
dev Sony

“ASCenSiOn OffeRS 
the mOSt POliShed, 

vARied fiGhtS  
GOd Of WAR hAS  

tO OffeR.”

The oath Stone of orkos is 
one of the coolest items 
ever to pop up in God of 
War. The precious rock 
elevates both combat and 
puzzles, and there are a 
couple of noodle-
scratchers in Ascension 
that put it to great use. 
When activated, the oath 
Stone allows Kratos to 

clone himself, useful for 
double-teaming foes 
during fights. It really 
comes into its own with 
certain switch 
conundrums, where the 
Spartan duplicates 
himself, using his 
doppelgänger to weight 
down pressure plates. 
Clever stuff. 

Cuts OatH Ways
As though one Kratos weren’t enough…

The Oath Stone takes time 
to recharge during fights.

There are three types of elemental Talos to 
fight – this is the fiery kind. 
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God Of War has to offer. The amount 
of decapitating, limb-lopping, 
bone-breaking options Kratos has at 
his disposal is dizzying. Tether 
enemies together with the Blades of 
Chaos, allowing Kratos to hold one 
enemy in place as he grapples and 
massacres another. Steal weapons from 
enemies, like swords, spears, and 
slings, then put a homicidal hurtin’ on 
their owners. Fights move with such 
an aggressive, muscular grace, they 
constantly keep you engaged, even 
when the game’s plot and pacing falter.

FiGHtinG Fit
Speaking of which, by Kratos’ 
hollowed-out soul does Ascension ever 
drag. Aside from a predictably strong 
opening, there are huge chunks that 
feel strangely bland. On the surface, 
Kratos should have more 
motivation to fight than ever – 
the game takes place six 
months after the death of 
his wife and daughter 
when the antihero really 
has nothing to lose – 
but throughout Ascension 
there’s a real lack of stakes. 
The worst section? A 
prolonged sequence in 
the bowels of the 
Temple Of The Oracle 
that ends on a draining boss 
fight against a teleporting 
swine. Compared to the 

heights of God Of War II, Ascension’s 
lows really reach rock bottom. 

When you’re dealing with a series 
that has such a high baseline for 
quality there are, of course, still 
highlights. Travelling through the 
mountains of Delphi on a sort of 
quasi-Greek articulated railway as a 
Manticore hunts you in the distance 
(think a fire-breathing lion/scorpion 
thingie), and a trip to the top of the 
Titan-sized statue of Apollo on the 
island of Delos see Ascension capture 
moments worthy of the original trilogy. 

PS4 God Of War looks to have the 
sort of renewed focus we haven’t seen 
from the series in years. It’s hard not 
to think that’s not been born out of 
Ascension’s rather cluttered package. 
Yes, including an eight-player 

(somewhat unnecessary) base 
control multiplayer was 
generous, but c’mon, was 
anyone really desperate for 
online GOW action?

If this unnecessary bloat 
leads to the Norse reboot 
becoming a focused, killer 
classic – and it really looks 
like it could be – then you 
should probably be grateful 
Ascension is merely a 

decidedly decent, albeit 
compromised God Of War. 
Kratos will no doubt rise 
again, he’ll just do it with a 
big-ass beard and son in tow.  

tOP tHree mOments
Prison escapes and puzzling

HeC On tHe CHeeK
Ascension’s first boss is its most 

impressive: Aegeon The Hecatonchires. He 
was the first to betray the Furies, and as 

punishment, he was turned into a 
sprawling prison complex/kickass boss. 

CHained tO Fate
There’s no denying Ascension has a couple 
of really enjoyable puzzles. Take the huge 
chain conundrum on Delos. Kratos must 

use the Amulet of Uroborus to tinker with 
time and space to rebuild its links. 

Furies Finale
Much of the middle section of the game is 

drably paced, but Ascension throws 
together a fun finale, where two of the 

Furies combine to transform into a seismic 
sea monster. Another ace GoW boss fight. 

1

2

3

WHO KratOs Killed
Fatal Fury encounters and terrorising twin action abound

meGaera
The game opens with Kratos 
being tortured by Megaera. 

He ends up gutting her.  
Call it even?

aleCtO
The Queen of the Furies 

meets her fate after 
morphing into an aquatic 

beastie… that Kratos offs. 

tisiPHOne
This Fury loves to get inside 

Kratos’ head, sometimes 
appearing as his dead wife. 

Spoiler: she bites it. 

CastOr
This teleporting conjurer 
stars in the series’ most 

annoying boss fight. Kratos 
rips his chest open. 

POllux
This poor wretch is Castor’s 

conjoined twin. After the 
Spartan rips him out of his 
bro, he curb stomps him.

You get to take on enormous boss 
Polyphemus in the multiplayer game.

Things don’t start well for Kratos, who finds 
himself at the mercy of Megaera.
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Kratos’ brand of hack 
‘n’ slash slaughter 
really shouldn’t be 
able to fit onto PSP. 
you’d think all that 

grandiose set-piece flair and those 
spectacular battles against bosses 
the size of skyscrapers would rule 
the Spartan from ever setting up on 
the shores of Sony’s handheld. And 
yet, despite all the technical hurdles, 
Kratos arrived on PSP as a mini, 
maiming marvel.

In the fullness of time, putting the 
series’ reputation on the line by trying 
to squeeze it onto the portable looks 
like much less of a risk than it must 
have appeared back in early 2008. 
Since churning out the superbly 
optimised Chains Of Olympus, Ready 
At Dawn has gone on to develop 
one of the most technically capable 
releases ever, in the shape of PS4’s 
The Order: 1886. Back then, though, 
the studio could only point to a CV 
propped up by PSP’s merely decent 
Daxter to suggest it was up to the 
colossal task at hand. 

We really needn’t have worried. 
Chains Of Olympus not only 

successfully ferries Kratos’ killer 
combat onto the handheld completely 
unscathed and uncompromised, it 
actually makes the Ghost Of Sparta 
semi-sympathetic… well, at least for 
a teensy while. There’s a touching 
section near the end where he forsakes 
his daughter to save the world. 

Like any God Of War worth its 
slaying salt, Chains also starts with a 
truly belting battle. Holed up in the 
war-ravaged city of Attica, Kratos 
must defeat a monstrous basilisk over 
a sustained set-piece that’s as thrilling 
as any one moment the first two PS2 
adventures can offer. 

It’s also a treat to see this smartly 
produced prequel whisk the warrior 
to iconic, mythical locations like the 
River Styx, in what’s a truly heroic 
handheld effort.  

 FOrmat PSP
released 2008
Pub Sony
dev READy AT DAWn

GOW’s opening battles are usually outstanding, and this one with the basilisk is no exception.

The game is set 
before God Of 
War. Kratos is 
serving the gods.

“ChAinS StARtS 
With A tRuly 

beltinG bAttle 
AGAinSt A bASiliSK.”

074

God of War: 
chaIns of  
olympus
The shrunken Spartan 
thrives in pretty,  
super-peeved PSP hit
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despite being a near-
irredeemable berk 
with a monstrously 
ugly personality, your 
favourite mightily 

miffed Spartan stars in some 
outrageously pretty games. indeed, 
Ready At dawn’s second garotting 
Greek adventure is probably the 
best-looking title to ever pop up on 
PSP. Sure, Kratos is still as much of 
a brutish jerk as ever, but at least his 
drum-tight combat offers constant 
eye-arousing sights. 

Like its PSP predecessor, God Of War: 
Ghost Of Sparta tries to flesh out the 
furious soldier’s backstory, something 
it surprisingly nails. Kratos’ series 
will never rival the likes of The Last 
Of Us for pathos or carefully plotted 
storytelling chops, but the addition of 
the Spartan’s brother, Deimos, sheds 
yet more light on why the slaphead 
psycho holds such a deep-seated 
grudge against the Olympians. Extra 
credit to Ready At Dawn for sneaking 
in some cutely executed flashbacks to 
kid Kratos, too.

The Big Bads don’t disappoint, 
either. A predictably stellar opening 

sees Kratos take on Scylla – think 
the Hydra’s older, angrier sister – in 
one heck of a deathly damp skirmish. 
That’s always been one of God Of 
War’s core strengths: taking mythic 
beasties from Greek mythology (in this 
case Homer’s Odyssey) and bringing 
them to life on screen in pulsating, 
adrenaline-soaked style. 

Considering this is the sixth 
instalment in the franchise, Ghost 
Of Sparta was always going to have 
a tough time feeling fresh. Yet it’s to 
Ready At Dawn’s credit that Kratos 
shows subtle signs of evolution here; 
a slightly rejigged fighting model 
boasts new ground attacks and magic-
specific, augmented death animations.

Ghost Of Sparta was remastered for 
PS3, and luckily enough that release is 
available to play on PS Now.  

 FOrmat PSP
released 2010
Pub Sony
dev READy AT DAWn

Surprise, surprise! Your first throwdown is against Scylla. You’ll have a lorra, lorra fun.

This one slots 
in between the 
first and second 
PlayStation titles.

“bRinGS mythiC 
beAStieS tO life  
in AdRenAline-
SOAKed Style.”

God of War: 
Ghost of sparta
Sibling squabbles and 
bro-bashing await in 
ace PSP sequel
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The bump to resolution and 
framerate are obviously 
the big tech takeaways 
with this port, but 
Wholesale Algorithms has 
also included fresh visual 
tweaks. Anti-aliasing is 
much improved, with new 
multisampling MSAA 
lending Remastered a less 
jaggy look. Anisotropic 

filtering (stay with us) is 
also included, adding 
greater clarity to ground 
textures. It all looks better, 
and moves more smoothly. 
There’s a new photo mode, 
too. While you can’t move 
the camera as much as 
you’d probably like, at least 
you can zoom in on Kratos’ 
ludicrously hi-res model. 

remastered vs Ps3 OriGinal
Why it’s worth getting the later edition

you’d think we’d all be 
sick of hd do-overs 
by now, but when a 
redux is as beautifully 
handled as Kratos’ 

PS4 bow, it’s hard to grumble. quite 
frankly, God Of War iii: Remastered 
manages a titanic technical leap over 
the original game, breathing fresh 
life into a still stellar (if slightly 
ageing) classic. 

It’s testament to the quality of the 
original art assets that this remaster 
looks so damn handsome. Few of the 
PS3 game’s textures or models have 
been tweaked for this PS4 port, partly 
because they looked so ruddy good 
to begin with. Instead, Wholesale 
Algorithms concentrated on bumping 
the resolution to 1080p (up from 
720p), and increasing the framerate 
to a buttery 60fps (the PS3 version is 
locked at 30fps). The latter upgrade 
improves combat tremendously, and 
there’s now a snappy feel to controls 
during fights that poor old PS3 simply 
couldn’t deliver. 

Away from technical tinkering, 
the core God Of War III experience 
remains as sturdy as Kratos’ always-

agitated abs, even seven years on. Few 
action games since have matched the 
Spartan’s divine combat model, let 
alone bettered it. GOW III’s persistent 
charm is also a great advert for 
effective pacing – space your thrills 
out properly, and a game’s appeal will 
last indefinitely. 

Kratos the character may have 
aged poorly when compared to fully 
fleshed-out modern heroes like 
Horizon: Zero Dawn’s Aloy, but there’s 
no denying his Mount Olympus 
murderfest remains a cracking action 
title. Of course, the next time we see 
Kratos on PS4, the Spartan will be a 
whole lot more paternal and beardier, 
probably more characterful though 
likely no less murdery. This Greek 
blast from the past is fun. Now bring 
on the Norse slaughter!  

 FOrmat PS4
released 2015
Pub Sony
dev WHoLESALE ALGoRITHMS

The game includes 
a photo mode. 
Smile for the 
camera, Kratos!

“theRe’S nOW  
A SnAPPy feel  
tO COntROlS 

duRinG fiGhtS.”

God of War III: 
remastered
Kratos’ Zeus-pummelling quest is reborn 
on PS4, in one crisp, killer package

076

Relish Kratos’ murdery 
moments in more detail.
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Kratos has quite 
the utterly adorable 
history with Media 

Molecule. His likeness has between 
recreated in many a cuddly Sackboy 
costume down the years, and in 2015, 
he appeared as a special DLC outfit 
in the studio’s papercraft charmer, 
Tearaway Unfolded. Look how cute! 

tearaWay 
takes on GoW
From hard man to card man

 FOrmat PS4
released 2015
Pub Sony
dev MEDIA MoLECULE

Whether he’s being 
rendered from 5,000 
polygons in GOW 

III or appearing as a pixelated ball of 
rage, Kratos is always hard. Take the 
latter example: the Spartan’s cutesy, 
punishing cameo as a secret boss in 
Shovel Knight. Survive this three-
stage fight and the bald brute gives 
you a gold shovel. Um, cheers? 

shovel  
knIGht cameo
Who’s the boss now?

 FOrmat PS4
released 2014
Pub yACHT CLUB GAMES
dev yACHT CLUB GAMES 

The raging, ripped 
god-hater has 
appeared on Adult 

Swim’s animated sketch show a 
couple of times. His most recent 
appearance is essentially an extended 
advert for PlayStation All-Stars Battle 
Royale, where Kratos gets bullied by 
Sackboy. Ad or not, it’s still a riot. 

robot chIcken’s 
kIller cameo
Discover his comedic side

 FOrmat TV
released 2012
dist CARToon nETWoRK
dev ADULT SWIM

Though he briefly 
appeared in a season 
23 episode of the 

seminal cartoon comedy, Kratos’ best 
Springfield cameo came in 2007’s, 
The Simpsons Game. This platformer 
is elevated by some witty nods, like a 
“God Of Wharf” poster that appears 
next to a chowder restaurant. 

the sImpsons 
does kratos
A Homeric oddity

 FOrmat PS3
released 2007
Pub EA
dev EA

Anyone else feel 
dirty right now? Yes, 
Kratos was used to 

shill the US, ice-based Slurpee drink. 
And no, the dirt’s not coming off. 
American 7-Eleven stories sold the 
Spartan’s ‘Kratos Fury’ soda, which 
you could get in four different God Of 
War III cups. You sold out, maaaan.

kratos’ “fury 
slurpee”
God of soda wars

 FOrmat DRInK
released 2010
dist 7-ELEVEn

The proposed GOW 
movie has been in 
development hell 

since 2005, and shows no signs of 
being released. David Jaffe even said 
Daniel Craig was given the script at 
one point. Fun fact: a film called God 
Of War did actually release this year, 
but it’s a Japanese action flick about 
the Ming Dynasty. 

God of War: 
the movIe
nobody yell ‘Cut’ at Kratos!

 FOrmat FILM
released TBC
Pub Sony
dev TBC

God of War tIe-Ins
From cute cameos to shameless Slurpee shilling, Kratos gets about
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10 incredible
the kind of phenomenal 
experience rarely seen in  
a console generation.

9 Outstanding
Unreservedly brilliant – this 
should be in every collection.

8 Very gOOd
A truly excellent game, marred 
by just a few minor issues.

7 gOOd
A great concept unfulfilled or 
the familiar done well, but still 
well worth playing.

6 decent
Fun in parts, flawed in others, 
but more right than wrong.

5 aVerage
What you expect and little 
more, this is for devotees only.

4 belOw aVerage
Any bright ideas are drowning 
in a sea of bugs or mediocrity.

3 POOr
A seriously flawed game with 
little merit on any level.

2 awful
Disgraceful: the disc would be 
more beneficial as a coaster.

1 HOrrific
own this and you’ll be swiftly, 
justifiably, exiled from society.

OPM scOres

gOld award
Awarded to a game that’s 
brilliantly executed on every 
level, combining significant 
innovation, near-flawless 
gameplay, great graphics 
and lasting appeal.

editOr’s award
not at the very highest 
echelon, but this is a game 
that deserves recognition 
and special praise based on 
its ambition, innovation or 
other notable achievement.

Gold  
award

editor’s  
award

93 Pyre
It’s a visual novel – or is it a sport? 
either way, you’re going to enjoy it.
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“For the First Few hours, 
inhabiting senua’s mind is a 
disconcerting experience.”

It may have its problems, 
but Hellblade can be one 
of the most unsettling 
games on PS4. 
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HellBlade: 
Senua’S 
Sacrifice
Disappointing dark-ages  
odyssey isn’t sharp enough

@bentyrerBlunt norSe trauma

format ps4
eta out now
PuB ninja theory
dev ninja theory

i n f o W
hen was the last 
time you questioned 
what you’re seeing? 
Because for all its 
faults, Hellblade can 
conjure moments where 
reality feels like a loose 
concept. Perspective 

is the key to this frustrating Norse adventure, 
whether it’s trying to understand the 
fragmented psyche of the titular character or 
just figuring out which hulking Viking warrior 
is clubbing you from behind.

At the centre of the story is Senua, who is on 
a journey into the mythological Norse land 
of Helheim, struggling to save the soul of her 
beloved. It’s a simple set-up made fascinating by 
the portrayal of her psychosis. In both obvious 
and subtle ways, we’re shown how the condition 
affects the warrior, from the voices she hears in 
her head to the way she views the world.

careleSS wHiSPerS 
For the first few hours, inhabiting Senua’s mind 
is a successfully disconcerting experience. What 
could have been a relatively simple journey 
through an imposing landscape becomes arduous 
and appropriately daunting, as voices chatter 
away constantly. Some advise, others chastise, but 
all put you on edge as they whisper ominously. 
They certainly help bring an unusual (and 
respectful) flavour to the more standard elements 
that make up the action. 

These include puzzle solving, which takes up 
the bulk of your attention. Putting the focus on 
finding hidden symbols to open locked doors, 
they play like a simpler version of Batman’s 
Riddler perspective puzzles. Sometimes you’ll 
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need to find a shadow on a wall, and at other 
points you’ll need to line up the environment. 

While a few later stages add interesting 
wrinkles to the process (a personal favourite 
sees you dip in and out of different versions of 
the same area), it’s a basic concept that has you 
searching for meaning in the world around you. 
As a representation of psychosis it works, but as 
a puzzle mechanic it’s inconsistent. Sometimes 
it’s too simple to be satisfying, leaving you 
feeling like you’re doing busy work for the sake 
of it and at other times it’s a little too obtuse, 
as you wander around an environment until you 
stumble onto what you’re meant to find. 

norSe Play
The other main element is fighting the 
Norsemen who populate Helheim. Considering 
the pedigree Ninja Theory has for combat, it’s 
surprising how sparingly it’s used in the early 
stages. A pared-down system which puts the 
focus on timing, there’s a mean heft to duels as 
you chip away against imposing warriors. Note 

the use of the world ‘duel’ 
there. When fighting one-on-
one, this system sings, but the 
more enemies you tackle, the 
more the flaws in it rise to the 
surface, as it becomes hard to 
keep track of who you’re meant 
to be fighting. 

While the unsettling power 
of Senua’s voices initially 
glosses over any flaws, they 
lose that disquieting quality 
when you realise they’re also a 
crutch to aid you. To immerse 
you in the journey, Ninja 
Theory’s done away with any 
on-screen information and 
tutorials. To help communicate 
concepts, the voices pick up 
some of the slack. They’ll draw 
your attention to shadows 
that might solve a puzzle or 
enemies that are about to 
attack you throughout. The 
tension they create dissolves to 
indifference as you try to parse 
what’s useful and what isn’t. 

While the depiction of 
psychosis is admirable, 
considerate, and well-handled, 

(if slightly flawed) there’s no 
doubting this is a technical 
triumph. From the realistic 
details on Senua, where you can 
see the paint cracking on her 
skin, to the motion capture that 
allows actor Melina Juergens’ 
powerhouse performance to 
shine, this proves a small 
studio can capture the look of  
a AAA blockbuster. 

Plus, it’s backed up with 
appealingly grim and grotty art 
design. Whether it’s a burning 
tree with bodies hung from 
the branches or a particularly 
gnarly-looking corpse, there are 
images that’ll stick with you 
long after the credits roll.

The main problem stems 
from the fact that all the 
beautiful design is in service of 
an inconsistent adventure. The 
intrigue and distinctiveness 
help make up for the flaws 
in the first two acts, but 
not in the third. The later 
stages suffer from the way 
the difficulty escalates in 
increasingly frustrating ways. 

“there’s a mean heFt to 
duels as you chip away 
against warriors.”

right We’re 
not entirely 
convinced this 
isn’t a heavy 
metal album 
cover. 

left Dangling 
bodies are a 
visual motif 
throughout 
Senua’s hellish 
journey.
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The level design’s occasional 
obtuseness becomes more of a 
problem as areas you are meant 
to find become harder to spot. 
The story suffers as disjointed 
elements are added to Senua’s 
backstory, muddying it and 
reducing the emotional impact.  
Combat takes a terrible turn 
into crowd control. Early fights 
test you by pitting you against 
one or two enemies, but by the 
end you’re fighting in cramped 
spaces against overwhelming 
waves of them. It’s a sad slog, 
and it stings that it could have 
been so much more. 

Hell and flak
There’s a common factor 
in these problems, and it’s 
the fact Ninja Theory just 
keeps chucking more at you. 
There’s enough variety in 
the key systems early on, 
but that disappears for the 
second half’s maddening 
puzzling and numbing crowd 
combat. Add on the scattered 
story pieces that struggle to 

v e r d i c t

above Large 
bosses, like 
The Beast here, 
require more 
concentration 
to defeat. 

right Senua’s 
visions are 
naturally woven 
into the story in 
an unobtrusive 
fashion.

above We can’t argue this isn’t a visually arresting experience. 

the opm breakdown

For all its good intentions and 
moments of skin-crawling 
tension, the areas it impresses 
in aren’t as important as the 
ones it doesn’t. ultimately, it 
leaves you hollow. Ben tyrer

coalesce and there’s a bloat to 
these important aspects that 
eventually wears you out. 

Maybe that’s why Hellblade 
is much easier to appreciate 
than it is to play. From the 
unique development process 
that’s brought a higher 
production value to indie 
games to tackling themes that 
most forms of media seem 
to avoid, its success would 
send a welcome message. But 
the goodwill generated by 
certain areas isn’t enough to 
compensate for the stretches 
that disappoint. While there 
are moments that achieve what 
Ninja Theory set out to do, 
they’re few enough that it’s 
hard to recommend Hellblade 
without serious caveats.

12% wishing 
senua moved 
just that little  
bit faster.

8% admiring 
the sheer 
volume of detail 
on senua’s face 
and feeling 
creepy about it.

12% hitting 
q to roll away 
from an enemy 
you can’t see.

20% getting  
the angle just 
right with the 
comprehensive 
photo mode.

w h a t  y o u  d o  i n …  h e l l b l a d e

30%
Taking off the 

headphones for 
some respite.

18% checking a 
primer of norse 
mythology to get 
the references.

i s  i t  b e t t e r  t h a n ?

drake’s swan song still 
remains ps4’s best 

mix of technical 
majesty and 

storytelling nous.

no

a similarly ambitious 
title with too many 

flaws, but hellblade at 
least has moments of 

genuine quality.

yes

hankering to smash 
around beefy vikings? 

ubi’s mad mash-up 
won’t have you pulling 

your hair out.

t h e  f i r s t  f i v e  h o u r s …

1 we join senua as she’s paddling in a log towards something the voices 
in her head aren’t too keen on… 2 ah, this mountain might be what 
they’re warning her (and us) about. welcome to helheim. 3 senua’s 
early visions are unavoidable and deeply traumatic. don’t play this bit at 
night. 4 time to start swinging swords and smashing skulls. 5 Valravn 
is a real piece of work, conjuring illusions that obscure your journey.

1 32 4 5

c o m p e l - o - g r a p h

This is  
tense.

What a shame.

Duelling is fun. Too. Many. 
Enemies.

Bridge  
to Hel.

TIME0 7 hours

s t a t  p a c k

Runes, giving you 
handy backstory 

and revealing 
Norse folklore, to 

discover along 
your journey.

Cool camera 
effects to play 

with in the photo 
mode. Just 

remember to get 
the focus right! 

Number of titles 
that Ninja Theory 
has worked on 
over the years. 

We liked Heavenly 
Sword and DMC.

25 1044 9
Dev diaries Ninja 
Theory published 
to give an insight 
into the game’s 

production 
process.

no
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i n f o
Format PS4
Eta Out NOw 
Pub StudiO 
wildcard
DEv StudiO 
wildcard

ark: Survival EvolvED
Prehistoric survival sim gives players a rawr deal

like a prehistoric Love Island, this game’s 
premise is a simple one: stranded on a 
mysterious island, you must use your 
wits and cunning to survive against all 

manner of perils, including maintaining basic 
food and heat supplies. Throw in dinosaurs, 
and servers thronging with individuals just as 
eager to tear you limb from limb, and you’ve 
got one of the most promising setups to ever 
grace videogames. Finding a soul mate amid 
the carnage, that’s optional.

Sporting naught but a piece of cloth and bearing 
a strange artefact on your wrist, you set to 
work on your key (and basically only) objective 
– survival. While retaining a pulse under such 
extreme circumstances is, of course, bound to be 
tough, the struggle is made far more pronounced 
thanks to the lack of any kind of tutorial system. 
There’s absolutely no indication of what any of 
the game’s various, convoluted systems are or 
how to perform any actions, forcing you to adopt 
a trial-and-error approach to survival or, more 
likely, frequently consult the interweb. 

From the off, you’re at the mercy of the game’s 
internal clock, with the hours draining not only 

daylight but your various 
survival meters. Blueprints 
indicate the materials you’ll 
need to craft useful items – 
initially a stone pick, fashioned 
from wood gained by punching 
trees (get used to it, you’re 
going to be thumping a lot 
of trees) and stones found 
scattered on the ground. 
From there you’ll utilise your 
surroundings, increasing your 
resources to construct essential 
items like campfires, clothes, 
and lodgings. Performing 
actions levels up your 
character, giving you access 
to new blueprints for forging 
increasingly helpful goodies. 

NErvouS rEx
Dying is significant (as you’d 
expect) and saps both your 
time and resources, adding to 
the thrill of battle. Take on 
something that’s beyond your 
means and you’ll likely get a 
speedy ticket to the afterlife 
and have to start from scratch, 
waking up nearly naked on 
the island and forced to punch 
yet more trees. Eventually, 
you’ll acquire the strength and 

supplies necessary to indulge in 
Ark’s main draw – recruiting 
an army of dinos to do your 
bidding. Taming the prehistoric 
predators requires overpowering 
them in combat. Flying into 
battle on a speedy Gallimimus 
or soaring through the skies 
on the back of a Pteranodon is 
thrilling, even more so when 
you recruit a few more players 
for some tribal warfare, island 
exploration, or T-rex battling. 

Unfortunately, even after a 
lengthy playable pre-release 
period, Ark: Survival Evolved 
still feels unfinished. The basic 
graphics and technical niggles, 
like stuttering frame rates and 
spawning through objects, grate. 
While the struggle for survival 
is riveting, the bare-bones 
narrative and lack of objectives 
make for an experience that 
ultimately feels unfulfilling. 

@annem_CoyleDiNo DayS

v e r d i c t

Your spear serves you 
well early on, but you’ll 
need hefty weapons to 
take on the big beasts.

Battling and taming dinosaurs 
is undoubtedly a joyous pursuit. 
unfortunately, the excitement 
is marred by the game’s overly 
grindy nature and your lack of 
purpose. anne-marie Coyle

“eveNtually yOu’ll acquire 
the StreNgth tO recruit 
aN army Of diNOS.”
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i n f o Format PS4 Eta Out nOw  
Pub PQube GameS DEv ROI GameS

WhitE Day:  
a Labyrinth  
namED SchooL
Learning the hard way

this remake of a Korean survival horror 
classic sees you playing as Hui-min Lee, 
a new student at Yeondoo High School, 

the last known location of a suspiciously high 
number of missing/dead students. Smitten 
by classmate So-Young, Lee returns after 
hours to leave her some chocolates. turns 
out he’s not alone, and so begins this tale of 
hauntings and ungodly academic pressure.

white Day’s magic lies in its complex 
storytelling. the dialogue trees impact on the 
story and which ending you get (yup, there 
are several), and the decisions you make 
have meaningful consequences to enjoy.  
the puzzles are smart and razor-sharp, if 
occasionally brutal1 – those timed events are 
not sympathetic to your plight.

Graphics have been boosted, but this is 
still based on a 2001 game, so manage those 
expectations, if you’re a horror fan. though 
if the disconsolate moaning of spectres in 
the final act doesn’t make you reach for the 
mute button, you’re a better person than me.

the game has been tweaked from 
previous versions you may have played, and 
puzzle solutions and ghostly encounters vary 
with each playthrough, keeping you on your 
toes. the control scheme itself is kind of 
spongy, though, and the sweeping eye at the 
top of the HuD that makes you aware of a 
nearby hello-I-want-to-beat-your-brains-in-
with-my-baseball-bat janitor2 is deactivated 
for all difficulties except extra easy. Yes, this 
makes it surprisingly tough and yes, we’ll still 
judge you if you need it. wuss.

Cheap jump scares aside, 
white Day is still as unsettling as 
it ever was, even 16 years after 
its debut release. vikki blake

FootnotES 1 use game-saving felt pens wisely… just like Resident 
evil’s typewriter ribbons, they’re in short supply. 2 If you’re spotted 
by the Janitor, the bathroom stalls are a good place to hide.

i n f o Format PS4 Eta Out nOw  
Pub KaLYPSO meDIa DEv KIte GameS

SuDDEn StrikE 4
General amusement 

you can’t help but admire the dedication 
to the source material found in this 
game. Great care has been taken to 

ensure the minute details of conflict have 
been recognised, which makes Sudden 
Strike 4 a mostly successful real-time 
strategy game, a rarity on PS4. with three 
campaigns, multiplayer, and an offline 
skirmish mode, there are plenty of games 
on offer, and it’s satisfyingly challenging. On 
normal difficulty you should expect to fail 
missions a few times, now and then.

whichever campaign you’re forging 
through, you’ll take control of different 
commanders. all have varying abilities, 
which play their part further into the game, 
especially on harder difficulties. It looks 
decent enough, and the sprinkled dialogue 
barked from winners and losers adds 
flavour, but don’t expect the most intense 
audio/visual experience in your life.

what lets this RtS down slightly is the 
fiddly nature of the controls. the ability to 
split units into separate groups selected 
by the D-pad is a smart choice,1 but 
actually doing this (holding q, choosing the 
selection size with left stick, then clicking the 
right stick to confirm) is ridiculously fiddly. 
On top of that, sometimes units just don’t do 
what you want, and it’s not clear why, even if 
you’ve played the very short tutorial.2

Rather than just being a battle, often you’ll 
have to complete mini-objectives, refuel, heal 
your team, and so on – Sudden Strike’s not 
lacking in depth. even so, it’s all somewhat 
lacking in character, and the difficulty means 
that casual players won’t get 
much out of it, really. what’s 
here is mostly enjoyable, even  
if this world war 2 RtS isn’t an 
unqualified victory. adam cook

FootnotES 1 Infantry are better hidden in the vegetation, rather 
than out in the open. 2 the tutorial is woefully inadequate if you’re a 
newcomer. It’s shorter than the average mission! 

i n f o Format PS4 Eta Out nOw  
Pub VeRtex POP DEv VeRtex POP

GracEFuL 
ExPLoSion machinE
a Gem of a side-scrolling shooter

a t its best, this makes you feel like a 
tightrope walker, deftly strutting the 
line of combat with a jar of sweets 

in one hand and a boombox pumping techno 
in the other. You zip a spaceship around 
colourful, side-scrolling levels, blasting away 
at baddies big and small. Some enemies try 
to ram you, some fire bullets at your ship.  
It all adds up to a frantic scramble through 
the hordes to reach the end of each level1 – 
and then you do it all over again to try for  
a high score, and bragging rights. 

It looks fantastic, all explosions of purple 
and yellow, but Gem’s real strength is the 
balance of its combat. You’ve got four flashy 
weapons: a blaster, a swirling energy sword, 
missiles, and a powerful laser beam. the 
blaster overheats if you spam it while the 
other three consume energy, which you 
collect from dead enemies. So, use your 
weapons too much and you’ll run out of juice, 
but at the same time aggression nets you 
more kills, earning back energy and boosting 
your combo score. You’re always teetering 
on the edge of that balance, and getting it 
right so you can shoot your way out of a 
tight spot feels great.

the two black spots are the lack of level 
variety – all 36 look basically the same2 
except for the colour palette – and the 
pacing of each stage. Kill a certain number 
of enemies and they’ll stop spawning, 
slowing the pace as you hunt down the 
strays. It’s anticlimactic. but overall, this  
is a satisfying shoot-'em-up. It won’t grip  
you for hours on end, but its 
combat will keep you dipping 
back in occasionally to blast your 
friends off the leaderboards. 
Samuel horti

FootnotES 1 Dash is a lifesaver: squeeze Rt to zoom forward 
through enemies without taking any damage. 2 each level is an 
infinite loop, so it doesn’t matter whether you head left or right.
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Format PS4, PS VR
Eta Out nOw 
Pub SuPeRhOt team
DEv SuPeRhOt team

SuPErhot/SuPErhot vr
Inventive shooter turns ‘taking it slow’ into an art form

time moves when you move. It’s an 
idea so simple you’ll curse yourself for 
not having thought of it first, but in 
practice Superhot’s hook is a variant 

on a well-worn technique: bullet time. The 
Matrix’s groundbreaking use of slo-mo has 
inspired a slew of games since, though none 
have quite captured the thrill of bobbing and 
weaving between incoming projectiles – you 
guessed it – until now.

The two versions play out surprisingly differently. 
In non-VR Superhot, you move slowly with 
the left thumbstick, edging around corners, 
refining your aim until you’re perfectly lined up 
to pull the trigger. Across a series of vignettes 
– the kind of one-man-against-impossible-
odds situations you’ll find in a Jason Statham 
action set-piece – you’re basically invited to 
kill everything that moves. Enemies the colour 
of cough candy and the texture of glass roam 
alabaster bars, lobbies, and alleyways. One shot is 
enough to kill them; the same applies to you.

Weapons are often within reach as the level 
starts, though it’s more fun when you need to 
grab them from your assailants. You can lob 

objects (ashtrays! Pool balls!) 
to stun them, prompting one 
to let go of their gun. Reach 
forward and you can catch 
it in mid-air and turn it on 
them. Or you might pick up 
a katana, slice one guy in half 
and throw it through a glass 
window to spear another. Since 
you’re inching your way to 
success, it mightn’t look as 
cool as it sounds. But when the 
last enemy has fallen, a replay 
shows your handiwork in real 
time, basically turning you into 
a polygonal John Wick. 

Gun aStray 
Rather than make you look like 
a badass, the VR version makes 
you feel like one. Instead of 
moving through rooms you’ll 
stay in roughly the same spot, 
taking out smaller groups 
before being whisked to another 
area within the same scene. 
Here, time truly moves when 
you do, rather than your avatar. 
Crouching to avoid a volley of 
buckshot, before thrusting the 
left Move controller to thump 
a goon, reaching out with the 
right to grab his shotgun, and 

in the same graceful motion 
squeezing the trigger to blow 
away another attacker – it’s 
like living out an action movie 
fantasy, and it feels incredible. 
You’ll work up a sweat, too: the 
VR version certainly lives up to 
its name in that regard.

Sadly, in both cases, reality 
intrudes on the fantasy. The 
tracking isn’t consistent and 
throwing is a lottery in VR 
– which would be less of a 
problem if dying on the fifth 
and final section of a stage 
didn’t send you back to the 
start. It’s a trial-and-error kind 
of game, but the later stages 
of the regular version take that 
to extremes, trading creative 
scenarios for tedious volumes 
of enemies. At its best, 
Superhot is scorchingly good; 
what a shame it concludes in 
such tepid fashion.

@schillingcSwEatinG bullEtS

v e r d i c t

The thought-provoking 
story examines our 
relationship with 
digital violence.

wonky tech and punishing 
challenges will leave you cold, 
but with or without VR, this has 
moments of brilliance that are 
worth the price of admission 
alone. Chris Schilling

“In VR, It’S lIke lIVIng Out 
an actIOn mOVIe fantaSy, 
and It feelS IncRedIble.”
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Last Day oF JunE
Lovely but slight indie puzzler challenges your tear ducts

rarely is the word ‘beautiful’ so apt. 
This time-bending puzzler is both a 
gorgeous painting in motion and a 
romance that gets you rooting for lead 

couple June and Carl before the title’s even 
come up. The kicker is, they aren’t together for 
long, as a fatal car crash kills June and leaves 
her partner a paraplegic. Yet this melancholic 
story continues to allure as you head back in 
time to try and save her life.

What follows is a Butterfly-Effect-meets-
Groundhog-Day narrative, as you recreate the 
fateful day from the perspective of four different 
characters who inhabit the small village where 
the couple lived. The puzzling is enjoyably 
straightforward in both concept and execution. 
Taking control of a specific character, each 
boasting an individual mechanic that’ll help you 
solve environmental puzzles, you try to reshape 
history by changing their day. For example, 
getting a little boy to play with a different type of 
toy will alter the events leading to the car crash. 

Complexity comes from the way each 
character’s actions affect the others. Solving a 
puzzle with one can open up a new area for all, 

although working through these 
permutations to find a way of 
avoiding the disaster is never a 
challenge, such is the simplicity 
and clarity of what you need to 
do, even if it involves a fair bit 
of back-tracking. 

 
PEacEFuL PuzzLEs 
If there’s a problem with this, 
it’s that you never really feel 
like you’re solving anything, 
just moving the story forward. 
Granted, it’s more involving 
than the usual low-interactivity 
indie experience, but don’t 
come expecting Witness-levels 
of intelligence. Fortunately, 
the tale at the centre is as 
uncluttered (despite the 
dialogue being Simlish-esque 
sounds), and more effective 
because of it. Carl and June 
don’t need a lot of time to 
make an impact, and optional 
collectible memories you find 
for the villagers flesh out 
their own stories. They weave 
together to create an accessible 
but powerful mediation on grief.

The art design is also an 
unqualified success. Not only  
does the colourful, thematically 

appropriate painterly style give 
this a warm and lush look, 
but the little impressionistic 
touches, like the background 
that becomes much sharper the 
closer you get to it, are lovely. 
It’s a dreamy, hazy effect that 
reinforces the soft melancholy 
this conjures up. 

Yeah, it’s all very heart-on-
sleeve stuff. But Last Day Of 
June is all the better for it, 
pulling off the rare trick of 
making a universal theme seem 
intensely personal. At its heart 
this is about the lengths we 
go to for love, but I can relate 
to the sadness in every sign 
where Carl heads back in time. 
True, there’s little systematic 
innovation here, and the twists 
in the story are easy enough 
to spot. But they connect so 
cleanly that moist eyes at the 
finale are well-earned.

@bentyrermonEt shot

v e r d i c t

Carl and June’s trip to 
a lake early in the game 
is both a bad idea and  
a lovely picture.

Simplicity and repetition may 
turn off those looking for a 
challenge, but Last Day Of June 
boasts a heartfelt poignancy 
that makes for a richly affecting 
experience. ben tyrer

“The LiTTLe imPreSSiOniSTic 
TOucheS reinfOrce The 
SOfT meLAnchOLy.”
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DEv Headcannon/
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sonic mania
Can any game be worth a 23-year wait? Yes

by the Mania, for the Mania”. That’s 
what Sonic Team’s Takashi Iizuka 
said when he first saw Christian 
Whitehead’s pitch for this game, 

spawning its name and perfectly encapsulating 
its essence. It is Sonic fandom incarnate. And 
against all odds, after 23 years, ‘the Mania’ 
finally gets the Sonic game it’s been wanting 
since 1994’s Sonic & Knuckles. Incredible.

Mind you, it will take an exceptionally devoted 
Sonic fan to notice and appreciate every morsel 
of fan service that’s been put in here. The 
Sonic Spinball shakedown, Game Gear sound 
effects at key moments, the grainy resolution of 
the team logos at the start of the game – it’s 
all beautifully-executed and a joy to discover. 
There’s even 3D pop-in during the special stages 
because Sonic Mania has been developed as 
though it were running on a Sega Saturn, which 
makes it the closest we’ll ever have to the then-
'next generation’ 2D Sonic game that never was. 

golD stanDarD
From a modern newcomer’s point of view, this 
fan service may mean little, but it has a very 
welcome side effect: all the characteristics that 
made Sonic a global phenomenon in the first 
place are back, and he feels at the very top of his 
game, which he hasn’t done in decades.  

The action is fluid, fast, 
vibrant, and exciting. The hog 
doesn’t utter a single word, 
instead oozing personality from 
vastly-improved – yet still 
faithful – animations. 

The level design is intricate 
yet flowing, thanks to the 
team’s clear understanding of 
Sonic’s physics and what makes 
them fun to play. The new 
‘drop dash’ doesn’t break the 
game, either, instead feeling like 
it should always have been in 
Sonic’s repertoire, and giving 
him a signature move to rival 
Knuckles’ and Tails’ gliding/
climbing and flying respectively. 
The result is some four to six 
hours of rampantly inventive 
action in your first play-
through, though that figure 
can be dramatically altered 

Sonic even looks 
the way most 
fans prefer: 
short and round.

depending on the frequency of 
your trips to the bonus levels. 

The showcase special event 
is the sequence of seven UFO 
Chase stages. Appropriately 
difficult to beat, they blend old 
ideas and iconography with 
new gameplay in real style. 
Conversely, the returning Blue 
Sphere stages from Sonic 3 
feel like obvious filler. With 
24 Blue Sphere stages to beat, 
gold/silver medals to be won, 
treacherous difficulty, and 
unlockables to be found only 
by playing them, completionists 
will hate them. And since 
they’re so easy to screw up and 
there’s a checkpoint pole every 
60 seconds or so, Sonic Mania 
can feel like Blue Sphere Mania 
at times. You can just run 
past them, if you choose, but 

@catgonecrazyHigH on tHE ’Hog

“tHe new StageS look and 
feel exactly like Peak 
Sonic 3-era Sonic team.”

editor’s  
award
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that’s not the point. Something 
new would likely have been 
much better, especially since 
this team so obviously ‘gets 
it’ when it comes to creating 
sympathetic new content. 

DEaD ringErs
So while there are many all-
new boss fights, new zones, 
and new moves, there is just 
a little too much ‘old’ here, 
compared to the new. Familiar, 
classic levels like Green Hill, 
Chemical Plant, and many 
more are revisited, replicating 
significant chunks of old 
layouts blow-for-blow, albeit 
with some new secrets here 
and there. That’s fine – it’s a 
megamix of all the best bits 
you remember from the ’90s. 
But when the completely new 
stages like Studiopolis look 
and feel exactly like peak Sonic 
3-era Sonic Team, it would 
have been nice to have just a 
few more of them. 

In the end, though, only the 
Blue Sphere stages feel like an 

obvious misstep. For that to be 
the only significant criticism of 
a new Sonic game is unheard 
of since 1994. And, just like 
the Mega Drive games of old, 
it’s the small things that make 
you love it. The hundred tiny 
touches that make you grin 
like a kid who got a Game 
Gear for Christmas. The pixel 
art backgrounds, the timbre 
of the music, the amazing 
role-reversal boss fight. Sonic 
Mania recaptures what’s been 
missing from Sonic games for 
far too long: a sense of joy, 
wonder, excitement, and magic. 
The result is simply one of 
the slickest, most dazzlingly-
produced, and enjoyable 
platform games ever made.

v e r d i c t

the opm breakdown
right The two-
player mode is 
squashed, like 
in Sonic 2. No 
slowdown this 
time, though.

below Sonic’s 
biplane, the 
Tornado, 
returns, and  
we love it.

above right OMG! Sonic’s wearing the goggles that were cut from Sonic 1! 

while the ratio of old to new 
ideas is a little too cautious, 
and the Blue Sphere stages 
can become annoying, this 
is everything fans have been 
wanting for far too long. it’s the 
best Sonic game. Justin towell

4% cursing 
your stupid 
thumbs for 
failing another 
special stage.

10% Pointing 
out details, 
cameos, and 
jokes to anyone 
who’ll listen.

10% wondering why 
Sonic team wasn’t 
able to do this in two 
decadeS.

20% watching 
that next-gen 
Blast Processing 
in motion. gotta  
go fast.

w h a t  y o u  d o  i n …  s o n i c  m a n i a

40%
Getting Blue 
Spheres. You 
don’t have to… 

but you will.

16% mulling over  
whether christian 
whitehead is the 
biggest Sonic fan.

having a ball
time attack mode is everything we 
dream of. not only do you get timed 

to 1/1000 of a second, there’s a 
fast-reset button mapped to w.

load of balls
the Blue Sphere bonus stages. 

they’re fiendishly designed, but it 
feels like you’re always playing one. 

get Blue Spheres. get tHem.

l o v i n g / h a t i n g

i s  i t  b e t t e r  t h a n ?

yes

Both are modern 
games with the spirit 
of 32-bit hardware, 
but mania is more 
balanced and fun.

no

it’s really close, but 
rayman is a bigger, 

impeccably-weighted 
platformer. you need 
to play both of them.

yes

another retro 
throwback, but this 
one kind of reminds  

us why gaming’s 
moved on.

If this had gone wrong we would have had a 
riot on our hands. Sonic’s put-upon fans have 
suffered over the years, but Sonic Mania is a 

love letter to the devout. It looks, sounds, and plays the 
part. While there’s some disappointment Mania doesn’t 
feature enough new content, as clearly Whitehead and 
his team can match the gold standard of classic Sonic, 
it at least opens the door for a sequel. Though that 
would give fans something new to fret over. Ian Dean

s e c o n d  o p i n i o n  i n  a  s p i n ( b a l l )

s t a t  p a c k

Medals to win in 
the Blue Sphere 

games. Silver for 
completion, Gold 
if you get all the 

rings too.

Acts available for 
split-screen 
two-player 

competition, 
including all 
Green Hill.

Playable 
characters.  

Just the ‘Triple 
Threat’ of old: 

Sonic, Tails, and 
Knuckles.

12 1232 3
Zones, each with 
two acts. Act 2  
is usually vastly 

different to  
Act 1, so it  

won’t get dull.
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Pub Sega, DeeP 
Silver
DEv Sega

Yakuza kiwami
The boy with the dragon tattoo

when Goro Majima appears over your 
shoulder dressed as a policeman 
and wanting a ruck while smiling 
and shouting in his eccentric 

voice, you’ll understand what kind of game 
Yakuza Kiwami is: one that hard-shifts from 
borderline-nonsensical things (stab someone 
in a fight, watch them run away unharmed) 
to sincere, heart-wrenching scenes that show 
characters with real depths. It all means you’ll 
fall for this universe in a big way.

A remake of the first Yakuza on PS2, Kiwami 
has so much heart. From the hefty runtime to 
the diverse characters, taking in difficult subject 
matter that isn’t often addressed along the way, it 
always comes back to the story.

Series stalwart Kazuma Kiryu is just out of 
prison and embroiled in yet more Japanese 
organised crime. Trouble tends to follow Kiryu, 
and although he’s ten years out of the Yakuza 
game, part of his story is about rediscovery: his 
powers, his strengths, and how he’s never really 
changed. In a world ruled by gang bosses who are 
absolute scum, Kiryu is the fly in their ointment, 
the wolf among the sheep, and other clever 

analogies that will make you 
stroke your chin in wonder.

At the centre of Kiwami 
is Kamurocho, a neon-filled 
fictional district of Tokyo that 
is as much a character as Kiryu 
himself. Bustling and full of 
life, it plays host to the weird 
and wonderful people that 
make the game so amusing. 
As well as the sub-stories that 
make the place feel so well 
realised, there’s a Sega arcade 
to test your retro gaming skills, 
and karaoke bars to hit up. 
Kamurocho begs to be explored, 
even though it’s basically a  
red-light district, going so far 
as to include a dirty video shop 
and “soaphouses”.

bright Fights
When he’s not exploring, 
Kiryu is a phenomenal fighter, 
with four distinct styles to 
switch between. Each can be 
improved by unlocking skills 
with points earned by brawling. 
Combat is brutal, and you 
can perform heat actions, 
which are excruciating (often 
environmental) finishers that 
would make a cage fighter 

squirm. Fancy picking up a 
motorbike and smashing your 
enemy’s face in with it? Yakuza 
has you covered, my friend.

Thanks to the lengthy 
cutscenes and mesmerising 
Japanese voice acting, it’s easy 
to forget this is a remake built 
in the Yakuza 0 engine, but 
there are moments that remind 
you it’s an old game: getting 
stuck on a small bit of the 
environment, combat that could 
do with a few more moves, a 
couple of incredibly frustrating 
late bosses, and a few too many 
back-tracking moments.

If you’ve played the original 
then you’ll love the fact Majima 
is in the game more, and the 
updated visuals are a hit too. 
But if you’re new to the series, 
you can send us your thank 
you letter later. This is what’s 
been missing in your life.

@JebusFgang star

v e r d i c t

The combat is brilliant. 
Every punch feels like 
it could launch a cow 
across a football pitch.

with a world that you’ll end 
up knowing by heart and 
characters you’ll want more of, 
Kiwami is unique, moving, and 
serious: everything you love 
about games. adam Cook

“ShiftS frOm bOrDerliNe-
NONSeNSical actiON tO 
heart-wreNchiNg SceNeS.”
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Eta Out NOw 
Pub SuPergiaNt 
gameS
DEv SuPergiaNt 
gameS

unique’ is an over-used word, but feels 
apt for this intriguing concoction, 
half a visual novel about a quest to 
escape the purgatory you’re trapped in, 

half an invented sport that resembles gothic 
basketball. While it might sound esoteric on 
paper, once you start roving the richly coloured 
Downside and compete to earn the right to 
escape it, there really is nothing else like 
Pyre on PlayStation. More importantly, the 
invention doesn’t come at the cost of quality.

There’s no time wasted establishing Pyre’s 
distinctive world. Your character is banished from 
their home in the Commonwealth to the peculiar 
Downside, where a group of three travellers take 
pity on you and invite you into their wagon. Like 
the best visual novels, this puts the emphasis on 
your relationships with characters. Each person 
you interact with has a clear, engaging personality 
that it becomes easy to care about their struggles. 

As the cast bulges throughout your journey, 
Supergiant gives you subtle ways of shaping the 
narrative. Whether it’s through dialogue options 
or minor decisions you make throughout, there’s 
a naturalism that avoids the feeling you’re just 

choosing a predefined path. 
With such a fascinating crew 
and thoughtful story that 
continually branches out in 
intriguing directions, the tale 
at the heart of Pyre does a 
fantastic job of creating a rich 
world you want to delve into.  

Light my FirE
Of course, that’s only half the 
experience. The Rituals – the 
sport/action bits – themselves 
are an addictive combination of 
tactics and thumb twitches. I 
won’t bore you with too many 
of the specifics, but the core 
idea is that two teams, made up 
of three, have to nab a Celestial 
Orb in the centre of the arena 
and get it into their opponents’ 
pyre by any means necessary. 

There are wrinkles that make 
the action much more complex 
than just mindlessly running 
after the ball, such as character 
classes and powers that can 
stop opponents in their tracks, 
which add layers of strategy to 
the mix. You only control one 
character at a time, so how do 
you manoeuvre them across the 
pitch? Do you focus on speed 

to flank opponents or brute 
force to go through them? It’s 
an addictive system that grows 
in complexity every time you 
play a round.

In an inspired move, you can 
also play matches separately 
from the story in Versus mode. 
Whether it’s with a buddy 
on the sofa or AI, it’s a fun 
extension that lets you push 
this system in a thorough way.

What holds Pyre back from 
classic status is its repetitive 
structure. Relying on particular 
patterns during the later stages 
of the adventure – you learn 
a little more about your team, 
then take part in the ritual, 
repeat for a few hours – sucks 
some of the mystique out of 
the world. It’s never boring, but 
there’s a definite lull before the 
fantastic ending. That said, you 
will stay for the pay-off.

@bentyrerhot Shot

v e r d i c t

The vivid hand-drawn 
art style is somehow 
even more gorgeous  
when in motion.

an engaging fantasy visual novel 
elegantly supplemented with an 
addictive and unique sport, Pyre 
is a true original. as gaming 
obsessions go, it burns bright,  
if not long. ben tyrer

“Half a viSual NOvel, Half 
a SPOrt tHat reSembleS 
gOtHic baSketball.”

PyrE
Pay your respects to this beguiling mash-up
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PataPon rEmastErED
Drum all ye faithful, joyful and combatant

there really ought to be an earworm 
disclaimer in the opening titles of 
this PSP remaster, because Patapon’s 
onomatopoeic title and its associated 

rhythms are as infectiously catchy as game 
tunes have ever been. If you’re not brushing 
your teeth to a Pon-Pon-Pata-Pon rhythm after 
a late-night session of dictatorial drumming, 
then your ears are more impervious than mine 
to what I believe the kids call “sick beats”.

For those who missed out on the 2008 classic, 
Patapon casts you as a deity guiding a tribe of 
personified eyeballs to victory through rhythmic 
drumming, and yes, it’s as brilliantly odd as it 
sounds. Each of the four face buttons is assigned 
a drum, and particular sequences call your clan 
to action, whether that’s instructing them to 
defend, attack, or march. They chirp your beats 
back to you, and keeping the commands flowing 
uninterrupted sends them into a frenzy of activity. 

It plays as a hybrid of rhythm action and 
real-time strategy, with neither element being 
outstanding individually, but which combine to 
produce a unique experience that’s surprisingly 
yet to be copied. The interplay between the two 

systems is where it shines – 
the rhythmic inputs required 
are easy to execute in isolation, 
but it’s when you layer on 
a tactical challenge and the 
need for combo-sustaining 
consistency, that things get 
more tricky. For such a cutesy-
looking game, its later levels 
do pack a punch in terms of 
challenge, though replaying 
earlier levels to boost your 
army helps take the sting out 
of occasional difficulty spikes.

Drum mania
In the transition from handheld 
to big-screen none of the visual 
charm has been lost, with crisp 
character silhouettes dancing 
across garish landscapes.
Its aesthetics are not only 
beautiful, but functional, with 
the simple stylings giving clear 
audiovisual cues to the player: 
a Patapon in range of an enemy 
frowns deeply, for example, 
while a boss approaching 
death teeters and wobbles 
more regularly, eliminating 
the need for a health bar. 
Patapon is a rare example of 
style and substance working 

symbiotically, rather than one 
compromising the other. 

Between the main levels 
are some light customisation 
and meta-strategy elements, 
fun interactions with your 
subjects, and – most excitingly 
– a trumpeting mini-game 
in which you repeat the 
bellowings of a dancing tree 
in exchange for his lucrative 
branches. It’s here in the main 
hub that the game’s PSP origins 
feel most noticeable, with your 
underlings peering up out of 
the screen at you. Some of the 
sense of being an omnipotent 
god is lost by taking the 
Patapon universe out of your 
hands and transposing it onto 
the TV, but it’s a small price 
to pay to re-experience this 
eccentric piece of PlayStation 
history, or better yet, to 
discover it with fresh eyes.

@alexdjones1994Ear WE Go

v e r d i c t

Sometimes the 
Patapon army offer 
each other words of, 
erm, encouragement.

there’s been nothing quite 
like this conducting-meets-
combat mashup since its 
original release, and it’s still as 
wonderfully barmy and deeply 
moreish as ever. alex Jones

“a hybrId Of rhythm actIOn 
and real-tIme Strategy… a 
unIque exPerIence.”
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vostok Inc.
Space capitalism ain’t all that

out in the chilly vastness of space, 
there’s one thing to do. not research, 
nor solve the mysteries of our 

universe. nope, all you can do is make some 
cold, hard cash. that’s according to this 
galaxy-troubling twin-stick shooter anyway. 
as the new ceO of a company branching out 
into space, your greedy goal is to indulge in 
some profitable space capitalism.

It’s a mix of the aforementioned twin-stick 
blasting and the clicker games popularised 
on mobile devices. For the most part, you’re 
flying around 2d space with the left stick 
while firing at alien baddies with the right 
stick. Once you’ve built up a cash reserve 
from killing aliens and destroying asteroids, 
fly down to a planet and invest in mines, 
power plants, and research facilities. they’ll 
build up cash (called moolah in-game) for you 
over time, and the cycle begins anew.1

each galaxy has a new alien race to fight, 
the dialogue with them being a highlight of 
the game. the back and forth between aliens 
and your vostok Inc. employee are great, as 
are his business puns: “aviation stocks are 
soaring”. But he’s only got so many jokes, 
and, like the rest of the game, they begin to 
get repetitive and stale.

while the aliens change, their patterns 
don’t – there are turret enemies, eager foes 
that attack by ramming into you, and giant 
space worms. It’s just a case of different 
appearances. there are new things to 
unlock,2 but eventually everything becomes 
repetitive: get moolah, spend moolah, make 
more moolah. the shooting is fun, and 
there’s some chuckle-worthy 
writing, but once you realise 
you’re doing the same things 
over and over again, it falls  
flat. Hannah Dwan

FootnotEs 1 each galaxy culminates in the aliens throwing their 
biggest, baddest ship or monster at you. 2 Save executives across 
the galaxy to raise them as little tamagotchi-style pets. 

i n f o Format PS4 Eta Out nOw  
Pub dOuBle eleven DEv cOIlwOrkS

suPEr clouDbuIlt
the sky’s quite literally the limit

scared of heights? look away now. 
rocket-powered free-running on 
vertical walls is probably a nightmare 

for anyone with a healthy fear of going 
‘splat’.1 Yet Super cloudbuilt shows even 
the most vertigo-susceptible individual that 
being airborne is deliriously fun. 

waking up in the ruins of an abandoned 
hospital, you discover you’re the amnesiac 
demi,2 a super-soldier who runs and guns 
with astounding speed. the short but 
intriguing hub world tutorial piques just 
enough interest in demi’s past, getting you 
hyped to tackle the massive levels filled with 
gravity-defying platforms. after finishing 
each one you’re rewarded with a titbit of 
backstory, which is the perfect incentive to 
get you to jump into the next level. dashing 
up walls with the help of your jetpack or 
reaching terminal velocity when dropping 
down from a height is exhilarating, giving you 
a true sensation of what it must be like to fly. 

that’s no exaggeration. tight, precise 
controls – and the ability to control your fall 
– make leaping from section to section an 
intuitive joy. without realising it your fingers 
begin to use the simple controls instinctively. 
But there does come a time when you 
have to focus. a few sections punish 
carelessness mercilessly, yet the ability to 
drop checkpoints wherever you want means 
that you can restart a tricky section soon 
as you start to fail. Put one in the wrong 
place and you’ll be faced with respawning 
robots blasting you to bits instantly, although 
your homing bullets make taking them 
down a breeze. Free-running in 
Super cloudbuilt is a weightless 
wonder, and anyone who envies 
birds should definitely try it.  
Zoe Delahunty-light

FootnotEs 1 watch out for lasers, turrets, and scuttling robots 
– but sloppy footwork is even more dangerous. 2 who is demi? why 
is she in hospital? Her story will fuel your gravity-defying parkour.

i n f o Format PS4 Eta Out nOw  
Pub Square enIx DEv cardBOard utOPIa

cHIlDrEn oF 
ZoDIarcs
an rPG that’s far from child’s play

take a tactical role-playing game, 
such as Final Fantasy tactics or 
Shining Force, blend it with magic: the 

Gathering, and you’ll get a sense of what 
children Of Zodiarcs has to offer. turn-
based battles play out on grid-based 3d 
plains, driven by a colourful narrative which 
sees your force, a band of three down-and-
out kids, fending off against everyone from 
royal guards to rival gangs. 

victory never depends solely on player 
tactics, as even the best-laid plans, conjured 
up by the most skilled of noggins, can be laid 
to waste by an unfortunate hand of cards 
or an unlucky dice roll. cards determine 
what actions a character can take, including 
attacks (melee, ranged, and magic), healing, 
and special abilities. dice are rolled after 
a card is played, and can offer bonuses, 
such as extra damage or additional moves, 
that can seriously turn the tide of battle.1 
It’s an intricate game of strategy, spliced 
with an element of risk-versus-reward that 
remarkably ramps up the tension. 

each party member has their own set of 
cards and dice, which can be customised 
and upgraded.2 most missions offer a 
satisfying challenge, but the occasional 
difficulty spike means that some scuffles 
are unfairly overwhelming. Skirmishes give 
you the opportunity to battle in areas you’ve 
previously visited, but these dish out woefully 
minimal amounts of experience. 

despite the sometimes unbalanced 
challenge it presents, children Of Zodiarcs 
is a brilliant tribute to tactical 
rPGs of old, with the tabletop 
elements adding a fresh and 
engaging twist to the beloved 
genre. anne-marie coyle

FootnotEs 1 rerolling allows you to gamble for a better outcome, 
if you’re feeling particularly gutsy. 2 You can customise individual 
dice faces, to play to the strength of your character’s cards.
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ShaDow tacticS: 
blaDES oF thE Shogun
Two might be company, but three’s a bloodbath

From Shinobi to Ninja Gaiden to Shadow 
Warrior, videogame ninja have too often 
displayed brute-force cool rather than 
stealthy cunning. But not here. Not only 

does Shadow Tactics’ sneak-minded experience 
blend immediate, stab-happy accessibility 
with delightfully open-ended strategy, but by 
focusing on squad commands rather than solo 
slashing, it does so while offering vast creative 
scope for delightfully malleable murder.

Think of it as a more freeform, real-time XCOM, 
set in feudal Japan, where hiding the corpses is 
as important as making them. Shadow Tactics’ 
zoomed-out, isometric view might give it the 
appearance of a bloody board game, but this 
flowing, reactive sandbox thrives on stretching 
and bending the rules. Characters’ skills aren’t 
just here to complement one another, but to 
reimagine each other and the space around them. 

Hayato, the traditional assassin, can kill and 
distract at medium range. Samurai Mugen can 
devastate multiple targets, but must get close to 
do so. Nimble ninja-in-training Yuki seems weak 
at first, adept only in traversal, trap-setting, and 
her ability to lure distant bad guys, but becomes 
indispensable once her power to manipulate is 
understood. Throw in a sniper, and a master of 
disguise capable of hiding in plain sight, and you 
have the tools of a game that revels in endless 

reinvention, the seemingly 
narrow breadth of its moveset 
yielding giddy depths when 
abilities are explored in unison.

guarD knock liFE
While Shadow Tactics’ levels 
are sprawling, branching, semi-
linear affairs, each individual 
section has been crafted with 
meticulous care. The path out 
of a camp might be blocked 
only by a single guard, but the 
torch he carries will make his 
death visible to another, even if 
drawn away into the shadows. 
Therefore, the simultaneous 
removal of that observer must 
also become part of the plan… 
Unless a third guard can see 
that second guy fall, then you’ll 
need to find a way to limit 
his view at the key moment, 
without alerting the patrol 
walking near him or anyone 
else with line of sight. 

Phew. Three player 
characters, seven seconds, zero 
witnesses. All bodies (and 
ninja) vanished. It can be done. 

When you work out how, the 
feeling is godlike. 

These situations are the 
essence of Shadow Tactics. 
Seemingly simple challenges 
reveal themselves as spiralling 
chains of cause-and-effect, 
while apparently impossible 
scenarios can be dismantled 
with craft and precision. 
And precision is the game’s 
defining trait. The clarity with 
which Shadow Tactics relates 
the fundamentals of enemy 
awareness, safety of movement, 
and effectiveness of abilities is 
a pleasure in itself. Once you 
recalibrate to the intricacy with 
which you’ll need to think, 
you’ll find that a stealth game 
has rarely been more honest, 
transparent, or empowering. 

@David_h_ESqShiv gEnErouSly

v e r d i c t

The tactical UI might 
look complex, but by 
this stage you’ll read  
it like English.

a cunning, demanding game, 
but never overwhelming or 
confusing. it wants to challenge 
you, but it also wants you to 
succeed, feeling like the coolest 
killer of all. David houghton
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last month  
on ps plus

Business was booming for Tyrer’s 
Demolitions Co. last month, as Just 
Cause 3 parachuted into the Instant 
Games Collection and brought 
explosions, explosions, and – you got 
it – more explosions. While we were 
left in awe of all the destruction we’d 
wrought, Assassin’s Creed: Freedom 
Cry snuck in and carried on the tale of 
Black Flag’s Adéwalé.

Mindless fun might 
not be the name of 
the game (it’s Just 
Cause 3), but it was 

certainly the aim as Rico Rodriguez 
headed home to Medici and found out 
it had fallen under the dictatorship of 
General di Ravello. We brought liberation 
the only way we knew how: by blowing 
up everything in sight. We also got 
addicted to our parachute, and jumped 
off all the tall buildings we could find. 

assassin’s Creed: 
Freedom Cry gave 
us a nibble of Black 
Flag’s systems, as we 

headed to Port-au-Prince and liberated 
slaves from the awful Pierre de Fayet. 
While the sneaking ‘n’ stabbing showed 
its age a little, the streamlined nature 
of this standalone DLC made for an 
effective story, and Adéwalé is one of 
AC’s more likeable protagonists. 

PS Vita also had a strong month, as 
the fantastic scrolling shoot-’em-up 
downwell gave us dodgy thumps as 
we tried to get to the bottom of the 
titular well. Meanwhile level 22 offered 
a different type of stealth experience as 
you guided office drone Gary to his desk 
without anyone spotting he was late for 
work. (That sounds like the sort of stunt 
art ed Milf is used to pulling.) 

Sadly, PS3’s pick wasn’t quite as 
inspired. snakeball had over-complex 
rules and a lack of speed which didn’t 
make for the best couchplay experience, 
while super motherload had us 
digging for riches on Mars. 

Still, if you forgot to download that’s 
you last month, you got another chance.

@bentyrer

tokyo 42
Small but imperfectly formed

walking around a 
city that decorates 
its streets with 
giant cat statues or 

mammoth-sized pills is hell 
for a photographer. Taking a 
picture when you’re gazing up 
at one of these monoliths 
from below like the tiny 
human you are is tricky. In 
the top-down assassination 
bonanza of Tokyo 42, 
however, it’s not an issue as 
you’re looking down on the 
action from far above. Too far 
above, in fact.

Tokyo 42’s biggest problem 
is also why it looks so damn 
fantastic: everything is too 
small. From your minuscule 
assassin to the targets you’re 
meant to eliminate, just seeing 
what they’re doing and where 
you are is a nightmare. Despite 
the levels being beautiful 
enough to hang on your wall, 
the inability to zoom in enough 
means avoiding the admittedly 
slow-moving bullets from 
your many enemies is hellish. 
Playing on PS4 means that 
you’re sitting at least four feet 
away from the screen, and it’s 
painfully obvious that Tokyo 42 
isn’t made for that. 

rest in pieCes
Sneaking past a tycoon’s goons 
gives you a glimpse of what 
the game should excel at: 
stealthy assassination with a 
thick coating of style, where 
you rotate the map to climb 

i n f o Format PS4 eta OuT nOW  
pub MODe 7 dev SMAC GAMeS

@zoe_dels

v e r d i c t

ant-ssassination

around its dream-like buildings, 
with patrolling guards at 
a minimum. Yet missions 
like this one are few and far 
between, the more common 
contract involving getting past 
a deluge of enemies that will 
– we guarantee – kill you over 
and over again. ‘Frustrating’ 
doesn’t begin to cover how 
it feels. One hit and you’re a 
goner. It takes a while before 
you master weaving between 
bullets like Neo. 

Mind you, the soundtrack is 
perfect for a game that feels 
like Blade Runner in a cleaner, 
technicolour 21st century, and 
exploring each level is bound to 
make you delight in the 
unusual municipal design 
choices blending Japanese 
tradition with Brutalism. 
Switching out your outfits to 
avoid being pursued is a stroke 
of brilliance, too, as is pitting 
nudists against punks in a turf 
war (no joke). These are the 
best contracts, letting you 
explore the levels and focusing 
on discretion rather than going 
in all-guns-blazing. Tokyo 42  
is a well-intentioned jaunt 
around a wondrous city, but 
you’ll need a magnifying glass 
to enjoy it on PS4. 

An over-emphasis on being 
outnumbered makes a master 
assassin in real life. Yet here, 
coupled with a lack of stealth 
missions, equals one frustrated 
player. Zoe delahunty-light
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Fortnite
If you build it, they will come. Actually, the zombies 
come whether you build a fort or not. Better build it.
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delight nonetheless. You can now 
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multiplayer modes put 
through their paces  
by our team of expertsonline tests

what we’re 
playing now

Wipeout: 
omega 
ColleCtion
milford Coppock flies 
back to the ‘90s
Few remasters mean as 
much to me as WipEout, 
one of all my all-time 
favourite PlayStation 
series. Taking my Feisar 
out on the track reminds 

me it’s been a while since I committed 
the twists and turns of these courses 
to memory. Fortunately, it doesn’t take 
long for my skills to return and I’m 
back on the podium. Nostalgia glands 
pumping, I realise I’ve lost my evening 
to the highlights of my past. The music 
isn’t quite as good as it used to be, but 
I’ll take eye-bleedingly sharp races 
over jagged polygons any day.

DreaDnought
ian Dean lands a cheap 
shot in Dreadnought
I was lucky enough to visit 
Dreadnought dev Yager 
and play the game earlier 
this year, which gave me a 
slight advantage this 
month as I dipped into the 
open beta. That, and my 
space harbour full of Hero 

ships. Taking to the Ryugu Haven map 
in my Huscarl heavy destroyer, I head 
straight into the fray. I take down my 
rival’s Dreadnought in quick time and 
set about mopping up the runners. 
Overpowered and underskilled? 
Possibly. But while the world plays 
catch-up I’m going to have a ball. 

peS 2018 
online Beta
as pre-season wraps 
up, Ben tyrer’s still 
a little rusty
As the new virtual football 
season looms, my prep 
includes heading online 
with PES 2018’s beta to 
start winning the title of 
“Best PES player on Team 

OPM” back from Ian [he’s not - ed]. 
Taking on a pacy Brazil as France, I’m 
keeping the ball well until two incisive 
counterattacks remind me I’m not 
good at defending. I then try a 3v3 
friendly, which seems to be going okay 
until my teammates sod off and I’m left 
playing alongside AI. We put up a 
valiant front, but concede in the 80th 
minute. The wait for a win goes on.

100

review

i n f o

Format PS4 
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Dev EPic GamES/PEoPlE can Fly
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W
hat we have here is a 
contradiction casserole. 
With so many elements 
in the mix it should be a 
foul-smelling mess, but it 

turns out rather tasty. Take the 
fundamental concept of blending 
building forts and FPS combat together. 
it’s a terrible, gimmicky idea on paper, 
yet works brilliantly, proving compelling 
from your very first match. 

currently in an odd version of Early 
access (pay to play now with lots of 
bonus goodies, or wait until it goes 
free-to-play in 2018), Fortnite is 
theoretically unfinished. in fact, Epic has 
revealed that bases and things like skill 
points will be reset (but refunded) at 
points during the Early access period. 
as the game stands, it looks lovely, 
sounds lovely, holds together perfectly 
well, and is rammed with content. 

although there are variations on the 
theme, most matches (designed for a 

party of four people) run 
like this: first you all loot 
and destroy as much in 
the environment as you 
please, on the hunt for 
resources and ammo. 
Then, when somebody’s 
discovered the right 
spot, you activate 
something that needs to 
be defended. you then 
build a fort around it, 
placing traps for the 
monsters to come. When 
ready, trigger the wave 
of enemies and jolly well 
have at them.

Pretty much 
everything needs 
levelling in Fortnite. you, 
your individual ‘heroes’, 
your weapons, your 
traps, your pants… okay, 
not your pants. The point 
is, it’s not long before 
you start repeatedly 
playing the same 
missions in the same 
maps, despite a very 
lengthy campaign. 
incredibly, however, it 
never gets repetitive. as 
you level up, the enemy 
waves gradually become 

Fortnite
Builds your hopes up, doesn’t let them fall

LOOkS LOvELY, SOuNDS 
LOvELY, HOLDS TOgETHER  
WELL, AND IS POSITIvELY 
RAMMED WITH cONTENT. 
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While every mission 
is a defensive one, 
the array of forts and 
traps adds variety. What should be a fun 

addition to local play 
turns out to be more 

like cavorting in the attic on your 
own: it’s full of potential, but the 
reality is an empty space full of 
cobwebs and memories better 
forgotten. While much of the 
offline content is replicated for 
the online modes, every time we 
tried to get a game we were 
met with lobbies half-full of ai 
bots, which makes for incredibly 
tough contests. When ai bots are 
beating the human players, there’s 
something wrong somewhere. 
There’s not much variety either, 
with standard races, elimination, 
and battle modes all making an 
appearance, but none of them live 
up to the fun found playing offline 
and in the same room. But hey, at 
least it’s lag-free! 

With nowhere near enough people 
playing (the leaderboards tell a 
sad story) and not enough modes 
to sustain interest, online is not 
the way forward. adam Cook

i n f o

v e r d i c t

Format PS4 
puB codEmaSTErS  

Dev codEmaSTErS, JuST 
add WaTEr

revieW #139, 6/10

The best way to explore this 
immersive space-flight sim 
is when it’s teeming with 

others, and ai ships effortlessly 
intermingle with human craft to 
give the impression of a single 
shared universe. you can fight, 
strike up impromptu alliances, 
or completely ignore everyone. 
us? We’ll often hang outside of 
spaceports asking for advice. 
People are always willing to help.

Elite: dangerous feels nicely 
cosy during these moments, but is 
intimidatingly massive outside of 
them. So during lonelier stretches 
you might as well be playing 
offline. That would certainly solve 
the random disconnections which 
happen every few hours. you also 
have to wait for other players 
to vacate landing pads before 
touching down, which is weird.

other players make the galaxy 
more welcoming, but they tend 
to congregate in the same place. 
random disconnections mar the 
experience. Ben griffin

i n f o

v e r d i c t

Format PS4 
puB FronTiEr 

dEvEloPmEnTS  
Dev FronTiEr 

dEvEloPmEnTS
revieW 139, 6/10

online lobbies can’t 
beat sofa battles

online is the only  
milky Way to go

Micro Machines 
World Series

Elite: Dangerous

A competent team of players will 
rarely fail, but that’s really not the 
point. Fortnite is a gamble that pays 
off, and a game worth playing sooner 
rather than later. luke Kemp

v e r d i c t

more intense, and introduce new, 
tougher zombies with greater 
regularity, plus you’re always unlocking 
new weapons and traps. Then, of 
course, there’s the building.

like any co-op game, it’s great to 
play with friends, but regularly playing 
with random people has unexpected 
benefits. you’re guaranteed to see a 
huge variety of forts and trap setups 

(a great way to pick up tips). also, 
opt to join somebody else’s game 

to help them out, and you’re 
rewarded with a 20% XP bonus.

The gunplay is top-notch 
(headshots are particularly 

satisfying) and, thankfully, the 
building is extremely simple yet flexible. 
Being able to build and repair in the 
middle of a fight is great, and leads to 
tense make-or-break situations if your 
defences start to fall. Expect this to 
last you much longer than a fortnight.

Well Fort out
Fortnite enthusiastically hurls 

piles of systems and unlocks 
at you – however, it forgets to 
explain how some of it works. 
It’s all user-friendly enough to 

quickly figure out, though.



empty your wallets 
now with the latest 
downloadable diversionson the store

Crash 
BandiCoot – 
stormy asCent
Are you a glutton for 
punishment? Then this 
unreleased level is a 
dream addition to the  
N. Sane Trilogy. Cut 
from the original Crash 
by Naughty Dog because 
it was deemed too hard, 
you can now suffer the 
agony in glorious 4K.

titanfall 2 – 
operation 
frontier shield
Frontier Defence mode 
was only on the other 
*cough* console in the 
original Titanfall, making 
this DLC essential. Play 
four-player co-op and 
protect a Harvester 
from waves of enemies. 
Classic maps and a new 
Vanguard-class Titan 
add to the package.

tekken 7 – eliza
Who’d have thought a 
character designed with 
narcolepsy would be so 
effective? This gothic 
catnapping vampiric ace 
who plays a little like 
Akuma – firing ground 
effect projectiles – is 
the latest character to 
drop for Tekken 7. After 
a very popular debut in 
Tekken Revolution Eliza 
will prove essential. If 
she can stay awake.

dlc

£3.99

FREE

FREE
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H
e’s finally here. After already 
delivering some five-fingered 
fun on PC, Doomfist throws 
his gauntlet down on PS4 and 
will prove a serious challenger 

to the status quo. Not only does this 
new offensive character boast an 
impressive ranged attack using his 
four-shot Hand Cannon, but when he 
gets up close and personal Doomfist 
can be devastating.

The Rocket Punch attack enables 
Doomy to launch himself across the 
field of battle and into his foes. The 
Seismic Slam move knocks opponents 
towards him, enabling any Doomfist 
players to follow up with some sly 
melee strikes, such as the Rising 
Uppercut, which tosses lesser players 
into the air, leaving them vulnerable.

In a somewhat cheap 
move Doomfist also has 
the Best Defence passive 
ability, meaning he gets 
granted a shield every 
time he launches one of 
his devastating moves. 

Yet for all the furore 
over the introduction of 
Doomfist, it’s the subtle 
changes elsewhere that 
catch our beady eye. For 
example, Blizzard has 

reduced the amount of 
repetition in loot boxes 
and upped the credit tally 
found in each crate.

We’re particularly 
interested in the new 
option to generate our 
own Highlights. These 
12-second nuggets of 
bragging rights will give 
us extra incentive to 
harness Doomfist’s 
explosive power.

also on psn

expansion

Mafia iii – Sign of  
the tiMeS
There’s a whiff of 
Resident Evil VII meets 
Max Payne to this DLC, 
which sees Lincoln taking 
on a drug-addled cultist 
group using slo-mo. 

Sniper elite 4 – 
DeathStorM part 3: 
obliteration
This grand finale to the 
three-part DLC campaign 
serves up all the Nazi nut-
shots you could want. It’s 
a ballsy release.

Minecraft: Story 
MoDe SeaSon 2 – 
epiSoDe 2, giant 
conSequenceS
Jesse and the team deal 
with some icy issues in 
this episode. Will you give 
it the cold shoulder? 

Dirt 4 – hyunDai r5 
rally car 
We can’t help thinking 
paying a couple of quid for 
a car model is a bit steep, 
but if you want to test 
your nerves with a new 
motor, be our guest.

DreaDnought: the 
hactar hero Ship
A free-to-play game 
offering free stuff? Our 
mind is blown. This Tier-IV, 
light Tactical Cruiser Hero 
Ship is a great way to 
ease into online fray.

FREE

£7.99 £39.99 £1.99

THE RoCKET PuNCH 
ATTACK ENAbLES DoomFIST 
To LAuNCH HImSELF ACRoSS 
THE FIELD oF bATTLE.

Talk to the hand, and also the other hand

Overwatch – Doomfist

£5.79 FREE
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In this quirky old-school point 
scorer, you’re a frog (hence 

the punny title) whose job is to eat 
the flies dotted around your lily 
pad and avoid getting munched on 
by a heron. Sounds like an 
average Sunday for our slimy 
garden friends. It’s undemanding 
control-wise, as all you need to  
do is focus your gaze on the bug 
you want to eat or lily pad you 
want to move to. 

Okay, so frogs aren’t exactly 
topping my “animal I’d want to be 
in VR” wishlist, but at least this is 
a simple enough concept that 
anyone can grasp and get a few 
hours of fun with. A word of 
warning, though: while the visual 
and level design is pleasant 
enough, I can still feel my stomach 
lurch four days into the future 
every time I hop between plants  
in VRog. No high score is worth 
revisiting your lunch for, whether 
you’ve been eating bugs or not.

What’s better than planning 
out and building your own 

city on the frontier of the Wild 
West? Building one where 
dinosaurs roam around of their 
own accord, obviously. Welcome to 
the unique world of Dino Frontier, 
a resource management city 
builder that lets you craft and run 
a small town that also captures 
and trains the prehistoric 
creatures surrounding it. You 
know, to help out. 

What sticks out initially is how 
tactile everything is. You pick up 
settlers you want to move to a 
different task. If a building needs 
constructing, a giant hammer 
appears for you to bash it until it’s 
done. Zooming in and out of the 
map is as simple as reeling in 
your Move controller. It’s not the 
longest of VR games, but it has a 
crucial advantage in the fact you 
can train settlers to ride raptors. 
So, yeah. It’s a thumbs up from me.

Wait, am I back in 1997 
again? There are toy cars, 

huge looping tracks and the sense 
that if I put my foot in the wrong 
place, I’ll break the thing I’m 
playing with. Ah, no, this isn’t 
Scalextric, but Tiny Trax. 

This racing curio has you 
driving across courses that you 
see in full in front of you. While 
you follow a set path, you need to 
time your turns around corners 
or your little toy racer will slump 
to an unsatisfying stop. The 
visuals may scream ‘childhood’ 
until you’re seeing your favourite 
Saturday morning cartoon, but 
the races require the reactions of 
an F1 champion, as you time quick 
turns with near-constant boosting 
just to finish third. It’s harder than 
watching your favourite model car 
fly off the track and shatter into 
tiny plastic pieces, but it earns a 
podium finish thanks to its need 
for cheerful speed.

This Month’s VR Highlights
The Virtual Realtor selects another winning trio

The Virtual 
Realtor
If we took his helmet 
off, we don’t know 
what we’d find…

Seeing the past, 
present and future 
all at once, nothing 
surprises me. Not 
only do I know all 
the best VR games, 
I also know how 
Star Wars Episode 
IX ends. A blessing 
and a curse.

Dino Frontier is the standout 
this month. Obviously mashing 
time zones together appeals 
to me, but this city builder has 
personality and charm to spare, 
as well as a difficulty that won’t 
hurt your noggin.

£12.99 
Tiny Trax

£29.99
Dino 
FronTier

£6.49
Vrog

next issuethe choice

Credentials

The good thing about 
experiencing time all at once 
is my paycheque is 
already in for 
next month, so I’ll 
be bringing you 
more VR delights.
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 Ego’s trillion-polygon planet 
is thought to be the biggest 
visual effect ever created.

S
tarring a talking tree and a 
weaponised racoon, and set 
in a far-flung corner of the 
Earth-bound MCU, it’s easy to 
forget that Guardians Of The 

Galaxy was once considered a colossal 
risk. Instead, Guardians turned out to 
be a joyous ensemble romp featuring a 
gang of lovable misfits, a dazzlingly 
colourful galaxy, and a killer soundtrack. 
By the end, we were all Groot.

Cue Vol. 2. But it suffers from acute 
second album syndrome. After a 
mission goes awry, Quill and co. are 
intercepted by Ego (Kurt Russell), who 
reveals that not only is he a god-like 
living planet, he’s also Star-Lord’s 
father. But something’s off on Planet 
Ego, and it’s not long before the fate of 
the galaxy is at stake again.

To writer/director James Gunn’s 
credit, Vol. 2 is not the sequel most 

would have expected. Set 
largely on a single planet, 
Gunn mines fertile 
emotional ground as 
Quill’s dads – Ego and 
Yondu – vie for his 
affection. And boy is it 
funny. But it quickly 
becomes clear Vol. 2 has 
nowhere to go, devolving 
into another tiresome 
megalomaniac-tries-to-
take-over-the-galaxy 
tale. What’s worse, by 
keeping the Guardians 
apart the gleeful team 
dynamic is mostly 
absent, losing what made 
the first film special. We 
can’t fault the toe-tapping 
Awesome Mix Vol. 2 
though. Jordan Farley

Guardians Of 
The Galaxy Vol. 2
Marvel’s intergalactic A-holes return

blu-rays

coming soon

The Red  
TuRTle
Michael Dudok de Wit’s 
wordless animation about a 
man stranded on a desert 
island with nothing but a 
mythical turtle for company.

Alien: 
CovenAnT
Ridley Scott’s xenomorph 
returns to the big screen 
in the Prometheus sequel 
starring two Fassbenders 
and gallons of the red stuff.

SleepleSS
Jamie Foxx thriller 
about an undercover cop 
who has a single night to 
expose corrupt cops, beat 
murderous gangsters, and 
save his hostage son.

The Boy And 
The BeAST 
Mamoru Hosoda directs this 
anime about a human boy 
trained by a warrior bear in 
a beastly alternate world. 
Will make you ugly cry.

MiSS SloAne
American gun 
manufacturers come under 
fire from Jessica Chastain’s 
lobbyist after she turns 
against the most powerful 
people in the country.

SnATChed
A conservative 
mother (Goldie Hawn) 
and her wild child (Amy 
Schumer) are kidnapped  
in a comedy that’s also had 
all its jokes nicked.

The Ghoul
Psychological 
horror about a man 
investigating a double 
murder by becoming a 
psychotherapist’s patient, 
and slowly losing his marbles.

BuShwiCk
Former-WWE-star-
turned-Drax-The-Destroyer 
Dave Bautista stars in 
this thriller about Texas 
renegades invading Brooklyn 
during a second US Civil War.

MindhoRn
Meta comedy about 
a washed-up actor asked 
to reprise his role as a 
truth-seeking TV detective 
when a real-life serial killer 
demands to speak to him.

The pRoMiSe
Batman and Poe 
Dameron vie for a dance 
instructor’s affections amid 
the Armenian Genocide in 
this politically conscious 
historical romance.

4 SEP

4 SEP

4 SEP

4 SEP

11 SEP

11 SEP

11 SEP

11 SEP

18 SEP

25 SEP
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E
verything has been building up 
to this. Having introduced four 
street-level heroes over five 
seasons of top comic-book TV, 
Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke 

Cage, and Iron Fist have united for an 
eight-episode mini-series where the 
future of their beloved New York city is 
at stake. For the most part, it was 
worth the wait.

It helps if you’re up to speed with 
Marvel’s Netflix-verse, particularly with 
Daredevil, and (shudder) Iron Fist, as 
mythical ninja The Hand, who both have 
already battled with, are the key 
antagonists here again. They’re headed 
by Sigourney Weaver’s immortal 
Alexandra, who’s a rare worthy 
adversary in a universe that is, 
bizarrely for Marvel, populated by 
rather boring baddies.

The mix of wildly different heroes 
works well, the show switching 
between visual styles as it cuts to each 
character – whether it’s Daredevil’s 
nocturnal, neon-lit back alleys, or Luke 
Cage’s golden-hued, hip-hop-
soundtracked Harlem. And just like The 
Avengers, The Defenders is electric 
when the whole gang comes together.  

A now-traditional 
corridor fight capping 
episode three is 
absolutely punch-the- 
air brilliant.

But with so many balls 
to juggle, showrunners 
Doug Petrie and Marco 
Ramirez can occasionally 
lose focus on exactly 
what’s interesting. And in 
a show featuring 
characters as 
charismatic as Charlie 
Cox’s Matt Murdock, Mike 
Colter’s Luke Cage, and 
Krysten Ritter’s Jessica 
Jones, any time spent 
with Finn Jones’ less 
developed Iron Fist  
feels wasted. 

It may not live up to 
the gold standard of 
Daredevil’s first season, 
but The Defenders is a 
welcome return to form 
for Marvel’s small-
screen universe after 
recent misfires. 
Jordan Farley

The Defenders
Netflix’s small-screen Avengers assemble

more to see

The comic book 
Defenders line-up 
included Hulk and 
Doctor Strange.

Game OF ThrOnes SEASON 7
FoRMAT NOWTV eTA OUT NOW pRiCe £6.99 A MONTH

It’s time to binge on Thrones’ seven-episode final 
season. Will Dany’s dragons win her the hottest seat in 
Westeros? Or are the White Walkers about to put the 
battle for Westeros on ice? One thing’s for certain: 
winter is finally here.

Preacher SEASON 2
SeRviCe AMAzON PRIME eTA OUT NOW pRiCe £5.99 A MONTH

This season of Seth Rogen’s comic book adaptation 
sees Jesse Custer and co. hit the road in search of the 
MIA Almighty. There are plenty of reasons to get 
excited, including the introduction of Herr Starr and 
the presence of murdery cowboy the Saint Of Killers. 

DeaTh nOTe
SeRviCe NETFLIx eTA OUT NOW 
pRiCe £5.99 A MONTH

This Netflix Original movie 
adapts the successful 
manga-turned-anime. Nat 
Wolff stars as Light 
Turner – a student who 
discovers a book with the 
power to kill anyone 
whose name is written on 
its pages. But he doesn’t 
count on master detective 
L (Keith Stanfield) working 
to stop his killing spree.

aTTack On TiTan 
SEASON 2
SeRviCe FUNIMATION/CRUNCHYROLL 
eTA OUT NOW pRiCe £4.99 A MONTH

After an agonising four-year 
wait, the second season of 
brilliant animation Attack On 
Titan is finally here, continuing 
the story of a post-
apocalyptic world where 
humanity has been all-but 
wiped out by man-eating 
giants. Can be watched for 
free (with ads) on Crunchyroll 
or with an English language 
dub via Funimation.
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info
pub roCkstar 
Games
Dev team Bondi 
ProduCtions
releaseD 2011
get it now CeX, £2

neeD to know
some cases are 
based on actual 
period crimes.

many of the cast 
featured in the tV 
show mad men. 

First game shown 
at the tribeca  
Film Festival.

1
2
3

LA Noire is a much more 
low-key affair than you 
might expect from the 
publisher that brought 
you GTA and Red Dead.
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■ The production cost caused Team Bondi to close. ■ Six years on, the faces still carry emotion. ■ People would fight for a room in ‘40s Los Angeles.

m
any videogames can 
claim to be like nothing 
you’ve ever played 
before, but this is 
that rare beast: one 
that lives up to the 
promise. set in 1947 

in the city of los angeles, it casts you 
in the role of beat cop Cole Phelps, a 
decorated World War 2 vet who’s now 
dedicated to cleaning up the streets 
back home. 

released in 2011, hot on the heels of 
red dead redemption and three years 
after Gta iV, the immediate assumption 
was that la noire would be another 
open world action game. While it does 
feature large, faithfully recreated, 
swathes of post-war los angeles for 
players to explore, it’s more of an 
interactive movie. in terms of gameplay, 
it has more in common with pixelated 
point-and-click adventures than the 
action sandbox of Gta. 

la noire is heavily scripted and very 
linear, yet you do genuinely feel involved 
in its world. this is partly due to skilful 
writing and direction, but much of it 
comes down to an innovative piece of 
technology. the meat of the game is a 
series of crime cases that you need to 
solve, from arson to traffic offences 
to murder and even organised crime. 
You’re called to a scene and your first 

job is to search the area for clues. 
You can then interview witnesses, 
which brings us to motion scan. the 
developer used 32 separate cameras to 
capture every subtle facial movement 
and expression for all of the game’s 
characters. the resulting animated 
mannequins are eerily effective.

the realism helps you believe in 
these characters and connect with 
them in a way you do in few other 
games. Back in 2011 it was incredibly 
expensive to create, and motion scan 
has since been superseded by real-
time performance capture, but as an 
example of a game knocking at the door 
of cinematic performances, la noire is 
still impressive. six years after release, 
its impact on games can be seen all 
around us – until dawn is one example 
– and while by today’s standards some 
character reactions have a touch of 
Gerry anderson about them, it’s no 
mass effect: andromeda. 

those carefully-created faces do 
more than help you believe in the ‘40s 

setting, they’re also crucial to your 
journey through it. there’s a tell behind 
those polygonal eyes. Whenever you 
question a witness or suspect, you 
need to watch their face for subtle 
movements that might indicate that 
they’re lying to you. 

truth or Dare
if you think your suspect is pulling a fast 
one, and you have evidence to back that 
up, you can accuse them of the crime. 
if you don’t have evidence but suspect 
they’re not being truthful, you can cast 
doubt on what they’re saying, or you 
can choose to believe them. Casting 
doubt when a suspect is telling the 
truth or accusing them of lying without 
evidence leads to lower performance 
ratings, and you can even end up failing 
to solve the case. discovering clues and 
gathering information from witnesses 
leads to new locations, witnesses, and 
suspects and eventually, if you get 
everything right, a conviction, a new 
case, and even a promotion. learn how 
to spot a liar and Cole won’t be a beat 
cop forever.

as a game, it doesn’t appeal to 
everyone. it’s stylish and atmospheric, 
rather than fast-paced and exciting. 
there are a few action sequences, but 
they feel tacked on. most of the time 
you’re scouring locations for clues 
and conducting interviews. in fact, it’s 
a typical rockstar release: it teases 
us with a ’40s-set open world crime 
thriller, a Gta: dragnet, but gives us 
Gta: Columbo. if you missed it the first 
time around, and you fancy living the la 
Confidential dream, you can pick up a 
copy for buttons.

Every month we celebrate the most important, 
innovative or just plain great games from 
PlayStation’s past. This month, we take a journey 
into the seedy underbelly of 1940s Los Angeles in 
one of the most unique videogames on PS3

C r i m i n a l l y  g o o d

LA Noire
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Because everything’s better with mates, 
OPM #75 led with an exclusive on Black 
Ops II’s multiplayer features

the towns 
themselves are 
full of rag-tag 
delinquents 
frequenting 
saloons.

1 

Guess the four games, 
and their scores, from 
these review quotes

Name 
that game

Opm tIme machINe 

5 years aGO

Above We loved the overhauled Create A Class 
system, and the freedom it gave us when choosing a 
loadout, though the fact we still weren’t allowed to fill 
every one of our ten slots with machine guns rankled 
a little. (You know what? It still does.) 

Far left Who could 
have imagined how 
The Last Of Us 
would turn out? 
The quality of the 
storytelling was to 
blow us away when 
we played it.
Left We asked 
what you wanted 
from GTAV. 
Sticking tramps 
in the boot of your 
car? That wasn’t 
your worst idea.

for every 
woodland ambush 
from a pack of 
wolves there’s  
20 seconds you 
spend wrestling 
the camera away 
from the tree 
above you.

3

it defies easy 
comparison, but 
absolutely nails 
the tension of 
trying to keep an 
elite team of 
fragile meatsacks 
alive.

2

its stealth 
gameplay is so 
tense you can find 
yourself trapped, 
nerves shredded, in 
the same locker 
for ten minutes.

4

Below left For our 75th issue, the 75 top PlayStation 
games. We won’t do the same for issue 150!

Below right And having celebrated issue 75, we 
mused on the apocalypse. Cheery thoughts.

Answers
1.  red dead redemption, issue #45, 

10/10.
2.  Xcom2, issue #129, 9/10.
3.  dragon’s dogma, issue #71, 8/10.
4.  alien: isolation, issue #103, 8/10.
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W
e go back a while, 
Rocket League and I. 
When it first popped 
into the OPM inbox many 
moons ago, smiling 

politely and ready to be reviewed, I felt 
an immediate bond form. It was car 
football! That’s a good thing. I said so in 
my review. In that same review, in the 
fateful pages of OPM #113, I postulated 
its short-term appeal and imminent 
obscurity. It would all be over by the 
end of the summer, I was fairly sure. 

And now here we are in 2017, Rocket 
League having made a stratospheric 
success of itself while I, the old and 
bitter writer, cry over my stale bread 
in the drain I inhabit. I’ve simply avoided 
the game and its obvious Phil-Was-
Wrong-ness since filing that review to 
avoid the sheer pain of losing face, but 
when this page comes calling, there’s 
simply no silencing it.

There are two equally bitter pains 
about diving back in two years later. 
The first and most inevitable is that 
everyone else on the multiplayer 
servers has two years of experience, 
and long ago graduated from the ‘just 
arsing about near the ball’ phase. 
People are capable of making bumper-
to-ball contact with the precision of a 
laser-guided David Beckham set-piece. 
People who aren’t me, that is.

And then there are the new modes, 
the DLC, the corporate endorsements 
Rocket League is dripping with. Oh, 
there’s a Deadmau5 hat, is there? And 
both ice hockey and basketball are now 
represented annoyingly well? Good 
for you, Rocket League. To the non-
madman, it’s all evidence of an evolving, 
beloved platform with the ability to 
punch out into mainstream culture. To 
me, it’s a towering monument to my 
shortsightedness. Ah well – at least I 
gave it an 8. Now if you’ll excuse me, I 
have a match to lose convincingly.

who?
Phil Iwaniuk 
reckoned Rocket 
League would be a 
fun but short-lived 
PSN hit when he 
reviewed it in issue 
113. Two years and 
six bazillion sales 
later, he’s not ready 
to eat humble pie.

Don’t like it. Never tried it. Every month we force 
one of our team to play their most feared game

■ Look at it – all cheerful and proud of itself, bursting with post-release support, and still enjoying an 
enormous player base. So conceited, that Rocket League. This very sight is vinegar in Phil’s eye.

RockEt 
LEaguE

RockeT League 
made a SucceSS of 
ITSeLf WhILe I 
INhabIT a dRaIN.

 DoN’t makE mE pLay! 

iNfo
pub PsyONIx
Dev PsyONIx
releaseD 2015
get it now PsN, 
£15.99

what?
a landmark moment 
in vehicular sports 
games, a Twitch 
phenomenon, and 
the best gIf fodder 
outside of a home for 
critically cute animals. 
It’s impossible not to 
love Rocket League 
– unless your hubris 
prevents it.
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injustice 2
Finally, the Batman vs Superman fight you wanted. 
This brilliant brawler has a strong central story, 
some astonishing animations, and controls that make 
it approachable for fighting newbies. Plus, the loot 
system is a stroke of genius. An unexpected delight.

street fighter V
Mechanically, this is as close to perfection as any 
fighter on console – everyone from hardcore fans 
to first-timers can grab a pad/fightstick and have 
serious fun. The launch game’s lean, but with free 
add-ons coming all the time, it keeps getting better.

the Last Of us remastered
This modern masterpiece just gets stronger with age, 
like a full-bodied stilton. A starkly brutal, emotionally 
honest take on the end of the world, Naughty Dog’s 
stealth shooter is quite simply one of the best games 
ever, even if this PS4 port doesn’t add much to it.

persOna 5
Atlus’ anime wonder dazzles thanks to its mix of 
friendship building, stylish dungeons, and speedy 
turn-based combat. Add a story oozing with 
darkness and taboo-busting confidence and you  
have the new gold standard for JRPGs on PS4.

the Witcher 3: WiLd hunt  
game Of the Year editiOn
The White Wolf’s epic journey is an RPG experience 
like no other on PS4. It’s been made even more 
spectacular with this gigantic pack stuffed with DLC, 
making this a must-have part of any gaming library.

hOrizOn zerO daWn
A staggeringly large world that condenses cracking 
combat, accessible systems, and uncut eye-candy 
into an action RPG that will please anyone. With Aloy, 
PlayStation might just have a new icon. Come for the 
robo-fights, stay for the exquisitely dense mythology.

bLOOdbOrne
With the finest third-person melee combat in gaming, 
drool-worthy art design and the most twisted 
monsters imaginable, this is a gorgeously Gothic 
must-have. The Old Hunters expansion adds enough 
nightmare fuel to make a Yharnam return essential.

resident eViL Vii: biOhazard
Capcom’s greatest series returns to terrifying 
form thanks to a trip to Louisiana to meet the Baker 
family, who stalk you around their mansion. While the 
second half of the game doesn’t match the intensity 
of the first, this is a must for any horror fan.

grand theft autO V
Laughing in the face of other cross-gen ports, GTA V 
on PS4 is more than just a mere HD remaster. Upped 
to a glorious 1080p, it weaves everything that made 
the PS3 original great, with new music, more dynamic 
weather, and a game-changing FPS mode.

metaL gear sOLid V:  
the phantOm pain
While retaining that distinct storytelling and sense of 
wonder that defines an MGS title, MGS V offers a level 
of freedom and creativity unheard of in any sandbox. 
Grand, majestic, and bittersweet, it’s an instant classic. 

the Last guardian
After a decade in development, Ueda’s PS4 debut is 
both a technical marvel and emotionally devastating. 
Trico’s mannerisms make it feel like a real creature – 
one we truly care about – while escaping The Nest is a 
captivating test. Some things are worth waiting for.
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1 uncharted 4: a thief’s end
Nathan Drake’s swansong is a daring evolution. It combines series-
defining set-pieces, quietly devastating storytelling beats, and sprawling 
levels that make you feel like a real-life explorer. This franchise finale 
retains its signature charm, with the wisecracks flowing as fast  
as the bullets, while the new characters each justify their inclusion.  
With an astonishing attention to detail, it’s Naughty Dog’s best yet. 

9

13

destinY:  
the cOmpLete cOLLectiOn
Bundling the base game and all four expansions 
(September’s Rise Of Iron included) into one bumper 
package, this is the most complete and moreishly 
satisfying shooter any PS4 owner could wish for.

dishOnOred 2  
This strong follow-up to one of PS3’s greatest mixes a 
creative skillset with impressive level design to create a 
Kaldwin-ning immersive sim. From the shifting rooms of 
The Clockwork Mansion to discovering how to link your 
powers, there’s near-endless scope for experimenting.

titanfaLL 2  
Respawn’s mech masterclass crashes onto 
PlayStation, bringing an inventive single-player story 
(including some of the finest levels ever to grace PS4) 
and a fluid multiplayer that rewards creative thinking. 
This is now the gold standard for pure shooters on PS4.

6

7

8
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dirt 4
This demanding racer doesn’t make any concessions 
to first timers – or old-school rally heads – but that 
only increases the thrill of victory. With the best 
moment-to-moment racing on PlayStation, don’t let 
the difficulty put you off another muddy classic.

Yakuza 0
By going back to the start of Kazuma Kiryu’s tale 
in the ’80s, the action-RPG series turns out its 
best entry yet. A new fighting system allows you to 
change styles on the fly. The perfect starting point 
for newbies, a resounding success for veterans.

dark sOuLs iii
Offering heady nostalgia for veterans, as well as one 
of PS4’s most well-realised worlds for first-timers, 
From Software’s masterpiece is one of PlayStation’s 
most rewarding challenges. It’s a fitting conclusion 
to a mesmerising and engrossing RPG treasure. 

tes V: skYrim speciaL editiOn
Last-gen’s best RPG gets a remaster that will shave 
months off your life all over again. All manner of 
graphical upgrades breathe new life into Tamriel, 
while bugs are a much rarer occurrence. Mod 
support’s sadly limited by Sony, but it’s still ace.

niOh
Using the story of William Adams as the basis for 
a mash-up of Japanese folklore and sadistically 
punishing combat, this bruising adventure will push 
your skills as far as possible, especially in the boss 
battles. A potential heir to the Dark Souls crown.

tekken 7
One of PlayStation’s superior scrappers goes back 
to basics. While geared more towards veterans, who 
will get a kick out of the silly story mode, the new 
Rage Art system helps newbies ease their way in 
with eye-poppingly pretty, and easy, special moves.

21 the Witness
The ultimate puzzle game? Thekla, Inc’s behemoth 
boasts one of PS4’s most stylishly inviting, and 
resolve-testing, worlds to explore. It then crams it  
so full of secrets that even the platinum isn’t the end 
of the adventure. It’s a true original. 

OVerWatch
PS4’s best multiplayer shooter bursts with colour, 
character, and charm. At its core, Overwatch is 
a pleasing mix of empowerment and teamwork, 
enhanced by a raucous roster. expect to become 
obsessed with landing Play Of The Game. Boop.

16
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inside
Six years in the making, the follow-up to Limbo is a 
harrowing adventure that resonates long after it’s 
finished. The 2D trek through an oppressive and 
dangerous world is crammed with cunning puzzles, 
horrifying deaths, and a stunning end sequence.

What remains Of edith finch  
An inventive and devastating story where you journey to 
the Finch family home and discover the fates of edith’s 
relatives. Simple and short, it’s perfectly paced. Those 
demises might not be pleasant, but you’ll have a hard 
time forgetting this beautiful walking simulator.

mafia ii
traditional family values, like organised 
crime, appeal to miriam mcdonald
Love films like The Godfather and Goodfellas? 
Who doesn’t? Playing as Vito Scaletta, 
discharged from the Army in 1945 and working 
his way up the ranks of the mob, should be 
irresistible. You go from stealing cars and raiding 
jewellery stores to drug dealing and contract 
killing, backed with a soundtrack of some of the 
coolest old tunes you could think of. 

catherine
ian dean follows the sheeple to embrace 
catherine one more time
If you’ve put 80 hours into Persona 5 and still 
need a J-gaming fix, Catherine should be your 
drug of choice. The game offers the age-old 
conundrum: do you stay with your girlfriend 
Katherine or ditch her for the new beauty, 
Catherine. It may sound like Hollyoaks but is in 
fact a slick 3D block-puzzler with a moral heart; 
puzzles are played out in your dreams.

We mine the library for gold. This 
month: ps3 games on ps now
P I C K  # 1

P I C K  # 2

P I C K  # 3

You Go from STeALInG 
CArS AnD rAIDInG SToreS To 
ConTrACT KILLInG.

■ The choices you make will affect whether you stay faithful to 
your girlfriend, or get involved with her enigmatic name-alike.

bubbling undER  

alternative picks

red dead redemptiOn 
herding cows and clearing out gang 
hideouts will never get old for ben tyrer
rockstar’s open world western is arguably the 
GTA developer’s most enduring game thanks 
to its distinctive setting and likeable lead. At its 
heart, it’s a love letter to a genre long-forgotten. 
Whether you’re trekking on horseback across 
new Austin, trying to survive saloon shootouts or 
just hunting out in the wild, you always feel like 
the hero of your own Sergio Leone flick. 



Resident evil vii: biohazaRd
Can you can go eye-to-eye with the Bakers? Playing 
in VR raises the tension to almost unbearable levels 
and has gameplay benefits such as face-aiming, 
which makes shooting a lot easier. A brilliant example 
of how VR can improve already great games. 

7

8

keep talking and  
nobody explodes
Who knew bombs could bring people together? With 
one headsetted Defuser, and as many Experts as you 
can fit around a 23-page manual, no other VR game 
comes close for inclusive, endless multiplayer fun.

statik
Saw meets Portal in this fantastic puzzler. It makes 
ingenious use of the DualShock 4 by giving every 
button a specific function. You’ll need to use them 
all to free your hands from the strange box in which 
they’re trapped. An intriguing concept done well.

staR WaRs battlefRont 
Rogue one: x-Wing vR Mission
Climbing into the cockpit of an X-wing is one of the 
most potent bits of wish-fulfilment on PS VR. It may 
only be 15 minutes long, but this free Star Wars 
Battlefront DLC is a magical portal into the movies.

thuMpeR
Make no mistake: the brave chrome beetle gave Rez 
a run for its money for our top spot. Hurtling down 
a violently kaleidoscopic track, pounding notes and 
scraping round corners is exquisitely tough – and the 
manic magic is enhanced and perfected in PS VR. 

Rigs: Mechanized coMbat 
league
Mech-suited, shooter b-ball where you dunk yourself 
through the hoop? It might sound goofy, but it’s PS 
VR’s most elegant team sport. Potential nausea 
aside, this is the future of competitive gaming.

2

staR tRek: bRidge cReW
Mixes the fanboy fantasy of nestling in the Captain’s 
chair (or taking control of the helm, weapons, or 
engineering section) on a USS starship with the 
strongest co-op experience on PS VR. This is Star 
Trek’s finest hour on PlayStation.

5

3

4

6

WeReWolves Within
An ingenious mix of party game and paranoia-fuelled 
investigation, your group needs to chat to identify 
which of you is the werewolf. Getting the right mix of 
chums is essential, but you won’t even notice the full 
moon rising as you figure out who is the monster.

gnog
This puzzler doesn’t require PS VR to play, but hugely 
benefits from it. Giant floating heads hide gentle 
conundrums, and only by probing them can you 
discover their secrets. A vivid art style makes this 
already lovely treat feel all the more vibrant.

tuMble vR
With its sassy robot, pinpoint-accurate motion-
tracking and block-stacking brainteasers, the virtual 
reality version of the PS3 physics puzzler is utterly 
absorbing. Multiple modes including lasers, mines 
and ticking timers make it PS VR’s smartest entry.

playstation vR WoRlds
The demo disc that ate all the other demo discs and 
absorbed their power. This impeccably crafted (but 
occasionally puke-inducing) five-game variety show 
has you pull off heists and go face-to-face with 
sharks in some of VR’s most immersive experiences.

10

11 the playRooM vR
No-one can resist a freebie, least of all when it’s this 
adorable. The Playroom robots return in a multiplayer 
mini-game collection designed for all, besting many 
premium titles with its quality. (Play ace platformer 
Robot Rescue; pray for a full-length sequel.)

faRpoint
The sci-fi shooter is a brilliant showcase for the 
PS Aim controller, a versatile bit of kit that makes 
the satisfying range of weapons feel weighty and 
real. The game matches it, with a strong story and 
challenging co-op providing PS VR with its best FPS.

12

9 batMan: aRkhaM vR
Not only is the training mission an unparalleled 
exercise in wish fulfilment (Wayne Manor! The 
Batcave! Batarangs!) but the defiantly sharp, if 
short, campaign is the epilogue to Arkham Knight we 
needed and deserved. Bats off to you, Rocksteady.

15
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Rez infinite
Fifteen years after the original’s release, the psychedelic rhythm 
rail shooter has achieved its final form. In PS VR, creator Tetsuya 
Mizuguchi’s vision becomes reality, the glittering polygonal trance-
world and pounding techno inspiring total synaesthesia within you. Its 
crowning achievement? New level Area X, powerful enough to bring 
players to tears. Deserving of its name, this is a truly timeless title.



Final Fantasy X/X-2 HD 
RemasteR
Two examples of JRPG royalty, lovingly 
restored to their former glory for your 
portable pleasure. Their new touch 
controls are – gasp! – a welcome addition. 

GRavity RusH
Use a gravity-defying cat to break the 
laws of physics and zoom across the 
skies of a floating steampunk city. With 
stylish comic-book looks and a sassy 
heroine, this is a rush to remember.

metal GeaR soliD  
HD collection
Two of PlayStation’s finest adventures 
scale down beautifully, with enough 
cutscenes to fill a transatlantic flight. 
Even less excuse not to play, then.

cRypt oF tHe 
necRoDanceR 
Take Guitar Hero and Spelunky, then 
whack them in a blender. You’ll get this 
gem, with its addictive soundtrack and 
moreish rhythm-action monster-slaying.

peRsona 4: GolDen
This thoughtful and unique JRPG epic 
gives you another stab at high school  
– only this time with intrigue and 
superpowers instead of nerves, acne,  
and an unpredictable vocal register.

2

14

13

15

9

spelunKy
With more than a subtle nod of its fedora 
to a certain whip-wielding Dr Jones, 
Spelunky’s procedurally generated 
dungeons and platformer/roguelike 
mashup shines brightest on PS Vita.

10

steins;Gate
This mind-bending, tongue-in-cheek 
visual novel takes something as simple  
as a mobile phone and turns it into a time-
travelling extravaganza that’s fit to 
bursting with comedy and drama. 

velocity 2X
A ludicrously enjoyable puzzle/platformer 
hybrid that should come with a health 
warning. So joyous is the side-scroller’s 
twin-stick teleporting, there’s a danger 
you’ll smile your face clean off the bone.

4

Downwell
There’s an engrossing simplicity that 
powers Moppin’s surprise hit. All you can 
do is move left and right and fire your 
gunboots, yet hours later, we still can’t 
turn it off. Fair to say it’s gone down well.

uncHaRteD:  
GolDen abyss
Drake proves he’s just as adept at 
adventuring on the go. A prequel story 
plump with classic jungle action, and 
crammed full of typical Uncharted charm.

Hotline miami 
Part puzzler, part top-down  
murder-‘em-up that’s as brutal as almost 
anything else on PlayStation. It’s hard but 
never frustrating, with instant restarts 
and lightning-fast gameplay.

6

8

littlebiGplanet
Sackboy’s back, smaller but just as 
lovable as ever. His platforming antics 
work perfectly on Vita, and the new 
control inputs complement the level 
creator brilliantly. Also: d’awwww.

supeR meat boy!
The new music doesn’t match up to the 
classic tunes, but Meat Boy’s long-
awaited PlayStation debut is the finest, 
fleshiest twitch platformer of all. An 
essential, thumb-destroying masterpiece.

5

7

Rayman leGenDs
Rather than losing its lustre on the  
move to PS Vita, Ray’s second slice of 
sumptuous side-scrolling is even better 
on handheld. Touchscreen gestures make 
this fine platformer all the sweeter.

3

11

12

113
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YOUr EVErY NEED FOr ON-thE-gO gOODNESS 

 pS VItA hAll OF FAmE
teaRaway
Peerless crafty platforming from Media Molecule, 
this time using PS Vita’s raft of touchscreen/
touchpad controls to surprise and delight you in 
new ways for hours on end. Full of whimsy, charm, 
and enough personality to put most games to shame, 
Tearaway’s papercraft world remains Vita’s most vibrant title. 
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Parting sh t

Mardi Gras Madness
Fighting through the crowd in Hitman: Blood Money

Celebrating PlayStation’s finest moments

Ah, Mardi Gras in New 
Orleans. Young, drunk 
Americans staggering 
through the streets. 

Bluesy bars pumping out music. 
International assassins attempting 
to end the life of a politician, while 
dressed as crows. Add contract 
killer Agent 47 to the mix and 
you’ve got a party.

But let’s rewind a little to those 
crowds filling the streets. One of 
the most technically impressive 
moments in Blood Money sees 
an entire district almost overrun 
with bustling bodies. One of 47’s 
objectives is to track a courier, 

who’s wearing a bright red bird 
costume, through the unaware 
partying crowd. The problem is 
there are just so many bodies 
to push past. Even though he’s 
wearing a conspicuous disguise, 
it’s hard not to feel a slight panic 
when your mark seems to all but  
disappear in the sea of milling 
party goers.

The first time you play, it’s 
hard not to admire IO’s efforts 
at getting such a vibrant scene 
running on the mature PS2 
hardware, as each street you walk 
down is overflowing with drunken 
revellers. The fact that when 

you get off the street, there’s 
the usual meticulous level design 
that hurls tonnes of murderous 
possibilities at you serves to make 
this level feel special in a game full 
of brilliant moments. 

Add on some of the more grimly 
funny targets to take out – every 
person you’re hired to kill is 
wearing a skin-tight bird outfit – 
and it’s an endlessly replayable 
level whether you’re a silent 
assassin or gun-loving murderer. 

Still, with so many partying 
bodies to get through, best of luck 
if you fancy shooting your way out 
of this one. ■
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P r e s e n t s

t h e  u lt i m at e  P s 4 
P h o t o  m o d e  g u i d e

Games have come a long way 
from the challenge of 
outrunning ghosts in pill-filled 

mazes. On PS4 the ultimate kudos 
comes not from snagging top spot 
on a high score table but snapping a 
hot shot in Driveclub, or posing Aloy 
for a portrait. Photo modes are king.

In this special mini-mag we’ll take 
you through how to get more from 
your console’s best photo modes, 
including the new tools in Hellblade’s 
snapping system. Plus, professional 
screen-grabber Duncan Harris offers 
his advice to composing better shots. 
So, turn the page and start snapping.
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Words by Ian Dean, Miriam McDonald
Design by Milford Coppock, Alvin Weetman

Cover Image by Duncan Harris
Special thanks to DICE’s Petri Levälahti

Got  
a shot?

Send us your best snaps 
and we’ll print them!

Email: opm@futurenet.com
Twitter: @OPM_UK
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ReadeR galleRy

reader 
gallery
Get inspired with our readers’  
favourite photo mode shots 

i n f o
Name TJ Marinelli
TwiTTer @MrTJ_808
“The Prison in Uncharted 4 
set itself up perfectly for its 
amazing photo mode, and for 
me this shot depicted prison 
life perfectly.”

i n f o
Name richard Mooney
TwiTTer @MaUrice_ii
“The sudden colour difference 
in the Seattle sky really strikes 
me, it’s both hellish and cold at 
the same time.”
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ReadeR galleRy

i n f o
Name MaTT davidSon
web n/a
“i really love the sombre 
expression on Joel’s face  
here – a man full of pain.  
it’s beautifully crafted by 
naughty dog.”

i n f o
Name nicole hall
TwiTTer @gaMerSSdelighT
“i love how it captures 
the tranquil beauty of this 
gorgeous, more aesthetic 
chapter of Uncharted 4.”
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ReadeR galleRy

i n f o
Name nick baker
web biT.ly/nickbaker
“Photo mode is such a big part 
of gaming for myself, it offers 
us the chance to show off 
our creative side. it spawned 
a new breed of player.” 
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ReadeR galleRy
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ReadeR galleRy

i n f o
Name SebaSTien bernard
TwiTTer @lorSTeibel
“Watchdogs 2 is interesting 
because of the care that is 
given to the transcription 
of the lively San Francisco 
lifestyle.”
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ReadeR galleRy

i n f o
Name M Farrell
TwiTTer UTio@STabbed_JaWa
“i like the way they’re silhouetted 
against the landscape, and the 
way nate’s looking at her. Two 
people in love sharing an epic 
adventure.”

i n f o
Name chloË haWkinS
iNsTagram  
@TearSTodiaMondS
“i really like this image because 
it’s a really good wallpaper to 
use straight from the game.”
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expert tips

wa l k t h ro u g h

F ines s e  your 
Hel l bl a de  s Ho t s
The latest photo mode to land on 

playstation 4 can be found in 
the maddening delights of Ninja 

theory’s Hellblade. it has unique 
filters and effects that will get your 
creative juices flowing, and the 
mode’s been subtly tweaked to 
encourage you to use it in new ways.

There’s a classical, artistic train of 
thought running through these tools 

that will enable you to break your 
shots away from the ‘capture reality’ 
approach of other games’ photo 
modes. If you’re a war photographer 
in Battlefield 1, in Hellblade you’re an 
artist. From suggestive splashes of 
colour to a tool that creates the 
dappling effect of an Expressionist’s 
brush, Hellblade is primed to take 
photo modes in a new direction.
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Hellblade masterclass
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expert tips

>

02 using grading
Once you have a shot you’re happy with you can further alter the mood 

it conveys by dipping into the Grading options, which allow you to change the 
colour balance of the photo. Film Stock is a quick way to boost the blacks and 
add grain, while the likes of Biorange, Crisp Winter, and Schindler (drops colour 
apart from reds) are easy ways to set a consistent palette.

01 ToTal movemenT
Unlike most other games’ photo modes, Hellblade enables you to move the 

camera wherever you wish on the axis of the character, but crucially free from 
the character’s position. Control is easy and assigned to the thumbsticks, 
enabling you to really explore the environment for the most impressive, evocative 
shots. The two screens here were taken at opposite ends of the game’s opening 

level, and offer very different subject matter. Despite the similarities in tone and 
colour, they have very different moods too: the gaping ‘mouth’ of the structure in 
the background of the first lends it a more threatening, ominous feel, whereas 
the mountains in the second means you have more of a sensation of freedom 
waiting for you beyond the spike-ridden water.

04 when To focus
Using Focus in Hellblade can be a little trickier than in other games.  

It feels more subtle and the results can take longer to achieve. It’s more akin to 
proper photography. Basically, Aperture controls the field of focus, Exposure the 
amount of light entering the camera lens, and Focal Distance brings into focus 
areas of the frame. The key is getting used to moving the camera once these 

have been set to achieve an interesting shot. In the image here we’ve pulled 
Senua into focus, and the background is blurred, but we’ve tilted the camera to 
then bring her eyes into focus and fade her head away from the viewer’s gaze 
for a more evocative shot. Eye contact is one of the most powerful things in a 
photo, so if anything is sharp, make sure it’s your subject’s peepers.

03 experimenT wiTh roll
Later in this supplement our pro photo moder Duncan Harris suggests 

using camera tilts and rolls sparingly. However, in a game like Hellblade you can 
use Roll combined with Zoom and Focal Distance to pick out interesting texture 
detail in the game’s world. In this screen we’ve zoomed in on a door, rolled the 
camera 90 degrees and focused on the Norse carvings.

>
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Hellblade masterclass

07 snap like caravaggio
If you want to give your shots a look reminiscent of Caravaggio’s 

chiaroscuro technique – strong contrasts between light and dark – the Depth 
tool (on the Vignette menu) is your weapon of choice. It’s like casting a high-beam 
light on a small section of the scene to pull out detail and leave everything else in 
darkness. Use with Film Stock (found in Grading) for a stronger image.

09 harness melT
Sat inside the Effects menu is the Melt tool. This offers great scope to 

affect your shots in creative ways. Using the sliders you can merge texture 
detail across the model, like a rough blur. Like Focus, you can affect different 
plains of the shot, front to back, for some interesting results. Here we’ve used 
Melt to choppily merge colour and details for a loose, Expressionistic style.

05 flaTTen for effecT
Hidden in the Effects menu is the Flatten option. This can be a useful tool 

to take your shots up a notch. It essentially flattens all the light sources in the 
scene, to enable the texture detail to sharpen. In the shot here we’ve used it to 
pull out the texture detail hidden in the background of the raw scene as well as 
using it with the Focus tools to separate foreground from background.

06 play wiTh edge deTecTion
The strength of Hellblade’s photo mode lays with its Effects modifiers. 

One fun one to experiment with is Edge Detection, which throws a white glow 
around edges of models in the scene. In the shot we’ve pulled Senua from her 
background, played with Focus, and added Edge Detection. It’s one of those tools 
that, when used with restraint, can result in some unique shots.

08 frame The shoT
Talking of the Vignette menu, Hellblade pushes this standard tool up a 

gear with the addition of sliders. You can use the Crop slider to create fat or thin 
borders either horizontally or vertically. The Ellipsis tool creates a fisheye frame 
that can be scaled and its edges feathered using two sliders. Whichever you 
choose, the Vignette options will add extra drama into the shot.

10 playing wiTh shaTTer
The final, and quite strange, tool to play with is Shatter (on the Effects 

menu). It will break apart the geometry of a scene to create abstract patterns. 
Using the sliders you can pull the foreground from the background, and alter the 
size of the geometry affected. Combined with Zoom, Roll, Aperture, and Focal 
Distance you can merge the geometry to create abstract, painterly shots.

>
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duncan harris

i n f O
Name duncan harris
Web deadendthrills.com
harris has a background in software 
engineering and videogames 
journalism, giving him an in-depth 
knowledge of games from both a 
developer’s and player’s angle.

T he
p S 4
p RO

Meet Duncan Harris, 
the man behind the 
slick pre-release 
screenshots that had 
you salivating for Rime, 
Hellblade, and more

M
onths before any of us get 
our hands on a game, 
screenshots of sweeping 
vistas or frantic action 
will be feeding our desire 

to play it, to explore that landscape 
or land those punches for ourselves.

Enter Duncan Harris, probably the 
best-known screenshotter in the 
world. Developers like Bethesda and 
Square Enix turn to him before a 
game’s release, because he’ll take the 
shots that make us hungry to play. But 
whereas most of us are content with 
in-game photo modes, Harris often 
has to hack into the code using debug 
tools, freezing monsters, and posing 
characters, in order to capture the very 
essence of the gameplay. But, he says, 
he’s no photographer…
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interview

OPm: What’s your background.  
Do you have a design background, 
for example?
Duncan Harris: I don’t have a design 
background outside of a few 
hobbies. I studied 
writing and then 
software engineering 
at university, and 
worked for several years 
at Edge magazine writing 
reviews and 
features. Some 
of my heroes 
growing up 
wrote about 
games for a living, 
so there’s no 
coincidence there, 
though plenty of luck. 

I’ve always liked beautiful 
things, though, and that 
includes logic. I find coding  
very therapeutic, but to see that 
interact with art is what makes 
videogames fascinating. I bristle at 
talk of how important games are, but 
they are magical.

OPm: Do you remember your first 
great screen grab?
DH: No, not really. Whatever it was, it 
would have a been a shot where the 
power of a still image really added 
something beyond what a game is 
normally capable of. The imagination 
plays a much greater role when 
looking at stills, and the scrutiny is so 
much higher, so a shot that somehow 
returns a person’s gaze, gives them 
something back, is what I’d consider 
great. Ultimately that’s a credit to the 
game more than anything.

OPm: How did you turn taking screen 
grabs into a profession? Who are 
your clients and what is a typical  
job for you?
DH: Screenshots were part of my 

profession before 
they became my 

profession, so 
there’s some 

serendipity there. I 
wrote about games at a 

time when taking screenshots 
– the right, illustrative 
screenshots – was important. 
That was also when real-time 

3D was starting to create 
games that stretched beyond 
what players were expected to 

see while playing them, whether 
that was nuances of animation or 
unseen corners of the worlds. I started 
a blog trying to document those 
things in screenshots, also 
incorporating things like mods on PC.

Not long after that, the whole idea 
of cultivating fan communities really 
took off, which meant publishers 

suddenly needed content, these  
little artefacts they could put online. 
That got me industry work on a  
few titles – this was almost ten years 
ago now – and the logical next step 
was to see if I could save some people 
some money by doing pre-release 
shots as well.

There’s a distinction to be made 
there, though. Industry shots are a 
totally different thing to whatever else 
I’d done before, and so the coding 

“A ShOT ThAT 
ReTuRnS A peRSOn’S 
gAze iS whAT i’d 
cOnSideR gReAT.”
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duncan harris

harris is a big fan of horizon: 
Zero dawn, though he did say 
on twitter that on Ps4 Pro the 
photo mode had a “bounding 
sphere the size of a coffin.”
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interview

harris’ comments on 
the original photo mode 
for no Man’s sky led to 
big improvements in  
the following update.
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duncan harris

background, together with the 
experience of dealing with publishers 
and developers for magazines, became 
ever more important.

There’s no typical job, really, any 
more than there’s a typical game 
production. The tools are different; 
the engines are different; the 
platforms are often different; 
the genres and fictions are 
different; the art directors 
and brand managers are 
different; the dozens of 
things that go wrong – 
and they will go wrong – 
are different. That’s the job, 
then: to make sure everyone’s 
happy despite everything.

OPm: Is it possible to get great 
shots by just using games’  
built-in photo modes, with no 
Photoshop trickery?
DH: First thing to say there is that 
Photoshop is grossly overestimated. 
The only times I’ve ever used it 
professionally were to fix things that 
broke because, well, that’s 
development. I never use it for 
anything on the website because it 
simply doesn’t make things look 
better – or at least it’s no substitute 
for good lighting and composition. 
Whacking the equivalent of an 
Instagram filter on a shot is lazy more 
than it’s deceitful.

Tools are important, though. It 
takes all the tools of game 
development itself to manufacture the 
more impressive industry screenshots. 
That process itself isn’t unethical: 
games simply aren’t presentable at the 
point where publishers and platform 
holders start marketing them. Games 
announced at E3 need a full suite of 

materials for their 
first-party store pages 

there and then, while the 
games themselves are held 

together with sticky tape. 
How the tools are used is 

where ethics come in: given  
a game’s assets, do you build 

what players will see or what a 
marketing department wants to 

show? Thankfully, I’ve only been 
asked for the latter once, and that 

was a long time ago.
I wish I could say that photo modes 

alone produce the goods, but a lot of 
the time they don’t. Generally 
speaking, they’re toys rather than 
tools. A lot of artificial restrictions are 
placed on them to ensure the game 
stays within its tested boundaries, 
especially on console where RAM is 
very limited. Vanity’s another factor: 
some publishers and developers don’t 
want you screenshotting mesh 
clipping and low-LOD assets, so your 

fun with the camera stops barely a few 
feet from where you’d normally be 
looking anyway.

OPm: Do you use typical photography 
techniques when you’re creating 
your game grabs?
DH: Inevitably there’s an overlap: 
colour theory, rules of composition, 

“i neveR uSe 
phOTOShOp fOR 
AnyThing On  
The webSiTe.”
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readability, painting with light – a lot 
of that is more healthily described as 
just ‘having a good eye’. It’s a fallacy, 
though, to think that a good 
photographer is a natural screenshotter 
and vice-versa. I’m a terrible 
photographer, and that’s because I 
don’t know a camera any more than a 
traditional photographer knows a game 
engine, game limitations, and how to 
mitigate one using the other.

OPm: How did the photo mode in  
No man’s Sky’s Pathfinder update 
come about?
DH: They advertised a ‘photo mode’ in 
their Foundation update which turned 
out to be nothing more than a toggle 
for the HUD. I made a big song and 
dance about this in the direction of an 
ex-Hello Games friend of mine, and 
whether through that or coincidence, I 
got a call from Sean. I gave them a 
pretty comprehensive design doc with 
UI mockups, all the menu options, etc, 
and was pretty stunned when it 
appeared in game almost to the letter. 
I can’t credit them enough for how 
receptive they were to the whole thing.

OPm: What do you think makes a good 
photo mode? Or prevents one from 
being very good?
DH: This bleeds into the last question 
a bit, because one of the big 
conversations we had about No Man’s 
Sky was the bounding sphere of the 
camera. This is where almost all photo 

modes get it wrong: how you control 
the camera, and how far you can move 
it. Put simply, the more a photo mode 
diverges from the debug camera tools 
already used in development, the 
worse it gets.

There are a lot of legitimate reasons 
when you’re talking about consoles, 
where moving the camera and 
adjusting field of view can jeopardise 
how a game is optimised: how it culls 
geometry and scales detail, animation, 
and so on. Games are meticulously 
QA’d and that can’t just go out the 
window for the sake of a photo mode, 
so the photo mode suffers.

That kind of compromise shouldn’t 
be taken lightly, though. It’s a major 
quality of life issue, which is why we 
ended up doubling the bounding 
sphere for No Man’s Sky. And guess 

what, people love that photo mode.  
A big part of that was also giving 

people lighting control, which in a 
game with as many different 

nights and days as No Man’s 
Sky is critical.

Any technology that 
affects a game’s look is an 
opportunity when 
controlled by a player, and 
a potential problem when 
it can’t be. That’s it, 
really: leave vanity at the 
door and give players 
everything that you, as a 
developer, would expect  

        to use yourself.

“we ended up 
dOubling The 
bOunding SpheRe 
fOR nO mAn’S Sky.”
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duncan harris

Batman: arkham Knight’s 
open world gave harris an 
incredible version of Gotham 
to capture, as well as the 
city’s ever-popular residents.
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to get shots as good as 
these in wipeout: Omega 
collection you’re going 
to need to relegate 
winning to second place.
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OPm: Is this common 
knowledge, or are you 
also developing bespoke 
processes and tech?
DH: It’s not developing bespoke 
tech so much as reverse-engineering 
existing tech for greater control. I 
wouldn’t be able to motivate myself  
to do something so fundamentally 
trivial as this if it were never more 
than tourism, which is all that photo 
modes often allow.

With pretty much any game I’ll use 
a debugger to map out and control 
instructions and regions of memory 
affecting how the game looks – how 
its technology behaves. The post-
processing component, for example, 
controls things like depth of field, 
bloom, tonemapping, camera noise, 
and colour grading. And sometimes 
you’re doing that to remove rather 
than add things, for example 
chromatic aberration or any image-
distorting ‘filmic’ effects. You’ll never 
get an image that truly pops if you’re 
working with blurry pixels.

Other stuff I’ll often go for is fog 
control, which can be vital for 
separating foreground and background, 
and even control of character meshes 
and physics properties while the game 
is paused, which was crucial to the 
recent Street Fighter V shots.

OPm How important are game 
sharing tools, like photo modes? and 
how have they changed how we 
share and experience games?
DH: They’re certainly important or 
they wouldn’t be commanding the 
time it takes to include and test them. 
The question is for whom are they 
important? Are they truly creative 
tools, are they little more than 
volunteer PR, or somewhere in 

between? I’d say it’s the last of those. 
Most photo modes are structured to 
create fairly generic publicity shots, 
albeit it at consumer-end resolution 
and detail. But people love using them 
and sharing the results, and you can’t 
begrudge anything that wrings more 
out of games that take so much time 
and talent to produce. You’ll often see 
game artists thank people who share 
screenshots of their models, textures, 
characters or environments, so that’s 
your importance right there. 

“yOu’ll OfTen See 
gAme ARTiSTS ThAnk 
peOple whO ShARe 
ScReenShOTS.”
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expert tips

H O W  T O…
K eep  you r  s h o t s  r e a d a b l e

“What’s the monkey doing with that 
trumpet full of beans? Oh wait, it’s Gran 
Turismo.” This scenario is unacceptable. 
No-one should be asking who or what on 
their second or third glance. Use the 

thumbnail test: see how small you can 
make your shot before it’s unintelligible. 
(The smaller the better, obviously.)

In this example from Middle-Earth: 
Shadow Of Mordor, the light draws the 

eye to Lithariel, a contrasting 
background makes it clear she’s not 
giving the orc a haircut, and the 
ridiculous number of other orcs 
becomes a useful framing tool.

expert tip

024
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W h a t  W e  s a i d

“A CAvE-TrOLL-STrONG fANTASy ThAT 
ANChOrS ThE SpIrIT Of ThE fILMS TO A 
brILLIANTLy ExECUTEd ENEMy SySTEM.” 

dave meikleHam

middle-earth: 
shadow of mordor

One Ranger to rule (and gut) them all
Pub WArNEr brOS dev MONOLITh prOdUCTIONS reviewed OpM #103, 8/10
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jIm dIGrIz

G
ran Turismo 3 was the 
game that gave Jim diGriz 
the photo mode bug. His 
passion has since left the 
track to include grabbing 

artistic shots from games as varied 
as Mad Max’s epic spaces and 
Uncharted 4, where he looks for the 
“Drake-ness” in the scene. We catch 
up with diGriz to learn a trick or 
two capturing Nate’s best angle.

OPM: You clearly like Driveclub. What 
do you like about its photo mode?
Jim diGriz: Apart from the fine details 
the cars and bikes were rendered in, I 
love the dynamic qualities to weather 
and sky, and, of course, the trackside 
environment such as wind, litter, 
balloons, leaves, flags, and smoke. 
What is best for me, though, is the 
versatility of its functionality. A picture 
can be made to be very different, 
depending on what functions you 
choose to emphasise the image with.

OPM: How long do you spend trying 
to get the perfect shot?
JD: Actually, I’m a lot sloppier than I 
should be. I’ve seen some shots that 
other gamers have taken that are so 
perfect – yet I’m happy if I catch a 
dynamic, unusual moment. I suppose 
after taking so many pictures I have a 
kind of feeling for which angle, depth 
of field and filter would suit the image 
best. I’d say I spend between three and 
five minutes per decent shot, taking 
several support images from similar 
angles or using a different filter/
approach. From those, I’ll choose 
which one works best.

OPM: Do you have a favourite game 
photo mode and why?
JD: So far, Driveclub has been my 

T he 
gr a nd 

T our

Jim diGriz reveals why 
being trackside always 
inspires him, and why 
getting distracted is 
par for the course for 
a great game photo

i n f o
NaMe Jim DiGriz
Web bit.ly/Jim_DiGriz
like a lot of screenshotters, deGriz 
was lured in by PlayStation’s 
mouthwateringly shiny supercars – 
but he’s just as adept at capturing the 
spirit of our favourite heroes.
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favourite for its versatility, though 
Mad Max and Horizon: Zero Dawn are 
very close contenders, both for 
different reasons. Mad Max has a truly 
epic draw distance and Horizon: Zero 
Dawn gives you the ability to cycle 
through a full 24 hours. Infamous: 
Second Son has a stupendous range of 
photo mode options; the only problem 
is its tendency to go into photo mode 
mid-action due to the function 
placement. Uncharted 4, with its 
luscious colours and textures, 
shouldn’t be forgotten. The UI can 
take a while to get used to but it can 
bear great fruit. Last but not least 
would be the remastered WipEout: 
Omega Collection, great for its visceral 
feeling of speed.

OPM: What advice can you give?
JD: Something taught to me at art 
school: move around the subject, if 
possible, until you find an angle or 
juxtaposition of shapes or light and 
dark (the basics of image composition) 
that ‘feels right’ to you. There’s also 
another trick called ‘negative space’, 
which is everything else not a part of 
the focal group and how that balances 
against the subject. Usually they are 
separated by tone or light and 
darkness; a strong negative space can 
be as important as the rest of the 
composition. What I personally look 
for is getting an image that’s different 
from everyone else’s.

OPM: Do you take inspiration from 
photography and photo techniques?
JD: I took basic photography during 
art foundation at college but haven’t 
really kept up with it since. I do 
appreciate a lot of photography, and 
must have subconsciously absorbed 
things like light and dark balance, 
especially in black-and-white pictures.

OPM: Do you stop a game if you spot 
something that could make a shot?
JD: Absolutely. With some that’s 
luckily not needed, like Driveclub and 
Gran Turismo 5 or 6 with its ability to 
save replays. For most games, though, 
I’m forever getting in a pickle as I get 
distracted by something that has 
caught my attention and I enter photo 
mode to try to capture it. I have to 
then get out of trouble once back into 
the game – not always easy. I’m in the 

process of playing through Uncharted 
4 again, fully utilising the slow-motion 
modifier and with the foreknowledge 
of what’s coming next to help set up a 
great shot.

OPM: What would your key tips be to 
taking shots in Uncharted 4?
JD: First, balance action and beauty in 
the scene – these are the essence of 
the Uncharted games. Second, move 
around to find the best angle possible. 
Third, experiment with focal distance 
plus depth of field for some artistic 
blurring. Fourth: choose the right filter 
for the location and moment. Lastly, 
look for the Drake-ness in the picture, 
his humour, typical movements. Even 
if you’re not focused on him, make it 
an unmistakable Uncharted picture.

OPM: Is there a knack for knowing 
when and where to use a filter?
JD: I think it’s a personal preference. 
You do get a feel for when a particular 

filter could be best, though, especially 
if you spend a good deal of time with 
each particular game’s photo mode; 
you become familiar with its quirks.

OPM: Is there a file format you’d 
recommend, such as .png?
JIM: I definitely like .png for its 
lossless quality aspect – I was happy 
when that update came to the PS4.

OPM: What’s next for you?
JIM: That’s easy: Gran Turismo Sport. 
I have a feeling of excitement 
whenever I see an update about it. 
Gran Turismo 5 was the start of my 
photo mode obsession and Gran 
Turismo 6 only strengthened that 
feeling. I also like the look of Gravel by 
Milestone now that they have the 
Unreal 4 game engine. Their photo 
modes have been limited in the past 
but are improving apace. Of course, I 
still have a few other games already at 
home to explore such as The Order: 
1886 and MXGP3 for some crazy dirt 
bike drama. 

“acTion and beauTy 
are The essence  
of uncharTed.”
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mad max’s incredible 
draw distances caught 
deGriz’s eye – resulting 
in him creating these 
intense game shots.
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H O W  T O…
o b e y  t h e  ru l e 
o f  t h ir d s

You shouldn’t obey it all the 
time, perhaps, but it’s not 
called a rule for nothing. 
Basically, divide your subject 
into nine sections, and you 
want to have something of 
interest where the sections 
meet, or use the grid to 
offset the main focal point. 
Understand its use in just 
about any visual composition, 
and keep it at the back of 
your mind until it becomes 
instinctive. The fact is that 

everyone understands the 
rule of thirds to some 
fundamental degree; even if 
they’ve never heard of it, 
they’ll sense the loss of 
power in your shot if your 
subject is simply centred, or 
your composition lazy.

In this image from Abzû 
(right), we see the rule of 
thirds applied vertically. A 
horizontal example would be 
the scene from Spec Ops: 
The Line (below).

expert tip
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W h a t  W e  s a i d

“An UndOUBTedLY cApTIvATIng 
experIence ThAT hAS SOme Of 

The STrOngeST ArT deSIgn  
On pLAYSTATIOn 4.”  

david HOugHTOn

abzû
At the bottom of the beautiful briny sea…

Pub 505 gAmeS Dev gIAnT SQUId RevieweD Opm #127, 8/10 
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RafaŁ ludeRa

i n f o
Name rafaŁ ludera
Web 23rl23.imgur.com 

ludera goes by the name rl_23 
online and can be found on gTPlanet. 
He has a passion for photography, 
videogames, cars, and motorsports.

m a k ing 
t he  c a r 

a  s ta r

You may never see 
many supercars for 
real, but as Rafał 
Ludera proves, that’s 
no barrier to taking 
fantastic shots of them

C
ar photography is a 
specialised art – all those 
shiny, reflective surfaces 
prove a real, but often 
addictive challenge to 

anyone wielding a camera. Given 
how beautifully recreated cars are  
in some current-gen racing games, 
it’s no surprise that capturing  
them in photo mode can be every  
bit as captivating.

Rafał Ludera knows that all too well: 
superb shots from games like Gran 
Turismo are his forte. Whether it’s the 
perfect details or the excitement of 
racing, he captures it all with photo 
mode. We can’t wait to see what he’ll 
come up with once Gran Turismo 
Sport is in his hands. For now, let’s 
read how he achieves his shots…
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inteRview

OPm: How long have you been using 
game photo modes and taking shots?
Rafał Ludera: I’ve been using game 
photo modes since Gran Turismo 4 on 
PlayStation 2. It was my first game 
with the option to take pictures. It 
gave me hours of fun, and from that 
time I was addicted to virtual 
photography. Thanks to games I’m able 
to take pictures of cars, places, persons 
and situations that are out of reach in 
the real world.

OPm: What inspires you to take a 
great shot from a game?
RL: I’m inspired mostly by real-life 
photography. I’m taking rally and car 
event pictures, so I try to use some 
solutions learned from them in photo 
mode. Besides motorsport I’m doing 
photos of many things like the sky, 
landscapes, animals, architecture, and 
almost everything around me. All this 
gives me a lot of fresh ideas when I’m 
creating game shots. Also, different 
media such as other games, manga, 
movies, or real life, and virtual pictures 
taken by other people are great sources 
of inspiration.

“i’m inspired 
mostly by  
real-life 
photography.”
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duncan haRRis

ludera advises putting 
the camera somewhere 
unexpected, to capture a 
unique view of the cars.
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inteRview

a lot of work goes 
into the lighting and 
reflections in games – 
which means you get 
stunningly-lit shots.
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RafaŁ ludeRa

OPm: Do you have to enjoy the games 
to take great photos?
RL: Yes, if a game allows me to create 
really gorgeous shots or a photo mode 
is simply incredible I can play the 
game only to take pictures. For me,  
photo modes increase a person’s 
creativity and give games a second life. 
In some titles I’ve spent a lot more 
time with a photo mode than with 
main campaign and other attractions 
prepared by creators.

OPm: What makes Driveclub so good 
for game photos?
RL: Driveclub is accessible, smart, very 
fast, and its photo mode is easy to use, 
with many useful options that let 
gamers create outstanding shots in a 
simple way. But well-constructed 
photo tools aren’t enough, there are 
also other very important aspects. [It 
has] Stunning visuals with very 
natural-looking light and an advanced 
reflection system that makes game 
shots look like real-life photos. There’s 
an incredible attention to detail, not 
only in the cars but also in the 
environment, increasing the possibility 

“for me, photo  
modes give  
games a  
second life.”
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inteRview

of taking unique, really creative 
pictures. Real time/weather simulation 
can change the atmosphere and look of 
the tracks drastically too, making them 
feel more lively and interesting – each 
lap can be a completely different to 
experience. Experimenting with 
weather settings to make some superb 
photos is a lot of fun and extends the 
game’s replayability. All these things 
makes Driveclub exceptional compared 
to other titles.

OPm: What advice can you offer?
RL: Experiment with all the camera 
options, check how each option works 
alone, then mix them up. Placing the 
camera in unexpected places is the key 
to marvellous shots. Gamers should 
pay more attention to the environment 
and small details, finding things that 
sometimes can escape their attention 
when simply playing each game. I’d 
say looking around carefully, going 
off-track or the wrong way around a 
circuit, and exploring the game world’s 
borders away from main path can often 
unveil unique photo opportunities and 
outstanding spots. 

“see how each 
camera option 
works alone, 
then mix them.”
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RafaŁ ludeRa

weather can play a big 
part in a great racing 
screenshot. lightning 
is a particular 
favourite of ludera.
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expert tips

W h a t  W e  s a i d

“Postcard-worthy sPace 
tourism, best diPPed in and out 
of in short sPells to avoid 
mechanical frustrations.”  
Jen simpkins

H O W  T O…
u s e  n at u r a l 
f r a ming

040

no man’s sky
Flawed, but full of stars
Pub sony Dev hello games RevieweD oPm #127, 8/10 

a frame can be anything in the environment 
– furniture, enemies, fog, trees, or even 
anonymous bits of geometry – that brings 
structure to your shot while also adding  
depth and contrast. used in combination  
with foreground depth of field, framing can 
heighten the points of interest in a shot, hiding 
any low-resolution textures in the process.

here we see three examples of variously 
explicit natural framing. using the door frame 
in batman: arkham Knight required the 
camera to be rolled; in no man’s sky, this rock 
formation practically demanded something 
happening within; less obvious, but arguably 
most effective, are these partygoers from 
bioshock: infinite, providing not just framing 
but context for the scene.

expert tip
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craIg whItaker

W
hen it comes to 
hobbies, Craig Whitaker 
is dedicated to grabbing 
the best and most 
unusual moments from 

some of PlayStation’s best games. 
With a Flickr portfolio stretching 
into hundreds of virtual ‘photos’ 
Whitaker’s passion is fast overtaking 
his life. Whitaker started by grabbing 
shots on PS3, now focuses on PS4, 
and even admits to playing some 
games he’s not keen on just to get 
the perfect shot. We find out how 
far he’ll go for a grab. 

OPM: Which game do you think has 
the best photo mode?
Craig Whitaker: This is hard to choose 
as there are now so many games with 
good photo modes in them, but not all 
are easy to use or have the right 
camera settings. I will narrow it down 
to GT6 for the PS3, and for the PS4 
between The Order: 1886, for its detail, 
and Driveclub, for its ease of use. But 
choosing only one, Driveclub would 
take the honour for my interest in cars 
and the photos it produces every time.

OPM: Are there easier photo modes 
than others, and what do you think 
makes a good photo mode?
CW: Yes, definitely, and this to me is 
what makes you come back and take 
more photos. The biggest thing is the 
ease of use within the game, for 
example by pressing the touchpad and 
then having real camera settings to 
hand in one menu that saves your 
settings each time, so you can take a 
few shots around that subject instantly 
or move forward and take another. 
Also being able to fully zoom in and 
out, around, and pan easily helps a lot 
as well as having good exposure, a mix 

i n f o
NAMe Craig Whitaker
Web bit.ly/Craig_Whitaker
as well as appreciating the details in 
the Order: 1886, Whitaker’s a real 
car nut. Check out his Flickr stream 
for fantastic screenshots from gran 
turismo 6, MXgP3, and more.

ta k ing 
gr e at 
s ho t s

We chat to Craig 
Whitaker about his 
passion for capturing 
gaming’s many magic 
moments, and how you 
can do it too…
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of filters, a powerful zoom lens, a 
strong aperture/blur and a good sense 
of speed (shutter speed).

OPM: Do you have a favourite 
screenshot, and how long did it take 
you to get it right?
CW: I have so many I like, but recently 
I have had this shot [see above] as my 
screen saver. I love this car and track 
combination, but I knew it was right 
as soon as I had set up the photo and 
saw the car racing up the road with 
the sun creeping over the tree line.  
It didn’t take too long to take and set 
up the composition. Only a few 
minutes or so.

OPM: How much time do you 
normally spend on a shot?
CW: I like to take a few good 
shots at a time knowing I will 
use all of them, and this 
typically takes five to 10 
minutes per shot during  
the game.

OPM: Are filters crucial to getting a 
great shot? What do you use?
CW: It depends on the game, but most 
now come with enough filters to get a 
good idea on the TV what it will look 
like finished. I do use external filters 
occasionally, for example if I want to 
go for a retro ’70s feel with an older 
car or to brighten up the photo I 
would increase the contrast or lighting 
on a basic photo editor. I also have 
learnt a lot from all the helpful guys in 
the photo mode community.

The only real trick I use to get a 
nice clean clear picture is to try to 
imagine it is a real camera and go for  

a photo-realistic shot and 
background setting. Zoom right out 
as far as you can go and circle 
around the subject for a few 

seconds to get a good idea 
where to start your photo.

OPM: What advice can you give 
to readers to get great shots? 
Are there particular 
composition ideas you play 

with, or look for in a game – 
rain, interesting VFX?
CW: My advice would be to 

take your time, and try to go on 
all the excellent forums and 

photo sections out there. All 
my shots have only got better 

whitaker loves the 
rich details in the 
Order: 1886 – but his 
screen saver is a car 
shot. who doesn’t love 
a shiny car shot, eh?

over the last few years by practicing 
more and more.

Also look carefully at other people’s 
work, magazine promotional shots, or 
posters. I sometimes buy car 
magazines and look at those for 
inspiration. Composition will 
eventually come naturally to you, and 
everyone has their own art and style 
which will shine through. Some are 
lucky enough to have a good eye for 
detail naturally.

Experiment with rotation and close 
ups when you feel confident enough 
to, and always try to stick to the basic 
composition rules by having the photo 
in nine sections in your mind (rule of 
thirds), or if this is not possible – say 
you want to zoom in to the subject 
– then take the surroundings in and 
don’t cut off the top of a mountain for 
example, just zoom out a touch to get 
the whole picture. It comes with 
practice, so don’t worry. I do like to 
have some cloudy skies or raindrops  
to focus on as the full sun shots are 
great but sometimes hard to pull off,  
as in real life.

OPM: Do you have an interest in 
photography and does it help when 
taking a great photo mode shot?
CW: Yes I have always been keen on 
art, design, and photography but 
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amazing. I am really looking forward  
to all the new releases later this year 
as it looks like most of them will  
have an updated or new photo mode 
to try. I think every game should have 
one for longevity of the game, 
advertising, and exposure for the 
developer and studio. 

Photo modes bring enjoyment, 
relaxation, a hobby for those that can 
not get out to the real world, and 
unbelievable photos you could not 
possibly take in real life, such as down 
low on a road, on the wheel of a car, or 
high up above a building. With them 
getting more and more lifelike I can 
see them adding great value for the 
consumer, and also helping the studios 
get their games out in the community. 
Social media sites really help with that 
– having the actual studios listening 
and giving their welcome feedback on 
photos, promoting popular shots, and 
letting other fans see their game in a 
different light they may not have 
thought of.

Knowing the hard-working game 
developers who actually built the game 
really like and enjoy your photos is a 
very nice feeling, and gives satisfaction 
to all. I do think a photo mode will be 
an essential part built into any new 
game engine on new-release games in 
the future. 

“it really helps to 
enjoy the game as 
much as you can.”

always as a hobby and I have never 
taken it further. I have been to a few 
car shows recently with all my camera 
equipment and this has helped with 
panning techniques and composition. 
It has actually helped both ways from 
having ideas to use in-game to using 
ideas from a real camera once I get 
back on the PS4. Getting the 
composition, exposure, lighting and 
the shutter speed right can make or 
break the photo in-game or out there 
in the real world.

OPM: When playing games, are you 
always looking for interesting areas 
or moments in a game for a photo 
mode? Does it make you play games 
in a different way?
CW: Yes always, I use replays quite a 
lot which is great to watch and then  
go back to, but also some great shots 
have come from being spontaneous 
and grabbing the moment like you 
would with a real camera. I am always 
on the look out for a great photo. Even 
if the game doesn’t have a photo 
mode, with the excellent screen 
capture available on the PS4 it is so 
easy to capture that moment.

OPM: Would you consider playing a 
game just to use its photo mode, 
even if you weren’t into the game? 

Or to get good shots, do you need to 
like the game?
CW: Good question, I was actually 
thinking this the other day, and yes,  
I have bought a few games just for the 
photo mode, but having done this, I 
personally think it really helps to enjoy 
the game as much as you can first and 
foremost as the enthusiasm will shine 
through the artwork/photos. If the 
game has a really good photo mode 
then of course good shots will come 
out, but only as far as you want to 
play the game through.

OPM: Have you seen an improvement 
in photo modes in PS4 games since 
you began doing this?
CW: I started back on the PS3 mainly 
just for my own enjoyment looking 
through them. Then PS4 came and 
yes, I have seen more and more  
games have photo modes now, and 
they are improving all the time. I have 
moved up to a PS4 Pro, and to see  
the photos in full 4k resolution is 
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H O W  T O…
b e  w i s e  t o  F iel d  o F  v ie w

Gamers have been groomed by internet 
scaaandawls to assume that low field of view 
is nauseatingly bad. In screenshots it’s the 
opposite. Trying to cram everything in using 
high FOV will make the mightiest boss look 
small, and the most majestic landscape look 
like a fishbowl of sky. Low FOV reduces 

distortion and makes everything effectively 
bigger, giving shape and character to your 
scene. A word of caution, though: skyboxes in 
games (those big painted landscapes around 
3D maps) are designed with specific FOVs in 
mind. They look terrible in close-up, so avoid or 
obscure them when FOV is low.

Played normally in-game, this scene from 
Dark Souls sees you either staring at the 
whole Gaping Dragon from a distance, or at 
his groin up close, neither of which is ideal. 
Pulling the camera far away and using a low 
FOV retains the creature’s scale while the 
player fits comfortably in-shot.

expert tip

046
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w h a t  w e  s a i d

“whAT mAkeS DArk SOuLS mAGnIFIcenT 
IS The wOrLD IT creATeS, FILLeD wITh 

SIGhTS AnD cOnTrAPTIOnS.” 
RicH STanTOn

047

dark souls
Try not to break things as this RPG tries to break you

Pub BAnDAI nAmcO dev FrOm SOFTwAre reviewed OPm #64, 9/10
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wa l k t h ro u g h

c a p t ur ing 
b at t l ef iel d  1
There’s something visceral about 

war photography. in real life, 
the best war photographers 

are the ones who manage to convey 
both a sense of scale and a sense of 
humanity, like robert Capa or Don 
McCullin. Well, they can’t photograph 
your Battlefield 1 exploits, so DiCe 
has given us some tips to turn you 
into your own photojournalist.

You’ll have lots of advantages here: 
no need to lug an actual camera and 

lenses around, nor rolls and rolls of 
film. (Capa had to carry both to the 
D-Day landings, and keep them dry.) 
All you need to do is learn how to use 
the game’s built-in camera.

As well as capturing memories of 
the game, your photos could help you 
learn layouts and environments, 
effectively making your efforts more 
like reconnaissance than 
photography. However you use them, 
we’d love to see your best shots.

special thanks to DiCe’s petri Levälahti  
for step-by-step images and help.
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BattLefieLD 1 MasterCLass

07 Alley-vous
You’ll find a wealth of options for 

manipulating your images on the menu. We’re 
taking another shot of Prise De Tahure, and we’ve 
turned DOF off completely, because we want to be 
able to show how the town trails off into the 
distance, like a long urban gauntlet. We’ve set the 
FOV to 30, because there’s no point including vast 
expanses of wall on either side, and this is one of 
those times when narrowing it to 15 would bear 
fruit, increasing the sense that the only way to go is 
forwards. We haven’t bothered with a filter, as the 
colours of fire and lights are useful here.

08 use your hud
Don’t neglect your Display settings, as 

they’ll be as useful to you as the Camera ones. 
Things like Game Mode info and player outlines can 
really spoil a perfectly arranged shot, and destroy 
the illusion that what you’re looking at is a war 
photo, not an in-game screenshot. That said, 
perhaps you want to show the excitement of the 
game, the players around you or the way you’re 
playing, in which case you’ll want to make sure one 
or all of those things are switched on. Think about 
who you’re taking the photos for, and what you 
want them to feel or learn.

09 hud down
On the subject of spoiling a perfectly 

arranged shot, here’s the most important tip of 
them all: hold r on your controller to hide the HUD!
This shot from Nivelle Nights has it all: contrast 
between warmth in the foreground and a cold 
background, small banks of fire to pull the viewer’s 
eye around the image – a shot that encourages this 
sort of visual ‘interaction’ will always be more 
successful than a flat one viewers can look at and 
dismiss, and the soldiers in the middle ground to 
give a sense of scale. Now imagine we’d left our 
HUD on show. HUD down, soldier!

01  Pondemonium
The free camera really does live up to its 

name and doesn’t limit your creativity. To put things 
into perspective: on this map (Soissons, from the 
They Shall Not Pass expansion) the huge 64-player 
battle takes place far away around the little pond on 
the centre-left side of the image. We’ve pulled right 
out to get a look at the surrounding terrain, and can 
see how the shadows of clouds fall across the 
landscape, as well as where field boundaries fall. It 
gives you a sense of how peaceful things were, 
before tanks, infantry and air units moved in to 
destroy the tranquillity.

04 Field oF screAms
Change your field of view (FOV) to show 

less or more of the area you’re facing. 30 is good 
default FOV, and that’s what we’ve used here for 
this shot of Verdun Heights. You often get camera 
distortions when using higher values, where it has 
to force a wider-than-natural angle into the frame, 
though there are times when you might want to use 
that to add to the sensation of ‘wrongness’ in an 
image. Narrow the field of view to pick out points of 
interest – you can go all the way down to 15 if you 
really want to show off some details, though you 
will, naturally, lose some of the context.

02 Follow me!
In Director View you can lock your camera 

onto players or vehicles and follow them around the 
battlefield automatically. It’s handy if you know 
someone’s likely to do something interesting, like 
pull off spectacular attacks or take an unusual 
approach to things. You can orbit your camera 
around your subject, and apply other camera 
options (filter, FOV, DOF) if needed. Depth of field 
can be particularly useful in busy situations as the 
viewer’s eye will be naturally drawn to the sharpest 
part of the image. Downplay the other areas with 
some strategic blur.

05  cold steel
In tip 2 we mentioned using the Depth Of 

Field (DOF) sliders to set your focus on what 
matters. Here, again in Verdun Heights, we’ve 
combined it with the Noir filter. Removing the colour 
from a shot is another way to ensure your viewer 
looks at the critical part of the image. White, yellows 
and reds will really draw the eye in environments 
that are mostly browns, greys and blacks (see how 
you look straight at the fire in the shot for Tip 4?), 
even with the blur a shallow depth of field provides, 
and so converting the shot to black and white 
removes the distraction.

03country striFe
Make use of that free camera and fly away 

from the battle any time you want and explore your 
surroundings. The map Fort De Vaux (another one 
from They Shall Not Pass) is known as a close-
quarters grindfest where you fight in trenches as 
well as within the stone walls of the fort itself, but 
it’s surrounded by harrowing beauty. The 
countryside has been laid waste. We’ve applied a 
sepia filter and FOV 40. Sepia warms up a 
black-and-white image and usually makes a photo 
feel ‘antique’, but in this case it’s combined with the 
mist to give a sense of smoke and burning.

06dArk city
The Noir filter has other uses. It really 

amplifies the mood in the night maps, like Prise De 
Tahure here. If we’d used the sepia filter, the scene 
would look warmer, almost welcoming even, but the 
coldness of black-and-white makes the shot look 
ominous instead. We’ve taken advantage of the 
buildings either side to create a natural frame, too, 
so there’s only any detail in about 40% of the image. 
It makes things feel compressed and 
claustrophobic – ideal for this map, where the 
narrow streets restrict your actions and can 
conceal enemies until the last moment.
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H O W  T O…
S t r ik e  a  p o S e

It’s hard to think of an 
environmental screenshot 
that can’t be improved with a 
character in the foreground. 
It adds contrast, drama, 
scale, and thus power to 
almost any scene – which is 
why pretty much all of the 
concept art you’ll see has at 
least one figure within the 
frame. But how that 
character’s posed has to 
vibe with the scene around 
them, whether they’re 
trekking to distant lands, 
readying their sword for 
battle, or simply staring in 

awe at some towering 
end-of-game fleshbeast.

It takes time to explore a 
game’s animation system for 
that one perfect frame, 
ensuring all the while that 
your character’s in the right 
position relative to the 
camera, scenery, and 
whatever useful patch of fog 
or lighting you’ve discovered. 
In this scene from DMC, the 
only way to have Dante 
looking up at this They 
Live-inspired hellscape was 
to catch the last few frames 
of one specific sword-swipe.

expert tip
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W h a t  W e  S a i d

“A ConfIDenT reIMAgInIng  
of A reIMAgInIng, DMC’s  

DefInITIve eDITIon Is weLL 
worTh ConsIDerIng.”  

david HOugHTOn

051

DmC: 
Devil may Cry

More than a quick touch-up, this is Dante’s peak
Pub CApCoM Dev nInjA Theory revieweD opM #108, 8/10
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nathan todd

T
ime spent running with 
Horizon: Zero Dawn’s 
Thunderjaws and capturing 
the fading light out in the 
wilds inspired Nathan Todd 

to take up photography for real. The 
line between game photos and real 
life is blurring as PlayStation 4’s 
power and advancements in photo 
mode technology improves. 

OPM: What do you like about Horizon: 
Zero Dawn’s photo mode?
Nathan Todd: The opportunity to 
create and keep your own photos and 
memories from such a stunning-
looking game. The fact that it features 
a variety of decent real photography 
features, such as the depth of field 
effect, and the fact you can pretty 
much do anything you like to get that 
perfect shot, with the new features of 
making Aloy pose and change her 
facial expressions – and the option to 
remove her completely gives a whole 
other dimension to possible shots to 
take. The photo mode feature allows 
you to notice the smallest details that 
you probably wouldn’t have noticed 
when trying to kill that Thunderjaw. 
For example, the details of the grass 
and the way the horizon looks with 
the lighting or the leaf cutter ants 
crawling up the tree in the sunset. The 
little things make the big picture.

OPM: Does it take you a long time to 
get the perfect shot?
NT: It can vary massively, from literally 
point and shoot to taking well over an 
hour to set up and make sure the shot 
is 100% how I want it.

OPM: What filters do you use?
NT: Whatever the mood calls for. 
There is no set script for filters; I will 

L ife 
im i tat es 

g a mes

How game photo 
modes inspired Nathan 
Todd to pick up a 
camera for real – and 
that fed back into  
his screenshots

i n f o
NaMe NathaN todd
Web twitter.com/kiNgcozzie
while you don’t have to be a keen 
photographer to use photo modes, 
todd’s found being creative with one 
improves the other, and vice versa. 
Your gaming skills can affect your life.
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try them all and just go with the one  
I think makes the better shot. Some 
shots call for black-and-white and 
some call for vibrant colours. 
Regarding tricks, the ‘rule of thirds’ 
does help to set up a good picture in 
my opinion, not having the main 
subject slap-bang in the middle of the 
picture, making depth perception shots 
(the one with the Stormbird leaving 
Aloy’s hand), and I usually give a slight 
tilt to my shot – I’m not sure why, it’s 
just a habit I have developed.

OPM: Do you have any tips?
NT: The main advice I can give to 
budding in-game photographers, and 
players in general, is just do what you 
want to do – there is no right or 
wrong picture. You take an image 
because you like it; if everyone else 
does that’s a bonus. A photo is a 
personal thing. If you like black-and-
white, take black-and-white, if you like 
landscapes take them. But do try to 
vary every now and again, it’s good for 
your creativity. Also try to add a little 
something extra or think outside the 
box with your shots. Look at what’s in 
the foreground and what’s in the 
background, consider if it’s better 

landscape or portrait. Do you zoom in 
or try to capture as much as possible? 
There is a lot to think about to get the 
picture looking how I imagined it.

OPM: Does it help at all to 
understand photography?
NT: That’s a tricky one. In some 
aspects yes, and some no. For me, 
in-game photography made me want 
to try real photography. The ability to 
capture shots of things I could never 
see in real life was very appealing, from 
Driveclub’s supercars to Uncharted 4’s 
vast scenery and onto Horizon’s 
stunning world and beautiful machines. 
Due to all these factors I now class 
myself as an amateur photographer, 
and have taken what I’ve learnt from 
game photography into real life. With 
practice and knowledge I now take 
what I do with my camera and apply it 
to games as much as their photo mode 
settings allow me to. So, yes, it helps 
to know what makes a good photo, but 
it’s also a no. Like I’ve said before, a 
photo is such a personal item, you 
take what shots you like. 

“there is no 
right or wrong 
picture.”
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Back in May, horizon: Zero dawn’s 
photo mode got an update that 
allowed you to make aloy look at 
the camera – any photographer 
will tell you the difference eye 
contact makes to a portrait –  
or even make her pose. 
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H O W  T O…
Avoid  fA l l ing 
f o r  g im mic ks

Don’t use technology for the 
sake of it, or to excess, even 
if developers are often as 
guilty of this as anyone. 
Depth of field is great for 
making characters stand out 
and details pop, for example, 
but will simulate glaucoma if 
used too much. A vignette 
can help mute distracting 
edges or give an ethereal 
look to a scene, but should 
never be used on full-bright 

pixels where it becomes a 
distraction in itself.

This shot of Lara uses 
depth of field to focus on Rise 
Of The Tomb Raider’s 
gorgeous eye shaders, skin 
textures, sub-surface 
scattering and procedural 
animation. The detail would 
still be there without it, but 
softening the periphery by 
reducing the depth of field 
heightens its impact.

expert tip

056
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W h A t  W e  s A i d

“The cAmpAign isn’T quiTe As 
ThRiLLing As The 2013 RebOOT, 

buT mechAnicALLy This is LeAps 
AheAD Of LARA’s LAsT AnD The 

exTRA mODes ARe subLime.”  
MaTTHeW PelleTT

Lara’s most recent, exciting adventure
Pub squARe enix Dev cRysTAL DynAmics RevieweD Opm #129, 9/10

057

Rise of the  
tomb RaiDeR
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wa l k t h ro u g h

c a p t ur ing 
unc h a r t ed  4
Chances are, if you’ve spent 

hours in elegant italy, on the 
windswept coast of scotland, 

or in the wilds of Madagascar then 
either you’ve had the best gap year a 
trust fund can buy, or you’ve played a 
lot of Uncharted 4. We’ve played a lot  
of Uncharted 4.

Like all good travellers you want to 
share your experiences, so mastering 
the photo mode in Naughty Dog’s 
classic – one of the best in-game 

photography modes around – is a 
must. But it’s also a little fiddly, 
because it has so many options and 
filters, it’s hard to jump right in and 
get the perfect shot from the get-go.

To help, we’ve compiled some tips 
to mastering the game’s photo mode 
and capturing the perfect moment for 
posterity, and to get lots of kudos 
from friends and fans alike. Better 
still, these tips will help with other 
Sony games’ photo modes.
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Uncharted 4 Masterclass
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03 big up the blur
 The Depth Of Field option blurs out parts of the image, and essentially 

means you can opt to focus the camera on specific characters or areas of a 
scene, framing focus and pulling the viewer’s eye to what’s important. It’s easy 
to use: simply increase the intensity of the effect using u, set the distance you 
want, and then use o to decrease the intensity until you have an image you like.

01 learn to look
A basic one, but before you even consider hitting the grab button you’ll 

need to train your eye to spot an interesting frame or event, and this means 
turning off your gamer’s brain and activating your photographer’s instincts, as 
a good shot need not be a great game moment. Try going in with a plan, perhaps 
to take themed shots, such as street life, fauna and flora, or landscapes.

05 add motion blurring
This is a technique best used sparingly as it can 

make your shots looked forced if you get too heavy-handed 
with it. However, adding motion blur to action shots, 
explosions, and death-defying leaps of faith can really ram 
home the sense of fast, dramatic movement. Experiment with 

the technique,too, because there’s more to motion blur than 
simply giving the impression of movement. Try using it to 
create focal points in a scene where your eye is drawn to the 
one thing that’s moving (or not), or to create abstract 
shapes from a shot, for example.

04 get the toytown look
The Depth Of Field option is also handy for imitating the effect of a 

tilt-shift lens, which photographers use to make standard scenes look as if the 
subject were a model town or environment. By doubling the amount of blur at 
the bottom and top of a scene and leaving the centre in focus you can create  
the illusion the viewer is looking at a miniature model.

02 grasp the controls
Master the controls. Using ‘dolly’ settings, Uncharted 4’s photo mode 

enables you to use o and u to move in and out of frame, tilt up and down 
using the D-pad’s left and right buttons, and offset the camera on the left 
thumbstick, while the right thumbstick is used to circle the scene. Harnessing all 
of these will enable you to do the fun stuff and really improve your shots.

hot tip
Choose the correct file 

format. For the best results  
save your shots as .png files, they 
compress the data less than .jpg. 

Do this by going to the Share menu 
and pressing Options>Sharing 

and Broadcast Settings> 
Screenshot Settings, and 

changing Image  
Format to PNG.

>
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Uncharted 4 Masterclass

07 using filters
If you take a lot of selfies then you may as well gloss over this one as you 

already know how it works, but for the rest of us, using filters is a step into the 
dark side of digital photography. Uncharted 4’s photo mode includes a lot of 
pre-set filters, including vintage effects for warm shots, and good old 
black-and-white for a classy look. These are activated and cycled on the D-pad.

09 frame and style
A simple trick, but one that can greatly affect the feel of your shots, is to 

make use of the framing options. Again, simply cycle through them on the D-pad 
to either frame your shot, add cinematic widescreen borders or, better still, use 
the Vignette option to light a focal point and feather around it to darkness 
(intensity can be adjusted using o and u).

06 hide your heroes
You don’t always want a great lump of a human getting in the way of the 

scenery, even if that lump’s called Nathan Drake. The Hide Characters option is a 
great tool hidden away in Uncharted 4’s photo mode. It removes the characters 
from the scene and so frees you up to take beautiful, uncluttered environment 

shots. Better still, the setting has layers of options, meaning you can remove 
Nate and other player characters, enemies, or civilians and solely focus on the 
environment’s features, the architecture, and scenery, everywhere from the 
Scottish Highlands to tropical Madagascar.

08 crazy filters
On top of the regular sorts of photo filter, there are some weird 

alternative ones to unlock in the game, which create effects like turning 
everything into cel-shaded geometry or pixels. To access these filters, simply 
pause the game and select Render Modes from the Bonus option screen. You’ll 
need to unlock some, and pay with game coins for others.

10 finishing touches
So you’ve got the ultimate shot. Now what? It’s time to finesse the photo 

by adjusting things like Sharpness, Brightness, and Saturation – this is usually 
done in software like Photoshop but you can do it within the photo mode in real 
time. We’d also suggest familiarising yourself with Chromatic Aberration (colour 
fringing), and cinematic Film Grain option (adds speckles for a grindhouse feel).

>
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H O W  T O…
b e wa r e  t h e  du t c h

062

A Dutch angle is a conspicuous use of 
camera roll which makes the entire shot 
look askew. Possibly the most common 
amateur mistake in screenshots is to 
use it willy-nilly simply because the 
option was there. Using it on a simple 

landscape shot makes almost no sense 
at all, not least because it has no 
contextual basis in the scene.

Conversely, camera roll is extremely 
useful in action shots, driving games, 
and anything intended to evoke madness 

or disorientation. A tilted subject 
automatically suggests movement and 
danger, which is why most industry 
action shots use it to some degree. Both 
are serviced in this image from the 2010 
version of Need For Speed: Hot Pursuit.

expert tip
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w h a t  w e  s a i d

“AN oBSeSSively PoliSHeD ColleCtioN 
oF exotiC SUPerCArS AND A  

releNtleSS emPHASiS oN SPeeD.” 
naTHan diTum

063

need for speed:
hot pursuit

Criterion slaps some life into EA’s sleeping giant 
pub eA dev CriterioN reviewed oPm #52, 9/10
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test yourself

Gues s
t he
G a me
Unusual angles, dramatic 
lighting, no characters… can 
you tell what games these 
screen shots have come from?

1

2 4

3

5
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test yourself
6

7

9

8

10

answers

01. Driveclub, by Jim diGriz
02.  Infamous: Second Son 

by Craig Whitaker
03.  The Order: 1886,  

by Craig Whitaker
04.   Need For Speed (2015),  

by Craig Whitaker

05.  Horizon: Zero Dawn,  
by Jim diGriz

06. Uncharted 4, by Jim diGriz
07. Watchdogs 2, by Jim diGriz
08. Battlefield 1, by Craig Whitaker
09. Mad Max, by Jim diGriz
10. Gran Turismo 5, by Jim diGriz
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H O W  T O…
avoid  ‘ t e x t u r e 
s h oc k ’

Many a terrifying name has 
been given to what happens 
in your head when good, 
high-res textures meet 
something approaching 
porridge. This is perfectly 
illustrated by the early Mass 
Effect games, where crisp 
(for a PS3-era game) head 
and face textures clashed 
with egregiously optimised 
bodies and uniforms. 

Screenshots are an 
opportunity to avoid all the 
jank of even modern games, 
celebrating the art that 
exists in spite of it. Nothing 
destroys this illusion faster 
than a conspicuously bad 

texture, so keep the camera 
at safe distance, even if it 
means trading one 
composition for another.

These screenshots from 
2005 game Shadow Of The 
Colossus use the original PS2 
textures and models, the 
game emulated at higher 
resolution on PC. Those 
low-resolution assets 
dictated, to some degree,  
the distance at which the 
scenes could be shot. 
Importantly, although the 
textures are still noticeably 
low-res, the uniformity of 
resolution avoids the 
aforementioned clashing.

expert tip
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W h a t  W e  s a i d

“ThE SCraPS wITh ThE TITular 
TITaNS arE EvEN bETTEr. ThEIr 

graSS-lIkE fur lOOkS TaNgIblE 
ENOugh TO rufflE… whIlE ThEIr 
MOvEMENTS lOOk EvEN hEfTIEr.”  

dave meikleHam

shadow of  
the colossus

Getting the really big picture
Pub SONy dev TEaM ICO Reviewed OPM #63, 10/10 (hD rEMaSTEr)  

iNfo rEMaSTErED aND buNDlED wITh ICO fOr PS3
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